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PREFACE

This analysis is comprised of a detailed review of ten states'
juvenile codes. It represents the culmination of many hours of

laborious research by code project staff. From the selection of

these particular states and the modification of our issues index to

the precise interpretation of each of the states' provisions, the

staff has consistently produced first-quality material. Our student
researchers, Albert Hayeck and Steven Weil, deserve special mention
for their contributions. The code project's principal researcher
Jurgen Kern, has again demonstrated his ample communication abilities
in the form of the written word and we also owe a debt of gratitude
to Milagros Rivera for her invaluable administrative assistance.

Lawrence D. Swartz
Project Manager
Juvenile Code Study And
Revision Project
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INTRODUCTION

This analysis of state codes was intended to serve as a companion
report to the previously published "Comparative Analysis of Model Standards
on Juvenile Justice." The objective was to analyze the provisions of a

number of state codes on the same set of issues which were analyzed in the

previous work on the model standards.

Although it would have been ideal from a scientific point of view to

include the juvenile codes of all of the 50 states into the database of

this comparative analysis, it also would have been unworkable. Our task
therefore necessitated that we pare the number of state codes down to a

manageable group and select codes of distinctive value. We decided to

restrict the analysis to ten codes, and to select only codes which had
engaged in recent codifications; except, of course, Massachusetts, which
was included for purposes of comparison. Additionally, we included codes
of disproportionate influence because of the importance of the state (e.g.

California and New York) as well as because of the novelty of their approach
(e.g. Washington). The ten states chosen are California, Florida, Kansas,
Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Washington, and
Wisconsin.

The methodology employed for this analysis was substantially the same
as. that used for our "Comparative Analysis of Model Standards on Juvenile
Justice." The project's "Standards" index, which was designed to cover all
the substantive issues likely to be encountered in redrafting the Massachusetts
Delinquency Statutes, was modified for use in this analysis. Each state's
statutory provisions on a particular issue were reviewed and classified for
purposes of comparison.

The ten codes varied significantly both in terms of structure as

well as substance. There was no universal agreement stated on any issue,

from the purpose of the code to the provisions on extension of commitment.
However, the methodology employed will allow us the opportunity to readily
identify the alternatives proffered by these states for consideration in our
revision process.
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ANALYSIS

PURPOSE OF THE CODE

The general tendency of the ten states surveyed is still to provide
for a treatment- and rehabilitation-oriented approach to juvenile justice
The surveyed states still tend to provide for markedly different conse-
quences inuring to an adjudication of delinquency or a finding of guilt
as a juvenile offender as compared to those for a criminal conviction.
There are however several notable exceptions to this general trend.

The state of Washington has in particular dropped the traditional
rationale and structure of juvenile delinquency codes, and substituted
therefor a code which emphasizes accountability and proportionality in

sanctions. The states of New York and California have adopted a "middle
road" approach, providing generally for the treatment of juvenile
offenders but also evidencing a strong concern with public safety. New
York's concern with public safety is expressed in its code through the

enactment of reforms which lowered the age of criminal responsibility
to fourteen for a list of designated felonies, and to thirteen for

murder.

The provisions on purpose of the state codes are summarized below.

California 's juvenile code provides two statements of purpose,
one in reference to the chapter on juvenile court law, and another in
reference to the chapter on the youth authority.

The statement of purpose regarding juvenile court law reads
essentially as follows: the purposes of the chapter are (1) to provide
for the protection and safety of the public and of each minor under the

jurisdiction of the juvenile court, and (2) to preserve and strengthen
the minor's family ties whenever possible, removing the minor from the

custody of his or her parents only when necessary for the minor's welfare
or for the safety and protection of the public. When the minor is

removed from his or her own family, it is the purpose of the chapter to

secure for the minor care, custody, and discipline as near as possible
to that which should have been received from the minor's own parents.

The statement of purpose regarding the chapter on the youth
authority provides that minors under the jurisdiction of the juvenile
court as a result of delinquent conduct are to receive, in conformity
with the interests of public safety and protection, that care, treatment,
and guidance which is consistent with their best interests, which holds
them accountable for their behavior, and which is appropriate for their
circumstances.

Florida provides that the purposes of the Juvenile Justice Act are:

1. To protect society more effectively by substituting methods of

offender rehabilitation for retributive punishment whenever possible,
while recognizing that the application of sanctions which are consistent
with the seriousness of the offense is appropriate in all cases.
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2. To assure to all children brought to the attention of the courts
the care, guidance, and control which will best serve the moral, emotional,
mental, and physical welfare of the child and the best interests of the
state.

3. To preserve and strengthen the child's family ties whenever
possible, removing the child from his or her home only when the child's
welfare or the safety of the public require.

4. To provide procedures that will assure the parties fair hearings
at which their rights as citizens are recognized and protected.

5. To assure that the prosecution and disposition of a child be
exercised with appropriate discretion, and in keeping with the seriousness
of the offense.

Kansas provides no express statement of purpose, but does provide
a section on liberal construction. That section states that the code is

to be "liberally construed" so that juveniles coming within its provisions
receive the care, custody, guidance, control, and discipline, (preferably
in the juvenile's own home) that will best serve the juvenile's rehabilitation
and the protection of society. The code specifies also that orders, judgments
or proceedings under the act do not import criminality on the part of a

juvenile, but are undertaken in the exercise of parental power on the part
of the state.

Massachusetts also provides no express statement of purpose, but like
Kansas, provides for the liberal construction of the code so that the care,

custody, and discipline of children brought before the juvenile courts
approximate as nearly as possible that which they would receive from their
parents. Like Kansas, the Commonwealth also provides that proceedings
under the code are not to be deemed criminal proceedings.

New Jersey provides that the purposes of the code include:

1. To preserve the unity of the family whenever possible, and to

provide for the care, protection, and wholesome mental and physical
development of juveniles coming within the provisions of the act.

2. Consistent with the protection of the public interest, to remove
from children committing criminal acts certain statutory consequences of

criminal behavior, and to substitute therefor an adequate program of

supervision, care, and rehabilitation.

3. To separate juveniles from the family environment only when
necessary for their health, safety, or welfare, or in the interests of

public safety.

4. To secure for each child coming under the jurisdiction of the court

such care, guidance, and control, as will be conducive to the child's
welfare and the best interests of the state; and when the child is removed

from his or her own family, to secure for the child custody, care, and

discipline as nearly as possible equivalent to that which should have been

provided by his or her parents.
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New York provides that the purpose of the code is to estaolish
procedures in accordance with due process of law (1) to determine whether
a person is a juvenile delinquent, and (2) to issue an appropriate order
or disposition for any person so adjudged. In proceedings under the code,

the courts are to consider the needs and best interests of the respondent
juvenile as well as the need for protection of the community.

Ohio provides that the purposes of the code are:

1. To provide for the care, protection, and mental and physical
development of children subject to the code.

2. To protect the public interest in removing the consequences of

criminal behavior and the taint of criminality from children committing
delinquent acts, and to substitute therefor a program of supervision, care,

and rehabilitation.

3. To achieve the foregoing, whenever possible, in a family environment,
separating children from their parents only when necessary for their welfare
or in the interests of public safety.

4. To provide judicial procedures through which the provisions of the

code are executed and enforced, and in which the parties are assured of

a fair hearing, and their constitutional and other legal rights are recognized
and enforced.

Pennsylvania provides that the code is to be interpreted and construed
so as to effectuate the following purposes:

1. To preserve the unity of the family whenever possible, and to provide
for the care, protection, and wholesome mental and physical development of

children coming within the provisions of the code.

2. Consistent with the protection of the public interest, to remove
from children committing delinquent acts the consequences of criminal
behavior, and to substitute therefor a program of supervision, care, and
rehabilitation.

3. To achieve the foregoing in a family environment whenever possible,
separating the children from their parents only when necessary for their
welfare or in the interests of public safety.

4. To provide means through which the provisions of the code are
executed and enforced, and in which the parties are assured a fair hearing,
and their constitutional and other legal rights recognized and enforced.

Washington state provides in its statement of purpose that it was the

intent of the legislature that a system capable of having primary responsi-
bility for, being accountable for, and responding to the needs of youthful
offenders be established, and that in turn youth be held accountable for
their offenses, and that both communities and the juvenile courts carry out
their functions consistent with this intent. To effectuate these policies,
the purposes of the code are to:
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1. Protect the citizenry from criminal behavior;

2. Provide for determining whether accused juveniles have committed
offenses as defined by the code;

3. Make the juvenile offender accountable for his or her criminal
behavior;

4. Provide for punishment commensurate with the age, crime, and
criminal history of the offender;

5. Provide due process for juveniles alleged to have committed
a crime;

6. Provide necessary treatment, supervision, and custody for juvenile
offenders;

7. Provide for handling of juvenile offenders by communities
whenever consistent with public safety;

8. Provide for restitution to victims of crime;

9. Develop effective standards and goals for the operation, funding,
and evaluation of all components of the juvenile justice system and
related services at the state and local levels; and

10. Provide for a clear policy to determine what types, of offenders
shall receive punishment, treatment, or both, and to determine the juris-
dictional limitations of the courts, institutions, and community services.

Wisconsin provides that its children's code is to be interpreted to

effectuate the following express legislative purposes:

1. To provide judicial and other procedures through which children
and all other interested parties are assured fair hearings, and their
constitutional and other legal rights are recognized and enforced, while
protecting the public safety.

2. To provide for the care, protection, and wholesome mental and
physical development of children, preserving the unity of the family
whenever possible.

3. Consistent with the protection of the public interest, to remove
from children committing delinquent acts the consequences of criminal
behavior, and to substitute therefor a program of supervision, care, and

rehabilitation.

4. To divert children from the juvenile justice system to the extent
this is consistent with the protection of children and the public safety.

5. To respond to children's needs for care and treatment through
community-based programs, and to keep children in their homes whenever
possible.
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PROVISIONS ON JURISDICTION

Delinquency Defined

California does not define delinquency per se, but rather, defines
persons who are "within the jurisdiction of the court." These include
any person who is under the age of eighteen when he or she violates
any law of the state, of the United States, or of a city or county
ordinance defining a crime other than an ordinance establishing a curfew
based solely on age. Persons within the jurisdiction of the court may
be adjudged to be "wards of the court."

Florida defines "child" and "child who has committed a delinquent
act" as separate terms. A child is essentially an unmarried person under
the age of eighteen alleged to be dependent on any married or unmarried
person. A child who has committed a delinquent act is a child who is

found by a court to have committed a felony, misdemeanor, contempt of

court, or a violation of a local penal ordinance, and whose case has
not been prosecuted as an adult case.

Kansas defines a "juvenile" as a person ten or more years of age
but less than eighteen, and a "juvenile offender" as a person who does
an act while a juvenile which if done by an adult would constitute the

co,mmission of a felony or misdemeanor, or who violates the provisions of
K.S.A. 41-715 or 41-2721 (purchase and consumption of alcohol by minors) .

The definition specifically excludes:
- Juveniles aged fourteen or older who commit a traffic offense

or violate a local ordinance regulating traffic;

- Juveniles aged sixteen or older who commit an offense defined
in K.S.A. chapter 32 '(Forestry, Fish and Game);

- Juveniles aged sixteen or older who are charged with a felony
after having been adjudicated in two prior proceedings of committing acts
which constitute a felony;

- Juveniles who have previously been prosecuted and convicted as

adults;

- Juveniles whose prosecution as an adult has been authorized by
the recently enacted Kansas transfer statute;

- Juveniles who have been convicted of "aggravated juvenile delin-
quency" as defined by K.S.A. 21-3611.

Massachusetts defines a "delinquent child" as a child between seven
and seventeen who violates a city ordinance or town by-law, or commits any
offense against the Commonwealth. *

New Jersey defines "delinquency" to mean the commission of an act
which if committed by an adult would constitute a crime, a disorderly
persons offense or petty disorderly persons offense, or a violation of

any other penal statute, ordinance , or regulation. The code also excludes
from the definition certain motor vehicle and traffic related offenses
(discussed- infra) .
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New York defines a "juvenile delinquent" as a person over seven and
less than sixteen who, having committed an act which would constitute a

crime if committed by an adult, (1) is not criminally responsible for
such conduct by reason of infancy, or (2) is the defendant in an action
removed from a criminal court to the family court pursuant to a specific
article of the criminal procedure law.

Ohio defines a "child" to be a person under the age of eighteen,
although making an exception for persons who commit a delinquent act
while under eighteen but who are not brought for prosecution until
later. Ohio defines a "delinquent child" as any child (1) who violates
a state or federal law or any ordinance or regulation of a political
subdivision of the state which would be a crime if committed by an adult,
and (2) who violates any lawful order of the court. The code also defines
a "juvenile traffic offender" separately, and excludes juvenile traffic
offenders from the definition of "delinquent child."

Pennsylvania defines a "child" as an individual (1) who is under
the age of eighteen; (2) who is under the age of twenty-one and has
committed an act of delinquency before reaching the age of twenty-one;
or (3) who was adjudicated dependent before reaching the age of eighteen
and who, while engaged in a course of instruction or treatment, requests
the court to retain jurisdiction until the course is completed, but who
is not past the age of twenty-one. 'The code defines "delinquent act" as

an act designated under the law of the Commonwealth, of another state
(if the act occurred in that state), of federal law, or of a local
ordinance. The term does not include (1) the crime of murder, or

(2) summary offenses, unless the child fails to pay a fine levied
thereunder.

Washington state defines a "juvenile," "youth," or "child" to mean
any individual who is under the chronological age of eighteen years and
who has not previously been transferred to adult court. The code defines
"juvenile offender" to mean any juvenile who has been found by a juvenile
court to have committed an offense, including persons eighteen years of

age or older over whom jurisdiction has been extended.

Wisconsin defines "delinquent" as a child who is less than eighteen
but at least twelve years of age or older, and who has violated any state
or federal criminal law, except as provided by subsequent sections on

traffic and boating violations and on the transfer of juveniles sixteen
and older for criminal prosecution.

Wisconsin also defines children who have violated civil laws or

ordinances as a separate class of offenders. These are children alleged
to have violated a law punishable by a forfeiture or a county, town, or

other municipal ordinance, except traffic and boating .ordinances.



Children alleged to have violated civil laws or ordinances are

treated somewhat differently than juvenile delinquents. Unlike delinquents,
they can have their cases disposed of by juvenile court commissioners (see

the material on quasi judicial decision makers) ; petitions against them

must be proven only by clear and convincing evidence, as opposed to proof

beyond a reasonable doubt for delinquents; and the dispositional options
open to the court are more restricted and less severe (see material on

dispositions)

.

Maximum Age Limits

All of the states except Massachusetts and New York define the maximum
age limit to be "under eighteen." Massachusetts defines it to be under
seventeen, and New York state at under sixteen.

New York also has special provisions regarding juveniles accused of

certain felony offenses, for which the age of criminal responsibility has

been reduced generally to fourteen, and to thirteen for murder (see

materials on waiver of jurisdiction)

.

Minimum Age Limits

California , Florida , New Jersey , Ohio , and Washington have no minimum age

limits' for the purposes of delinquency jurisdiction. Massachusetts and
New York set the minimum age limit at seven. Kansas and Pennsylvania set
it at ten. Wisconsin sets it at twelve.

Time At Which Jurisdiction Attaches

All of the states except Florida and New Jersey provide that whether
jurisdiction attaches depends upon the age of the offender at the time
of the offense. Florida provides that jurisdiction attaches upon service
or summons, or at the time the juvenile is taken into custody. New Jersey
has no specific provisions on the subject.

Superseding Age Limit Before Apprehension or Final Disposition

California provides that the court may normally retain jurisdiction
over any person found to be a ward of the court until that person reaches
age twenty-one. However, (1) the court may retain jurisdiction over a

person adjudicated for one of the serious offenses of section 707(b) (see

material on waiver of jurisdiction, infra) and committed to the Department
of the Youth Authority until age twenty-five; (2) the court must retain
jurisdiction over any juvenile who remains under the control of the

Department of Youth Authority, including periods of extended control
ordered because the youth would be dangerous to the public because of

a mental deficiency, disorder, or abnormality; and (3) the court may
retain jurisdiction over any juvenile adjudicated for one of the serious
offenses of section 707(b) who has been confined to a state hospital or

other mental health facility until that person has reached age twenty-five,
unless the committing court finds after a hearing that the person's sanity
has been restored.
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Florida provides essentially that once jurisdiction over a child
is "obtained" (see discussion on when jurisdiction attaches, supra) it

is not to be relinquished until a child reaches age nineteen.

Kansas law states that once jurisdiction is acquired over an
alleged juvenile offender it may continue until (1) the juvenile reaches
age twenty-one, (2) the juvenile has been discharged by the court, or

(3) the juvenile has been discharged from his or her obligations under
a commitment.

Massachusetts provides that the juvenile courts may continue to

exercise jurisdiction over juveniles until their eighteenth birthdays,
including juveniles who are not apprehended until between their seven-
teenth and eighteenth birthdays. Persons who commit an offense while
under the age of seventeen (the normal cut-off for jurisdiction in

Massachusetts) , but who are not apprehended until after turning eighteen,
must either have their cases discharged or must be transferred for
criminal prosecution. Notice however that in such cases the person must
still first be charged with delinquency, and must be accorded a transfer
hearing in the same fashion as for persons under eighteen.

New Jersey provides for the retention of jurisdiction only in

cases where dispositions have actually been entered. In effect the

New Jersey courts retain jurisdiction (1) for the duration of the

disposition where the disposition was commitment or incarceration, and

(2) for the sole purpose of determining violations of orders of dispo-
sition where the disposition involved nonresidential placement or

probation.

The code does not address what happens when a juvenile taken
into custody before turning eighteen passes that age limit while
adjudication or disposition is still pending.

New York does not specifically address the issue of what happens
when a juvenile exceeds the age of jurisdiction while adjudication or

disposition are still pending; it does however provide that all actions
must be commenced within the period of the statute of limitations for

the offense charged.

Ohio provides in its definition of "child" that it includes a

person who violates a state or federal law, etc. , prior to attaining
his or her eighteenth birthday, irrespective of the time the complaint
is filed.

There is no indication in the code of how long jurisdiction may

be continued over children who have exceeded the age of eighteen.
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Pennsylvania provides that the definition of "child" includes an

individual who is under twenty-one years of age and who committed an

act of delinquency before reaching age eighteen.

Washington ' s code provides that the juvenile court's jurisdiction
may neither extend beyond a juvenile's twenty-first birthday, nor may
a court commit a juvenile for a period extending beyond his or her

twenty-first birthday. A juvenile court's jurisdiction may be extended
past a juvenile's eighteenth birthday in one of three ways:

1. A commitment within the standard range of sentences extends
past the juvenile's eighteenth birthday;

2. A commitment outside the standard range extends past the

juvenile's eighteenth birthday, and the court extends its jurisdiction
by an express order which sets forth its reasons therefor; or

3. Proceedings are pending seeking adjudication, disposition, or

the enforcement of a dispositional order, and the court expressly extends
its jurisdiction in an order setting forth its reasons therefor.

Wisconsin provides that if a proceeding has been commenced before
a child turns eighteen years of age, but the child becomes eighteen
before admitting to the allegations of the petition or before an adju-
dication, the court retains jurisdiction to do one of three things:

1. Dismiss the case with prejudice;

2. Waive its jurisdiction and transfer for criminal prosecution;

3. Enter into a consent decree.

If the consent decree is subsequently violated or the child objects
to its continuation, the court's only choice is to waive jurisdiction.
The court has no power to adjudicate or dispose of a person over eighteen
in any other way.

Delinquent Acts Committed By Children Under The Minimum Age

California , Florida , New Jersey , and Washington , which do not
provide for minimum ages, also have no provisions on delinquent acts
committed by children below the minimum age.

Kansas , Massachusetts , and New York , which do have minimum ages,
make no provisions nontheless.

Wisconsin treats children under the minimum age who commit
delinquent acts as being "in need of services."

Pennsylvania treats children under the minimum age who commit
delinquent acts as being "dependent" children. A "dependent child" in

Pennsylvania appears to be a hybrid of neglected child and status
offender.
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Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior (Status Offenses)

All ten of the state codes surveyed provide for family or juvenile court
jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior (status offenses) in one form
or another, although the actual provisions vary significantly . ^ Several
of the states blur the line between noncriminally misbehaving, and
neglected or dependent children.

California has two sections on "persons within the jurisdiction of

the court": the first basically defines accused status offenders and the
second basically defines accused delinquents. The section on status
offenders states that any person under the age of eighteen years who
persistently or habitually refuses to obey the reasonable and proper
orders or directions of his parents, etc., or who violates any city
or county ordinance establishing a curfew based solely on age is within
the jurisdiction of the juvenile court, and may be adjudged a ward of
the court. Additionally, a juvenile who is habitually truant or who
persistently and habitually refuses to obey the reasonable and proper
orders or directions of school authorities is within the jurisdiction of
the court.

^

Florida is one of the states that blurs the distinction between
dependent and neglected children and traditional status offenders.
Florida's code has a category of "dependent child" which it defines as

including:

- Children abandoned, abused, or neglected by their parents or

other custodians;

- Children placed with an agency for purposes of adoption;

- Children who are persistent runaways, who are habitually truant
from school, and who habitually refuse to obey the reasonable and lawful
commands of their parents or legal custodians; and,

- Children of parents who have voluntarily placed them with a

licensed agency, and whose parents have failed to comply with the require-
ments of a "performance agreement".

Kansas also blurs the distinction between status offenders and

children in need of care and protection. The code defines a "child in

need of care" as a person under the age of eighteen who:

1. Is without adequate parental care, control or subsistence, and

that condition is not due solely to the lack of financial means of the

child's parents or other custodian;

2. Is without care or control necessary for the child's physical,

mental, or emotional health;

3. Has been physically, mentally, or emotionally abused or neglected,

or sexually abused;

4. Has been placed for care or adoption in violation of law;

5. Has been abandoned, or does not have a known living parent;
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6. Is not attending school (as required by K.S.A. 72-977 or

72-1111);

7. Does an act which, when committed by a person under the age of

eighteen, is prohibited by a state law, city ordinance, or county
resolution (but which is not prohibited when done by an adult)

;

8. While under the age of ten, commits and act constituting a

felony or misdemeanor as defined by Kansas law.

Massachusetts labels noncriminally misbehaving children as

"children in need of services," and defines essentially two categories
of such children:

- Those under seventeen who persistently refuse to obey the

lawful and reasonable commands of their parents or guardians, or who
persistently run away from home; and,

- Those between the ages of six and sixteen who persistently and

willfully fail to attend school or who persistently violate the lawful
and reasonable regulations of their schools.

New Jersey defines something they label a "juvenile-family crisis".
This includes the behavior, conduct, or condition of a juvenile, parent,

or guardian, or other family member which presents or results in:

- A serious threat to the well-being and physical safety of a

juvenile;

- A serious conflict between a parent or guardian and a juvenile
regarding rules of conduct, which has been manifested by either (a)

repeated disregard of lawful parental authority by a juvenile, or (b)

repeated misuse of lawful parental authority by a parent or guardian;

- Unauthorized absences by a juvenile for more than 24 hours from
his home; and,

- A pattern of repeated unauthorized absences by a juvenile from
school.

New York defines two categories of status offenders: "runaway youth"
and "homeless youth". A runaway youth is a person under the age of eighteen
who is absent from his or her legal residence without the consent of his
or her parent, guardian, or legal custodian. A homeless youth is a person
under the age of twenty-one who is in need of services and who is without
a place of shelter where supervision and care are available.

Additionally, New York also provides in its chapter on education law
for "school delinquents," who are minors under seventeen who are habitually
truant from school instruction, are irregular in their attendance, or are
insubordinate or disorderly when they do attend. Minors who are school
delinquents may be required to attend special day schools, may be involun-
tarily transferred to other schools, or may be suspended for determinate
periods of time.
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Ohio defines an "unruly child" as a child:

- Who does not subject himself to the reasonable control of parents,
teachers, guardians, or custodians by reason of being wayward or habitually
disobedient;

- Who is a habitual truant from home or school;

- Who so deports himself as to injure or endanger the health or
morals of himself or others;

- Who attempts to enter the marriage relationship in any state
without the consent of his parents, custodian, legal guardian, or other
legal authority;

- Who is found in a disreputable place, visits or patronizes a place
prohibited by law, or associates with vagrant, vicious, immoral, criminal
or notorious persons;

- Who engages in an occupation prohibited by law, or is in a situation
dangerous to life or limb or injurious to the health or morals of himself
or others;

- Who has violated a law applicable only to a child.

Pennsylvania defines a term it labels as "dependent child," which
includes children who:

* -

- Are without proper parental care or control, subsistence, education
as required by law, or other care or control necessary for their physical,
mental, or emotional health, or morals;

- Have been placed for care or adoption in violation of law;

- Are without a parent, guardian, or legal custodian;

- While subject to compulsory school attendance are habitually and
without justification truant from school;

- Have committed a specific act or acts of habitual disobediance of

the reasonable and lawful commands of their parents, guardian, or other
custodian, and who are ungovernable and found to be in need of care, treat-
ment, or supervision;

- Are under the age of ten years and have committed a delinquent act;

- Have been formerly adjudicated dependent and are still under the

jurisdiction of the court, or have been referred pursuant to the section on

"informal adjustment" and who commit an act which is defined as "ungovernable"

Washington state appears not to make provisions for noncriminally
misbehaving children. The closest the code comes is in defining a

"dependent child," which is a child who has been abandoned, abused or

neglected, who is without proper parental authority, or who is develop-
mentally disabled.
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Wisconsin provides that the juvenile courts are to have exclusive
original jurisdiction over children "alleged to be in need of protection
or services," which includes children:

- Who are without a parent or guardian;

- Who have been abandoned;

- Who have been the victims of physical or sexual abuse;

- Whose parents sign a petition requesting the court to take juris-
diction because they are unable to care for, control, or provide
necessary special treatment for the child;

- Who have been placed for care or adoption in violation of law;

- Who are habitually truant from school;

- Who are habitually truant from home, and where either the child
or a parent or guardian sign a petition requesting the court to take

jurisdiction and attesting that reconciliation efforts have been attempted
and have failed;

- Who receive inadequate care during a period of time that a parent
is missing, incarcerated, hospitalized, or institutionalized;

- Who are at least twelve years of age and sign a petition requesting
the court to take jurisdiction, attesting therein that they are in need of

special care which their parents, etc., are unwilling to provide;

- Whose parents, etc., refuse or are unable for reasons other than
poverty to provide necessary care, food, clothing, medical, or dental care,

or shelter, so as to seriously endanger the physical health of the child;

- Who are suffering emotional damage for which the parent is unwilling
to provide treatment, which is evidenced by one or more of the following
characteristics exhibited to a severe degree: anxiety, depression, with-
drawal, or outward aggressive behavior;

- Who have committed a delinquent act while under the minimum age of

twelve; or,

- Who have not been immunized as required by section 140.05(16) of
the Wisconsin code.

Waiver Of Jurisdiction (Transfer For Criminal Prosecution)

California provides that a juvenile aged sixteen or older charged
with an act subjecting him or her to the delinquency jurisdiction of the

courts, except those charged with certain serious designated acts (listed
below) , may be transferred after a fitness hearing if the court concludes
that the minor would not be amenable to the care, treatment, and training
programs available through the facilities of the juvenile courts, based
upon an evaluation of the following criteria:

1. The degree of criminal sophistication;

2. Whether the minor can be rehabilitated prior to the expiration
of juvenile court jurisdiction;
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3. The minor's previous delinquent history;

4. The success of previous attempts by the juvenile court to

rehabilitate the minor; and,

5. The circumstances and gravity of the offense alleged to have
been committed by the minor.

A determination of unfitness may be based on any one or a combination of

factors set forth above.

If a minor aged sixteen or older is charged with one of twenty
serious designated acts then a presumption arises that the minor is not
a fit and proper subject. This presumption can be overcome by evidence
that the minor would be amenable to treatment in the programs available
through the juvenile court. In evaluating a minor's fitness under this
provision, the court is to consider the same five criteria listed above.

The twenty serious designated acts, referred to hereafter as s. 707(b)
acts (because of their designation in section 707(b) of the code) include:

- Murder;

- Arson;

- Armed robbery;

- Sodomy by force or duress;

- Lewd and lascivious conduct in violation of s. 288(b) of the Penal
Code;

- Oral copulation by force and duress;

- Any offense specified in s. 289 of the Penal Code (penetration of

genital or anal openings by foreign objects, including against mentally
defective persons incapable of giving consent)

;

- Kidnapping for ransom;

- Kidnapping with bodily harm;

- Kidnapping for purposes of robbery;

- Assault with intent to murder or attempted murder;

- Assault with a firearm or destructive device;

- Assault by means of force likely to produce great bodily injury;

- Discharge of a firearm into an inhabited or occupied building;

- Any offense described in s. 1203.09 of the Penal Code (crimes

against persons aged 60 or older, blind persons, paraplegics or quadri-
plegics) ;

- Any offense described in s. 12022.5 of the Penal Code (use of firearm

in commission or attempted commission of a felony)

;

- Any felony offense in which the minor personally used a weapon
described in s. 12020(a) of the Penal Code;
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- Any felony described in s. 136.1 (intimidation of witnesses or

victims) or s. 137 (influencing testimony or information given Co a law-

enforcement official) of the Penal Code;

- Manufacturing compounding, or selling one-half ounce or more of any

salt or solution of a controlled substance specified in s. 11055(e) of the

Health and Safety Code.

Florida provides that two classes of accused children shall be

automatically transferred for criminal prosecution:

- A child of any age who requests transfer, if joined in that

request by a parent or guardian; and,

- A child of any age charged with violation of a Florida law
punishable by life imprisonment or death.

The code also provides that the state attorney may request transfer
of any child of age fourteen or older who is charged with a violation of

Florida law. Prior to transfer, the court is required to conduct a

hearing to consider, and enter written findings of fact with respect to,

each of the following criteria:

- The seriousness of the alleged offense and whether the protection
of the community is best served by transfer for imposition of adult
sanctions; • ,

•

- Whether the offense was committed in an aggressive, violent,
premeditated, or willful manner;

- Whether the offense was against person or property;

- The prosecutive merit of the complaint;

- The desirability of trial and disposition of all parties in one
court;

- The sophistication and maturity of the child;

- The previous delinquency history of the child including prior
commitments to institutions;

- The prospects for adequate protection of the public and the

likelihood of reasonable rehabilitation by the use of available services
and facilities.

The code states that the court must find that a child alleged to have
committed a violation of Florida law "should be charged and tried as an
adult", and include written reasons for the decision.

Kansas provides that transfer proceedings may be instituted by the

prosecution or upon the court's own motion against any juvenile aged
sixteen or older who is charged with a cognizable offense. In determining
whether or not prosecution as an adult is to be authorized, the court must
consider each of the following factors:
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- The seriousness of the alleged offense, and whether the
protection of the community requires prosecution as an adult;

- Whether the offense was committed in an aggressive, violent,
premeditated, or willful manner;

- Whether the offense was against person or property;

- The number of alleged offenses unadjudicated and pending against
the respondent;

- The previous delinquency history of the respondent;

- The sophistication and maturity of the respondent;

- The availability of appropriate programs and facilities; and,

- Whether the interests of the respondent or the community would
be best served by criminal prosecution.

The code also provides that before transfer is authorized there must be
a finding of "substantial evidence that the respondent should be prosecuted
as an adult."

Massachusetts permits transfer of juveniles who have been charged
with an offense committed between their fourteenth and seventeenth birthdays,
and who (1) had either previously been committed to the Department of Youth
Services for an offense which would be punishable bv incarceration in state
prison if committed by an adult, or (2) are now charged with an offense
involving the threat or infliction of bodily harm. The court must also
enter findings based on "clear and convincing evidence" that the child
presents a significant danger to the public, as demonstrated by the

nature of the offense charged and the child's past record of delinquent
behavior, and that the child is not amenable to rehabilitation as a

juvenile. In making this determination the court must consider the

following five subsidiary factors:

1. The seriousness of the alleged offense;

2. The child's family, school, social, and court or delinquency
history, if any;

3. The adequate protection of the public;

4. The nature of any past treatment efforts for the child; and,

5. The likelihood of rehabilitation.

New Jersey permits referral to the adult criminal courts without the

juvenile's consent if the juvenile is fourteen or older at the time of the

charged delinquent act and if after a hearing, there is probable cause to

believe that the juvenile committed an act which, if committed by an adult,

would constitute:

1. Criminal homicide (other than death by auto), first degree robbery,

aggravated or nonaggravated sexual assault, aggravated assault, kidnapping,
or arson;
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2. A crime committed at a time when the juvenile had previously
been convicted or adjudicated on the basis of any of the offenses enu-
merated above;

3. A crime committed at a time when the juvenile had previously
been sentenced and confined to an adult penal institution;

4. An offense against the person committed in an aggressive,
violent, or willful manner, or with the unlawful possession of a firearm,
destructive device, or other prohibited weapon;

5. A violation of section 19 of the Controlled Dangerous Substances
Act;

6. A crime which is part of continuing criminal activity with two

or more persons, the circumstances of which show that the juvenile has
knowingly devoted himself to criminal activity as a source of livelihood; or

7. An attempt or conspiracy to commit any of the acts listed in the

first, third, and fifth paragraphs above.

Except with respect to any of the acts enumerated in the first
paragraph, the state has to show that the nature and circumstances of the offense
charged and the prior history are sufficiently serious so that the interests
of the public require waiver. However, if in any case the juvenile can show
that the probability of his rehabilitation "substantially outweighs" the

reasons for waiver, then waiver is not to be granted.

Juveniles fourteen or older may also seek, to have cases transferred
to adult court at their own election.

New York does not provide for the waiver of jurisdiction or transfer
to criminal court of more serious juvenile offenders. Instead, New York
deals with serious offenders through the provisions of the Designated
Felonies Act of 1976 and the Juvenile Offender Act of 1978. 4

The Designated Felonies Act permits the restrictive placements of

juveniles adjudicated for certain serious offenses. Restrictive placements
are not automatic: the Act requires a finding, based on a preponderance of

the evidence, that the respondent either does or does not require a restric-
tive placement (i.e., either option must be supported by a preponderance of

the evidence) . Restrictive placements are however mandated in any case in
which the respondent inflicted serious physical injury on a person who is

62 or more years of age.

The Act requires that in determining whether or not a juvenile should
be subject to a restrictive placement, the court must consider and make
specific findings as to the following five factors:

1. The needs and best interests of the respondent;

2. The record and background of the respondent;

3. The nature and circumstances of the offense, including whether any
injury was inflicted by the respondent or by another participant;
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4. The need for protection of the community; and,

5. The age and physical condition of the victim.

The Act divides offenses into class A, class B, and class C offenses.
Class A offenses include murder, and arson and kidnapping in the first degree
The remaining offenses include rape, manslaughter, and sodomy in the first
degree; arson and kidnapping in the second degree; robbery and assault in
both the first and second degree; and any felony involving personal injury
or the use of firearms.

In the case of a youth found to have committed a class A designated
felony, any restrictive placement ordered will involve:

- An initial five year placement with the Division for Youth;

- Initial confinement in a secure facility of between 12 and 18

months; and,

- Placement in a residential facility for an additional period of

twelve months.

In the case of a youth found to have committed a designated felony
other than a class A felony, any restrictive placement ordered will
involve:

- An initial three year placement with the Division for Youth;

- Initial confinement in a secure facility for a period between six
and twelve months; and,

- Placement in a residential facility for an additional period of
between six and twelve months.

If a juvenile is found to be guilty of a second designated felony
offense, the juvenile will automatically be subject to the provisions on
five-year restrictive placements, regardless of how old the juvenile was
at the time the first act was committed.

The Juvenile Offenders Act provides essentially for two things:

(1) that juveniles charged with certain serious offenses will be tried

in criminal instead of juvenile courts, and (2) that juveniles convicted
of those charges will be subject to mandatory placements. Specifically,

the act lowers the age of criminal responsibility to thirteen for second-

degree murder, and to fourteen for an enumerated group of serious offenses.

As with the Designated Felonies Act, these offenses are grouped into

categories of class A, class B, and class C felonies. Class A felonies

include second-degree murder, and first-degree kidnapping and arson;

class B felonies include first-degree manslaughter, rape, sodomy,

burglary, and robbery, second-degree arson, and attempted second-degree

murder or first-degree kidnapping; and class C felonies include first-

degree assault, second-degree burglary or robbery, criminal possession

of a weapon, or an attempt to commit a class B felony.

Each class of felonies, and murder, have presumptive sentencing
ranges attached to them; the court must ordinarily sentence a convicted
juvenile to a term of secure confinement within the presumptive range.
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The ranges are:

For murder, a maximum of life to a minimum of 5 to 9 years;

For class A felonies a maximum of 12 to 15 years, a minimum of

4 to 6 years;

For class B felonies a maximum of 10 years, a minimum of l/3rd

of the maximum; and,

For class C felonies a maximum of 7 years, a minimum' of h of the

maximum.

Juveniles accused of any of these enumerated offenses are tried
in New York's criminal courts; if convicted, the sentences are initially
served in secure facilities of the Division -for Youth, and not in adult
penal institutions. However, juveniles whose sentences have not

previously expired are automatically transferred to adult facilities
upon reaching the age of twenty-one. They may also be transferred
sooner: if between the ages of sixteen and eighteen they may be

transferred by order of the court; and if between the ages of eighteen
and twenty they may be transferred at the discretion of the Divsion for

Youth.

The act additionally permits the removal of cases from the criminal
courts to the family courts either after indictment or after a verdict
has been handed down. In the case of removal after indictment, the

superior court may, on its own motion or the motion or any party, order
the action removed to the family court if it determines that doing so

would be "in the interests of justice". In making that determination
the court must consider the following factors:

- The seriousness and circumstances of the offense;

- The extent of harm caused by the offense;

- The evidence of guilt, whether admissible or inadmissible at trial;

- The history, character, and condition of the defendant;

- The purpose and effect of imposing upon the defendant a sentence
authorized for the offense;

- The impact of removal of the case to the family court on the
safety or welfare of the community;

- Where the court deems it appropriate, the attitude of the
complainant or victim with respect to the motion; and,

Any other relevant fact indicating that a judgment of conviction
would serve no useful purpose.

If the respondent is charged with murder in the second degree, rape,
robbery, or an armed felony, more stringent requirements apply: the court
may order removal only with the consent of the district attorney, and only
after finding the existence of one or more of the mitigating circumstances.
If the court orders removal, the court and the district attorney must state
their reasons on the record.
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In the case of removal after the verdict, the above applies, except
that additionally the district attorney must file a subscribed memorandum
stating the reasons why the interests of justice would be best served
by removal.

It should be noted that, in addition to its provisions on designated
felonies and juvenile offenders, New York also has special provisions on
"youthful offenders," who are persons between the ages of sixteen and
nineteen charged with any offense except an enumerated number of more
serious offenses. The criminal courts have jurisdiction over "youthful
offenders"

.

Ohio provides that a juvenile may be transferred if the court, after
a hearing, makes the following determinations:

1. The child was fifteen or more years of age at the time of the

conduct charged;

2. There is probable cause to believe that the child committed the

alleged act (which would be considered a felony if committed by an adult)

;

3. After an investigation, including a mental and physical examination
of the child, there are reasonable grounds to believe that,

(a) The child is not amenable to care or rehabilitation in any
facility designed for the care, supervision, or rehabilitation of a juvenile
delinquent;

(b) The safety of the community may require that the child be

placed under legal restraint, including, if necessary, for the period
extending beyond his or her majority.-3

Pennsylvania provides that a child may be transferred for criminal
prosecution if the child was fourteen or older at the time of the alleged
conduct, and after a hearing the court finds:

1. That there is a prima facie case that the child committed the

alleged act;

2. That the act would be considered a felony if committed by an

adult; and

3. That there are reasonable grounds to believe all of the following:

(a) That the child is not amenable to rehabilitation;

(b) That the child is not committable to an institution for

the mentally retarded or the mentally ill; and,

(c) That the interests of the community require that the child

be placed under legal restraint or that the offense is one which would

carry a sentence of more than three years if committed by an adult.
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The code states that in evaluating whether a child is amenable to rehabil-
itation the court should consider the following factors:

- Age;

- Mental capacity;

- Maturity;

- Degree of criminal sophistication;

- Previous record, if any;

- The nature and extent of any prior delinquent history, including
any previous attempts at rehabilitation;

- Whether the child can be rehabilitated prior to the expiration
of juvenile court jurisdiction;

- Probation or institutional reports, if any; and,

- The nature and circumstances of the acts for which transfer is sought.

The code also provides for the transfer of a child from criminal
proceedings back to the juvenile courts. The general rule is, except in

cases charging murder, that if "the defendant in a criminal proceeding
is a child", the court is to halt criminal proceedings and, "where
appropriate", transfer the case to the juvenile courts. The code provides
additionally and (somewhat incongruously) that if it appears to the court
in a criminal proceeding charging murder that the defendant is a child,

the case may similarly be transferred and the provisions of the juvenile
code applied.

Washington permits the transfer of juveniles aged sixteen and seventeen
who have been charged with a "class A felony" (see the material on disposition)
or who are aged seventeen and charged with one of the following class B felo-
nies: assault in the second degree, extortion in the first degree, indecent
liberties, kidnapping in the second degree, rape in the second degree, or

robbery in the second degree. The juvenile must be afforded a "decline
hearing," and the court should order transfer only upon a finding that
the declination would be in the best interests of the juvenile or the public.
The declination hearing may be initiated by the prosecutor, the respondent,
or the court on its own motion. The court is required to set forth in

writing findings which shall be supported by relevant facts and opinions
produced at the hearings.

Wisconsin permits transfer for criminal prosecution of any child who
has violated a state criminal law on or after his or her sixteenth birthday.
The child must be afforded a waiver hearing, which can be requested by the

child or the district attorney or initiated by a judge. At the waiver hearing
the court must first determine whether the case has "prosecutive merit." If

it has, the court, after reviewing evidence presented by the district attorney
as well as "other relevant evidence," must determine if it has been established
by clear and convincing evidence that it would not be in the best interests
of the child or the public to retain jurisdiction.
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This decision is to be based upon:

1. The personality and prior record of the child, including conside-
rations of mental illness and mental retardation;

2. The type and seriousness of the offense;

3. The adequacy and suitability of facilities, services, and
procedures available for treatment;

4. The desirability of trial and disposition in one court, if the
juvenile was allegedly associated with persons who will be charged in
the circuit court.

Provisions On Venue

California , Massachusetts , and New Jersey have no provisions on venue.

Florida provides that petitions are to be filed in the county in which
the delinquent act occurred. The court may however transfer the child to the

circuit in which the child resides, or will reside at the time of detention
or placement.

Kansas provides that venue for adjudicatory proceedings shall be in

any county where any act of the alleged offense was committed. Venue in

dispositional proceedings shall be in the county of the juvenile's residence,
except that it may be in the county where the offense occurred if the

juvenile is not a resident of Kansas, or if the juvenile's adjudicatory
proceeding was held in a county other than that in which the juvenile resides,
and the court finds such venue to be in the best interests of the juvenile
offender and the community.

New York, provides that venue shall be originated in the county in
which the acts occurred. Upon motion of the respondent or the appropriate
presentment agency the family court may, for good cause shown, order the

proceedings transferred to another county. Except for designated felony
cases and cases heard in New York City, cases may be transferred to the

county in which the respondent resides for the dispositional proceedings.

Ohio provides that a complaint may be brought in the- county in which
the child resides or in which the alleged delinquent act took place. If a

proceeding is commenced in a county other than where the child resides, the

court, on its own motion or that of a party, may transfer the case to the

county of the child's residence. This may be done after the filing of the

complaint, after adjudication, or after disposition.

Pennsylvania provides that a delinquency proceeding may be commenced
either in the county in which the child resides or in the county in which
the alleged acts occurred.

Washington state provides that proceedings may be commenced in the

county where the juvenile resides, or, if so requested by the juvenile or

the prosecuting attorney, in the county where an element of the alleged
criminal offense took place.
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Wisconsin provides chat venue in delinquency proceedings may be in

any of the following: the county where the child resides, the county
where the child is present, or the county where the alleged violation
occurred. Venue for a revision or extension of a dispositional order is

in the county where the dispositional order was issued, unless the child's
residence or the residence of the parents has changed, in which case the

court may transfer the case to the new county of residence upon good cause
shown.

Jurisdiction Over Mentallv Defective Juveniles
I,

California , Florida , Kansas , New Jersey , and New York have no provisions
on jurisdiction over mentally defective juveniles.

Massachusetts provides only that whenever the Department of Youth
Services finds that a person committed to its custody is insane, feeble-
minded, a sexual psychopath, or potentially psychotic, the Department has
the discretion to make application for a new commitment to the appropriate
agency.

Ohio provides that juvenile courts may exercise the powers of the

probate court of common pleas whenever the court has probable cause to

believe that a child otherwise within the jurisdiction of the court is

a mentally ill or mentally retarded person subject to hospitalization by

court order.

Pennsylvania provides that if at the dispositional hearing of a

delinquent child, or at other hearings, the evidence indicates that the

child may be subject to commitment or detention under the provisions of

the Mental Health and Mental Retardation Act or the Mental Health Procedures
Act, the court is to proceed under the provisions of the appropriate act.

Washington provides that the juvenile courts are to have original
and exclusive jurisdiction over proceedings relating to children alleged
or found to be in need of involuntary civil commitment.

Wisconsin provides that if a child alleged to be delinquent is before
the juvenile court, and it appears that the child is developmentally
disabled, mentally ill, alcoholic, or drug dependent, the court is to proceed
under Chapter 51 or 55 of the Wisconsin statutes.

Jurisdiction Over Traffic Offenses

Florida , New York , and Pennsylvania have no provisions on jurisdiction
over traffic offenses. The provisions of the state of Kansas are not
included in the juvenile offenders code.

California provides that traffic hearing officers may hear and dispose
of cases in which a person under the age of eighteen is charged with violations
of local traffic ordinances, the Fish and Game Code, the Harbors and Navigation
Code, etc., except that a traffic hearing officer may not hear cases in which
the minor is charged with a felony violation. Felonies must, by implication,
be heard before the juvenile courts.
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Massachusetts provides that when a child is adjudicated for a violation
of a statute, by-law, ordinance, or regulation relating to the operation of
motor vehicles, the court, in addition to the usual dispositional options of
commitment to the Department of Youth Services and requiring restitution,
may also impose a fine as authorized by the provision violated. The statute
also provides consequences when an adjudicated child fails to pay a fine,
and it regulates the admissibility into evidence of adjudications and
dispositions with regard to proceedings to cancel an insurance policy or
a license to operate, etc. Additionally, any motor vehicle offense alleged
to have been committed by a juvenile between sixteen and seventeen and not
punishable by imprisonment or a fine greater than one hundred dollars, may
be prosecuted as a criminal complaint.

New Jersev provides that anv act which constitutes a violation of
enumerated sections of the motor vehicle laws or of the Revised Statutes
pertaining to pedestrians and bicycles does not constitute an act of

delinquency.

Ohio provides that the juvenile courts shall have exclusive original
jurisdiction over any child who is alleged to be a juvenile traffic offender,
and defines a "juvenile traffic offender" as a child who violates any traffic
law, ordinance, or regulation of the state, the United States, or any
political subdivision of the state.

Washington provides the juvenile courts with exclusive original juris-
diction over juveniles alleged or found to have committed traffic infractions,
unless the offense was committed by a juvenile sixteen or older and would,
if committed by an adult, be heard in a court of limited jurisdiction. The
juvenile court may however retain jurisdiction if the traffic offense arises
out of the same event as another cognizable offense.

Wisconsin provides that, except in the case of violations of three
enumerated statutes, or where death or injury occurs, courts of criminal and
civil jurisdiction are to have exclusive jurisdiction in proceedings against
children sixteen or older for violations of moving and nonmoving traffic
regulations. A child convicted of a traffic or boating offense in a court of

criminal or civil jurisdiction shall be treated as an adult for sentencing
purposes, except that the court may disregard any minimum period of incarcera-
tion specified for the offense.

Jurisdiction Over Adults Accused Of Contributing To The Delinquency Of A Minor

California , Florida , Kansas ,
; New Jersey , New York , Pennsylvania , and

Washington have no provisions in their juvenile codes.

Massachusetts provides that any person found to have caused, induced,

abetted, encouraged or contributed to the waywardness or delinquency of a

child, or to have acted in any way tending to cause such waywardness or

delinquency, may be punished by a specified fine or by imprisonment for a

specified duration. The four juvenile courts of Boston, Worcester, Spring-

field, and Bristol County are to have concurrent jurisdiction with the

corresponding district courts.
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Ohio provides that if it appears at Che hearing of a child that

any person has abused or aided, induced, encouraged or contributed to

the dependency, neglect, or delinquency of a child, or acted in any way
tending to cause delinquency in such child, the juvenile judge may order
a complaint filed against such person and proceed to hear and dispose of

the case. The juvenile courts are to have exclusive original jurisdiction
over any cases charging adults with violations of the juvenile cede.

Wisconsin provides that if in the hearing of a case of a child
alleged to be delinquent it appears that any person eighteen or older
has been guilty of contributing to, encouraging, or tending to cause by

any act or omission the delinquent condition of the child, a judge may
make orders with respect to the person's relationship to the child,
including orders determining the person's ability to care for the child
and directing how and when funds for the maintenance of the child are to

be paid. If it appears that a person eighteen or older has violated
s. 947.15, the judge shall refer the case to the district attorney for

criminal prosecution. The court's jurisdiction over persons accused of

contributing to the delinquency of a juvenile is exclusive.

Jurisdiction Over Contempt

Only three states have provisions on jurisdiction over contempt. Those
three, not surprisingly, simply extend the general contempt power to the

juvenile courts. Specifically:

California provides that any wilfull disobedience or interference
with any lawful order of the court or of a referee constitutes contempt.

Florida permits the court to punish for contempt any person inter-
fering with the administration of or violating any of the provisions of

the Juvenile Justice Act, or for violating orders of the court.

Ohio provides that the juvenile courts have the same jurisdiction
in contempt as the courts of common pleas.

STRUCTURE OF THE COURT SYSTEM

California provides that juvenile courts shall sit in special
sessions of the state's superior courts. As such they are on par with
the general trial courts of the highest level of jurisdiction in the state.

In Massachusetts the trial court system has been organized into seven
"departments", one of which is the Juvenile Court Department. This depart-
ment consists of four district juvenile courts in the areas of Boston,
Worcester, Springfield, and Bristol County. The District Court Department
oversees the juvenile sessions of the various district courts throughout
the Commonwealth. The juvenile courts and the juvenile sessions of the

district courts are part of a lower tier of general trial court jurisdiction,

New York provides for a system of family courts. The family courts
are to be a division of the Superior Court Department. As such they are
at the highest level of a court of general trial jurisdiction.
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Ohio provides that the juvenile court is within the division of
domestic relations or probate of the court of common pleas. The juvenile
courts of Cuyahoga County and Hamilton County are separate divisions of
the court of common pleas. As such the court is on par with the lower
tier of courts of general trial jurisdiction.

In Washington state the juvenile courts are a division of the
superior courts, and as such are at the highest level of general trial
jurisdiction.

Use of Quasi-Judicial Decision Makers
K

Florida , Kansas , Massachusetts , New Jersey , and New York do not provide
for the use of quasi-judicial decision makers in the juvenile justice process.

California provides for the use of "referees," who are appointed by
a juvenile court judge (or the presiding judge in courts having more than
one judge) and who serve at the pleasure of the appointing judge. Referees
hear cases assigned to them by the presiding judge, and except for the

limitations listed below, they have the same powers as a judge sitting in

juvenile sessions. Referees must serve their written findings to a judge,
and to the child and his or her parents, etc., under specified circumstances;
no order of a referee removing a minor from his or her home may become
effective unless expressly approved by a juvenile court judge; and the

appointing judge may require that all orders of a referee must be expressly
approved before they can become effective.

Cases decided by a referee may be reheard on the motion of the minor
and his or her parent or guardian, or on the motion of a judge. All re-
hearings are de novo in scope.

The code also provides for the appointment of "traffic hearing officers,
who may be judges of the municipal court or justices of the justice court
or probation officers or assistant or deputy probation officers.

Ohio also provides for the use of referees, who are appointed by a

juvenile judge, and who have the usual powers of masters in chancery cases,

except that they must certify to the judge their findings together with
the recommendation of judgment or order that should be made in the case. The

court may make the order recommended by the referee, or it may make any other

order or judgment, or it may hear additional testimony, or it may set aside

the findings and rehear the case.

Pennsylvania provides for the discretionary use of masters. The

"governing authority" may promulgate rules for the selection or appointment

of masters on a full-time or part-time basis. A master must however be

a member of the Pennsylvania bar.

The court of common pleas may direct that hearings in any cases or

class of cases be conducted in the first instance before masters, except

that both the state and the defendant retain the right to have their cases

heard before a judge. Upon the conclusion of a hearing the master must

transmit written findings and a recommendation for disposition to the judge.
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A rehearing before a judge may be ordered by the judge at any time
for "good cause shown". Unless a rehearing is ordered, the findings and
recommendations of the master become the findings and recommendations of

the court when confirmed in writing by the judge. Notice that the code
does not specify, but appears to require that if the master's findings
and recommendations are not confirmed, then a rehearing must be ordered.

Washington provides that in any judicial district having court
commissioners, the court commissioner has the power, authority, and juris-
diction concurrent with a juvenile court judge to hear cases, enter
judgments, and make orders, subject to a motion or demand by any party
in conformity with the provisions of RCW 2.24.050 (Acts and proceedings
of court commissioners may be subject to revision by the superior court).

Wisconsin also provides for the use of juvenile court commissioners.
The code states that the Board of Supervisors in any county may authorize
the chief judge of the judicial district to appoint one or more full-time
or part-time juvenile court commissioners, who are to serve at the
discretion of the chief judge. Juvenile court commissioners must have
been licensed to practice law in Wisconsin at least two years before their
appointment.

A juvenile court commissioner, if authorized to do so by the

appointing judge, may issue summonses, conduct plea hearings and detention

hearings, enter into consent decrees, conduct prehearing conferences, and

perform other appropriate duties as assigned by the appointing judge.

However, a commissioner may not conduct waiver hearings, conduct fact-

finding or dispositional hearings (except for children alleged to have

violated civil laws or ordinances) , make dispositions other than approving
consent decrees, or make changes in the placement of children or revisions
or extensions of dispositional orders, except in the case of violations of

civil laws or ordinances (for a discussion of civil law and ordinance
violations, see the material on the definition of delinquency).

Prosecutors In Family Or Juvenile Court

Massachusetts , New Jersey , New York , and Ohio make no provisions for

prosecutors in family or juvenile court.

Florida , Kansas and Wisconsin provide essentially that in any case

in which delinquency is alleged, the state must be represented by a

prosecutor.

California provides that in all cases in which the juvenile is

represented by counsel, the district attorney is required to appear in

order to assist in presenting the case.

Pennsylvania provides that the district attorney is required to

present evidence in support of a petition when requested to do so by the

court.
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Washington provides essentially that the state shall ordinarily be
represented in juvenile court proceedings by the county prosecuting attorney,
except that the attorney may decline in cases other than felonies, in which
case the juvenile court probation counselor will represent the state.

Court Rules Of Procedure

Florida , Massachusetts , New Jersey , Pennsylvania , and Washington have no
provisions in their codes on rules of procedure.

The New York code states that the rules of criminal procedure do not
apply to the juvenile courts except as where the applicability of such
provisions are specifically prescribed in the code. There appear to be
only two such instances, and they relate to double jeopardy and certain
defenses.

COMMENCEMENT OF PROCESS

A juvenile delinquency complaint can be commenced either in a one-step
or a two-step process. The one-step filing process ordinarily
involves the filing of a complaint (some jurisdictions label the initial
filing a "petition") which leads to an initial court hearing or to the

commencement of an official diversionary process. A two-step filing process
ordinarily involves the filing of a complaint (by a police officer, a victim,
or a witness, 'etc.) which is reviewed by some intake agent both as to probable
cause and as to the appropriateness of handling the alleged offender within
the structures of the juvenile justice system, and which leads either to

the filing of a delinquency petition or the dismissal of the complaint.

The ten codes surveyed are fairly evenly divided between codes which
employ a one-step intake process and codes which employ a two-step intake
process: Massachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio and Pennsylvania employ the former,
whereas California, Florida, Kansas, New York, Washington and Wisconsin
employ the latter. Specific provisions and nomenclature vary somewhat
from code to code.

California provides that proceedings against an alleged delinquent
are to be commenced by the filing of an application for a petition, which
must be in the form of an affidavit, and which must be filed with a probation
officer. The probation officer is required to immediately make an investi-
gation as to whether proceedings in the juvenile court are to be commenced.

Actual petitions must be filed by the local prosecuting attorney. The

probation officer has the discretion to refer applications for petitions to

the prosecuting attorney, except that he or she must refer the applications
under the following circumstances:

1. If it appears to the probation officer that the minor has been

referred for an alleged violation of a section 707(b) offense (see material
on waiver of jurisdiction)

;
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2. If it appears to the probation officer that the minor is under
sixteen at the time of the alleged offense and that the offense constitutes
a second felony referral to the probation officer; or

3. If it appears to the probation officer that the minor was sixteen
or older at the time of the occurrence of the alleged offense and the

offense constituted a felony offense.

The code provides also that if it appears to the prosecuting attorney
that the affidavit was not properly referred, that the offense for which
the minor was referred should be charged as a misdemeanor, or that the

minor may benefit from a program of informal supervision, the prosecuting
attorney is to refer the matter back to the probation officer for whatever
action the probation officer deems to be appropriate.

Florida provides that intake procedures in the first instance are to

be performed by staff of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services. A report or complaint alleging delinquency is to be made to the

intake officer operating in the county in which the child is found or in

which the delinquent act occurred. Any person or agency having knowledge
of the facts may make the complaint.

The intake officer is required to make a preliminary determination
as to whether the -report or complaint is complete; if it is not complete,
the report must be sent back to the appropriate person or agency for
completion.

The intake officer may, when the complaint is complete, refer the
child to a child care, diversionary, or mediation program, or other
voluntarily accepted treatment, if the intake officer determines, with
the approval of the state attorney, that this would be in the best
interests of the public and of the child. If the intake officer recommends
that a petition not be filed, the complainant or victim may petition the

state attorney for review of the decision within ten days of receiving notice
of it. The state attorney has the right to take action in all cases, regard-
less of the action or lack of action taken by the intake officer. Any action
taken by the state attorney is to be in the best interests of the public and
of the child. The state attorney may:

1. File a petition for dependancy, delinquency, or delinquency with
a motion to transfer;

2. With respect to any child who at the time of the commission of

the alleged offense was at least sixteen years of age, file an information;

3. Refer the case to a grand jury;

4. Refer the child to a diversionary, pretrial intervention, or mediation
program; or

5. Dismiss the complaint.

All delinquency proceedings must be officially commenced by the
filing of a petition for delinquency by the state attorney.
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Kansas ' provisions with regard to the commencement of process are
initially conflicting. The code states that a delinquency action is

commenced with the filing of a verified complaint, and that a complaint
may be filed by any person eighteen years of age having knowledge of a

juvenile who appears to be a juvenile offender. The complaint must state,
if known, such information as the juvenile's name, date of birth, and
residence; the names and residence of the juvenile's parents; the essential
facts of the offense charged; and so forth. The code also states, in
another section, that it is to be the duty of each county or district
attorney to prepare the complaint alleging a juvenile to be a juvenile
offender.

'

The Massachusetts code states only that if a complaint is made to

a court alleging that a child is delinquent, the court is to examine the

complainant and any accompanying witnesses under oath, reduce the complaint
to writing, and have the complainant subscribe to it.

New Jersey provides that complaints charging delinquency may be

signed by any person who has knowledge of the facts alleged to constitute
delinquency, or who is informed of the facts and believes them to be true.

The complaint is to be filed with the clerk of courts, and must set forth
such information as the name, address, and date of birth of the juvenile;
the name and address of the juvenile's parents or guardian; the date, time,

manner, and place of the acts alleged; a citation of the law or ordinance
allegedly violated by the juvenile; and the signature of the complainant.

New York provides that a juvenile delinquency proceeding is initiated
by the filing of a petition, and that only a presentment agency may originate
a juvenile delinquency petition.

^

A petition must charge at least one crime, and may charge separate
counts of one or more other crimes, and it must contain information con-
cerning the age of the defendant at the time of the acts alleged; a

separate accusation or count addressed to each crime charged; a plain and
concise factual statement concerning each count; the name or names of other
persons who are charged as co-respondents in family or criminal court; the

signature of the appropriate presentment attorney; and so forth.

Ohio provides that any person having knowledge of a child who appears
to be a juvenile traffic offender or a delinquent may file a sworn complaint
in the child's county of residence or in the county where the alleged offense
occurred. The complaint may be sworn upon "information and belief," and it

must state the particular facts upon which the allegations are founded.

Pennsylvania provides that a delinquency proceeding may be commenced

in one of (three) ways:

1. By the filing of a petition;

? By taking a child into custody; and,

3. By transfer -of a case from criminal proceedings. u
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A petition may be brought by any person including a law enforcement
officer. It must be verified and it may be upon "information and belief."
It must set forth the following:

1. The facts which bring the child within the jurisdiction of the court,

including a statement that it is in the best interest of the child and the

public that the proceeding be brought, and that the child is in need of

treatment, supervision, and rehabilitation.

2. The name, age, and residence of the child against whom the

petition is brought;

3. The names and residences of the parents or guardians, etc.; and,

4. A statement regarding whether the child is in custody, and if so,

the place of detention and the time he or she was taken into custody.

Washington provides that complaints made with the juvenile court
alleging the commission of an offense are to be referred to the appropriate
prosecutor, who must determine (1) whether the alleged facts are sufficient
to bring the case within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court, (2) whether
there is probable cause to believe that the respondent committed the acts
alleged, and (3) whether a petition should be filed or whether the juvenile
should be diverted. There are some cases in which the prosecutor must file
and some in which the prosecutor must divert. Cases in which the prosecutor
must file include:

1. The alleged offender is charged with a class A or class B felony,
or one of a number of specifically enumerated offenses;

2. The alleged offender is presently charged with a felony act, and
has a criminal history of at least:

- one class A or class B felony;

- two class C felonies;

- two gross misdemeanors;

- three misdemeanors;

- one class C felony and one misdemeanor or gross misdemeanor.

3. The alleged offender desires prosecution instead of diversion.

The prosecutor is required to divert any case in which the alleged
offense is a misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, or regulatory violation, and
the offense in combination with the offender's criminal history do not
exceed three offenses or violations, and do not include any felonies.

In all other cases the prosecutor may either file or divert, but
in making this decision he or she may only consider (1) the length,
seriousness, and recency of the alleged offenders criminal history, and
(2) the circumstances surrounding the commission of the alleged offense.
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Wisconsin provides that, except that where a petition has been filed
for a "civil law and ordinance violation" (see material on definition of

delinquency) , information that a child may be delinquent should be referred
to an intake worker, who is authorized to conduct an intake inquiry on
behalf of the court to determine whether the available facts establish
prima facie jurisdiction, and to determine the best interests of the

child and of the public with regard to any action that may be taken. If

the intake worker determines that the child should be referred to the court,
the intake worker must request the district attorney, corporation counsel,
or other authorized official to file a petition. The intake worker has
the authority to determine that the case should be subject to informal
disposition or should be closed. If a petition for delinquency is filed,
it must be prepared, signed, and filed by the district attorney,

PROVISIONS ON TAKING A JUVENILE INTO CUSTODY

11

California provides that a peace officer may take a minor into
temporary custody under the following circumstances:

1. When the officer has reasonable cause for believing the minor to

be a delinquent child or status offender;

2. When the officer has reasonable cause for believing that the

minor has violated an order of the juvenile court or has escaped from
an ordered commitment; or,

3. When a minor is found in any street or public place suffering
from sickness or injury requiring care, medical treatment, or hospital-
ization. ^

The code also provides that a minor may be taken into custody
pursuant to a summons or a warrant of arrest, and provides standards for
the issuance of both.

Florida provides that a child may be taken into custody (1) pursuant
to an order of the circuit court issued pursuant to the provisions of the

code, and based upon sworn testimony made either before or after a petition
is filed, or (2) pursuant to Florida law pertaining to arrest.

Kansas provides that a juvenile may be taken into custody by a

law enforcement officer under the following circumstances:

1. An offense has been or is being committed within the officer's view;

2. The officer has a warrant;

3. The officer has probable cause to believe that a warrant or custodial

order has been issued against the juvenile in Kansas or in another jurisdiction;

4. The officer has probable cause to believe that the juvenile has

committed an act (1) which would constitute a felony; or (2) which would
constitute a misdemeanor and (a) there is a danger that the evidence will

be irretrievably lost or (b) that the juvenile will do damage to self or

others

.
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The code also provides that a juvenile may be taken into custody by

a court services officer when there is a warrant outstanding, or when the

court services officer has probable cause to believe that a warrant has

been issued in Kansas or in another jurisdiction.

Massachusetts provides standards for the issuance of summonses and
warrants (discussed below) but provides no general statement on taking a

child into custody and no provisions on warrantless arrests.

New Jersey provides that a juvenile may be taken into custody
pursuant to an order or warrant of any court having jurisdiction or,

when there has been no process issued, pursuant to the laws of arrest and
the rules of court.

New York provides that an officer may take a child under the age

of sixteen into custody without a warrant in cases in which he or she

may arrest a person for a crime under the appropriate articles of the

criminal procedure law.

Ohio provides that a child may be taken into custody pursuant to

an order of the court or pursuant to the laws of arrest. The code also
provides for permitting children to be taken into custody when they appear
to be ill or in need of care or when they appear to have run away from
home, etc.

Pennsylvania also provides that a child may be taken into custody
pursuant to an order of the court or pursuant to the laws of arrest.
Additionally, the code provides that a child may be taken into custody
by a law enforcement or other duly authorized officer if there are reason-
able grounds to believe that the child has violated conditions of his or

her probation. Like Ohio's code, the Pennsylvania code also provides
that a child may be taken into custody when the child appears to be ill or

injured, etc.

Washington provides that a juvenile may be taken into custody under
the following circumstances:

1. Pursuant to a court order if a complaint is filed with the court
alleging, and the court finds probable cause to believe, that the juvenile
has committed an offense or has violated the terms and conditions of a

disposition or release order; or

2. Without a court order, by a law enforcement officer, if grounds
exist for the arrest of an adult in identical circumstances;

3. Pursuant to a court order that a juvenile be held as a material
witness; or

4. Where the Secretary of the Department of Social and Health Services
or his or her designee has suspended the parole of a juvenile offender.

Wisconsin provides that a juvenile may be taken into custody under a

warrant, under a capias, or under circumstances in which a law enforcement
officer believes upon reasonable grounds that:
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1. A capias or warrant has been issued for the child in Wisconsin
or in another state, or that the child is a fugitive from justice;

2. The child is committing or has committed an act which is a

violation of state or federal criminal law;

3. The child has violated the terms of a court-ordered supervision
or after care program or the terms of a temporary custody order;

4. The child has violated a civil law or local ordinance punishable
by forfeiture; or

5. The child has run away from home or is suffering from illness
or injury, etc.

Standards For Issuance Of A Warrant

California provides that a warrant for a minor may be issued (1)

immediately whenever a delinquency petition is filed; or (2) whenever
a subsequent petition has been filed praying for a hearing and it appears
to the court that the conduct or behavior of the minor may endanger the
health, person, or property of the minor or others, or that the circum-
stances of his or her home environment may endanger the health of the

minor.

Florida has no provisions on the standards for the issuance of a

warrant; the code provides only that a child may be taken into custody
"pursuant to a warrant."

Kansas provides that the court may issue a warrant if it finds (1)

that there was probable cause to believe that an offense was committed
and that it was committed by the respondent; or (2) that a juvenile has
absconded while on probation or escaped from a facility or person
vested with the juvenile's custody or supervision.

Massachusetts provides that a warrant may be issued against a child
twelve years of age or older (1) when the court has reason to believe that
the child will not appear on the summons, or (2) when a summons has
previously issued and the child did not appear. In no case may the court
order a warrant for a child who is under the age of twelve.

New York provides that a court may issue a warrant when it appears
(1) that a summons cannot be served; (2) that the respondent has refused
to appear or obey a family court appearance ticket in the past; (3) that

the respondent is likely to leave the jurisdiction; (4) that a summons
would be ineffectual; or (5) that a respondent has failed to appear.

New York also provides that a warrant may be issued against the legal
guardian or person with whom the child resides under circumstances
substantially similar to the first four conditions listed for issuing a

warrant against a child.

Ohio provides that a warrant may issue against a child or. his or

her parents, custodian, or guardian, in any case in which it is made to

appear to the juvenile court judge (1) that the service of a citation will

be ineffectual, or (2) that the welfare of the child requires that the child
be brought into the court's custody forthwith.
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Pennsylvania provides that a juvenile court nay issue a warrant (L)

if it appears that the conduct, conditions, or surroundings of the child
are endangering his or her welfare or the welfare of others; or (2) that

the child may abscond or be removed from the jurisdiction of the court or

not be brought before the court notwithstanding service of summons.

Washington does not provide any standards on the issuance of a warrant

per se. The code states only that the juvenile court may issue a warrant
if it determines on the basis of an affidavit or sworn statements that

there is "probable cause for the issuance of a warrant." The code does not
elucidate what constitutes probable cause for the issuance of a warrant.

Wisconsin provides that a capias may be issued for the parent,
guardian, or the child itself whenever (1) the summons cannot be served;

(2) the parties fail to obey the summons; or (3) it appears to the court
that the service will be ineffectual.

The code also provides that any person summoned who fails without
reasonable cause to appear may be proceeded against for contempt of court.

Florida and New Jersey have no applicable provisions.

Provisions On Issuance Of A Summons

California provides that a "notice" (i.e.. summons) is to issue upon
the filing of a petition. The notice is to be attached to a copy of the

petition, and is to be served to the minor, if the minor is eight or more
years of age, and to the parents, guardian, or adult relative residing
closest to the court.

Florida provides that upon the filing of a delinquency petition the

clerk, or deputy clerk shall issue a summons. A summons shall be directed
to and served on the child, the parents, or the legal or actual custodians
or guardian ad litem.

Kansas provides that the summons and a copy of the complaint are to

be served on the alleged juvenile offender, the parent or parents having
legal custody, the person with whom the juvenile is residing, and any
other person designated by the county or district attorney.

Massachusetts provides that a summons is to be issued against any
child under the age of twelve, and against any child over the age of
twelve when the issuance of a warrant is not appropriate (see material
on issuance of warrants) . If a child has been summoned then a summons
is also to issue against at least one of the parents, if either of them
is known to reside within the Commonwealth. If there is no such parent
then a summons is to be issued to the lawful guardian or the person with
whom the child resides.

New Jersey does not provide for the issuance of a summons per se.

The code provides only that a juvenile may be taken into custody "pursuant
to an order or warrant of any co.urt having jurisdiction."
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Xew York provides that after a petition has been filed the court may
cause a summons to be issued, with a copy of the petition attached, requiring
the respondent and the respondent's parents or other persons legally respon-
sible for the respondent's care, or the person with whom the respondent
resides, to appear for the initial appearance at the time and place named.

Ohio provides that after a complaint has been filed the court shall
order the issuance of a summons directed to the child and the parents,
guardian, custodian, or other persons with whom the child may be, or who
appear to be necessary and proper parties to the proceeding, requiring
them to appear at the appointed time and place.

Pennsylvania provides that a summons will issue against the respondent
child if he or she is fourteen years of age or older, and to the parents,
guardian, custodian, or other persons who appear to be proper and necessary
parties to the proceedings. A copy of the petition must accompany the summons

Washington provides that upon the filing of an information, the alleged
offender shall be notified of the initial appearance by summons, warrant, or

other method approved by the court. If notice is by summons, the clerk of

the courts is to issue a summons directed to the juvenile if the juvenile is

twelve or more years of age, and another to the parents, guardian, or

custodian, and other persons who appear to be proper and necessar3»T parties
to the proceedings*. A copy of the information must be attached to the summons

Wisconsin provides that after a citation is issued or a petition filed
the court may issue a summons requiring the person who has legal custody
of the child to appear personally, and if the court so orders, to bring the

child before the court at the time and place stated.

Post-Arrest Release

California provides that a juvenile taken into temporary custody may
be released at the discretion of the arresting officer. Release is only
one of a number of alternatives open to an officer taking a minor into

temporary custody: others include delivering the minor to. a public or

private agency that can provide shelter care, counseling, or diversion
services, or transferring the custody of the minor to a probation officer.
In determining which disposition to make, the officer is to select that

alternative which least restricts the minor's freedom of movement and is

still compatible with the best interests of the minor and of the community.

Florida provides that if the child is not detained or released to a

crisis home pursuant to the provisions on detention the child should

ordinarily be released to the child's parents, a responsible adult relative,

an agent of an approved crisis home, or an adult approved by the court. An

adult taking custody is required to keep the Department of Health and Rehab-

ilitative Services informed of the child's address at all times and to

produce the child in court at the time the court may direct.
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Kansas provides that in the absence of a court order to the contrary,
the court, county or district attorney, or law enforcement officer taking
the juvenile into custody nay order his or her release prior to the tine

specified in the provisions on detention.

Massachusetts provides that after an arrest a child nay be released
by the officer in charge of the detaining police station or town lock-up

(1) upon the written promise of the parent, guardian, or another reputable
person to be responsible for the child, or (2) upon the request of a pro-

bation officer to have the child released to the probation officer's
custody. However, a child between the ages of fourteen and seventeen will
not be released if the probation officer directs, the court stipulates on

a warrant, or the arresting officer requests in writing that the child not

be released.

New Jersey provides that unless it would adversely affect the health,
safety, or welfare of a juvenile, a juvenile should be released pending
the disposition of his or her case to any person or agency provided for by
the code upon the receipt of assurances that such person or persons accept
responsibility for the juvenile and will bring the juvenile before the

court when ordered. Persons and agencies provided for by the code appear
to include the juvenile's parents or guardian and public or private
agencies "reasonably capable of assisting the juvenile to appear at the

next hearing".

The code also provides for the release of a juvenile on his or her
own recognizance. To qualify a juvenile must be at least fourteen years
of age, must not be charged with an offense where release of the juvenile
would endanger the community, and there is no parent, guardian, or other
adult custodian to whom the juvenile could be released.

New York ' s code includes provisions only as to the release of a

juvenile arrested without a warrant; in such cases the arresting officer
has the discretion to release the child to the custody of the child's
parents or another person who is legally responsible for the child's care.
These provisions do not apply if the juvenile is accused of a designated
felony act.

Ohio provides, with regard to procedures upon apprehension, that a

person taking a child into custody must either release the child to a

parent, guardian, or other custodian upon their written promise to bring
the child before the court when requested, or the child must be brought
to the court or delivered to an appropriate detention or shelter care
facility. "

Pennsylvania provides that when a child is brought before a court
or delivered to a detention or shelter facility the intake or other
authorized officer of the court is required to make an immediate inves-
tigation and to release the child unless it appears that the child's
detention or shelter care is warranted under the code's provisions on
detention.
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The Washington state code's provisions on post-arrest release are
merged with those on detention. If a juvenile cannot be detained under
the detention provisions of the code, then the juvenile must apparently
be released.

Wisconsin provides that children taken into custody shall be released
from custody as soon as reasonably possible, and that a person taking a

child into custody shall make every effort to release the child to his or
her parents, guardian, or legal custodian, or to a responsible adult.
Additionally, if the child is fifteen years of age or older and there is

no adult willing or able to care for the child, the child may be released
on his or her own recognizance.

PROVISIONS ON DETENTION

Detention Standards In Cases Of Delinquency

As a general statement the various state codes tend to provide that
juveniles may be detained for at least one of four reasons: (1) that
the juvenile will fail to appear at the inital or at subsequent court
hearings; (2) that the juvenile is dangerous to self or to the community;
(3) that the juvenile is a fugitive from another jurisdiction; and (4)

that there is no parent or guardian willing and able to provide care and
supervision, so that the juvenile's well being is essentially endangered.
Massachusetts is the only state which has essentially no detention
standards included in its delinquency code; Washington, on the other hand,
adds some new twists, such as permitting detention because the juvenile
is a material witness in another proceeding.

A number of the codes also specify that the initial custody before
the actual detention hearing must be of limited duration, and that a

detention hearing must be held within a reasonably short period of time,

such as 72 hours after arrest (excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal
holidays)

.

California provides that upon delivery to a probation officer of

a minor taken into custody, the probation officer is required to investigate
the circumstances immediately, and to release the minor to a parent, etc.,

unless:

1. The minor is in need of proper and effective parental control;

2. The minor is destitute, is not provided with the necessities of

life, or is not provided with a home or suitable abode;

3. The minor's home is unfit because of neglect, cruelty, depravity,
or physical abuse;

4. Continued detention is a matter of immediate and urgent necessity
for the protection of the minor, or reasonable necessity for the protection
of the person or property of another;

5. The minor is likely to flee the jurisdiction of the court;

6. The minor has violated an order of the juvenile court; or,

7. The minor is physically dangerous to the public because of a mental
or physical deficiency, disorder, or abnormality.
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Califcrnia provides further that when a minor is taker, into custody,
he or she must be released within 48 hours (excluding nonjudicial days),

unless a petition to declare the minor a ward or unless a criminal complaint
has been filed.

At a detention hearing, under California law, the court will examine
the minor and the minor's parents, etc., take relevant evidence, and release
the minor unless, (1) it appears that he or she has violated an order of

the juvenile court, (2) it appears that he or she has escaped from the

commitment of the juvenile court, (3) that it is a matter of immediate and

urgent necessity for the protection of the minor or reasonably necessary
for the protection of the person or property of another, or (4) that the

minor is likely to flee to avoid the jurisdiction of the court. The
circumstances and gravity of the offense may be considered in conjunction
with other factors to determine when the protection of. the minor or of the

person or property of another is necessary.

Florida provides that a child can be placed in detention care under
the following circumstances:

1. If the child is taken into custody for an alleged act which
constitutes a felony;

2. If the child is alleged to have escaped or absconded from detention
care, parole, probation, a furlough, etc., in this or any other state;

3. If the child is wanted by another jurisdiction for an offense
which constitutes a felony in that jurisdiction;

4. If the child requests protection;

5. If the child is alleged to have committed a crime of violence; or

6. If the child is charged with a violation of law and any one of

the following applies:

(a) the child is already detained, or has been released, and
is awaiting hearing on another case;

(b) there are reasonable grounds to believe the child will fail
to appear at a hearing;

(c) the child was previously found delinquent for an act of
violence;

(d) the child was previously found delinquent for a felony;

(e) the child was previously found delinquent for an act involving
a property crime;

(f) the child is presently in a community control program or
committed to the Department; or

(g) there are reasonable grounds to believe that the child has
or may threaten physical harm to witnesses, victims, other persons, or
property.
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rlorida also provides for initial custody before a detention hearing.
The initial decision is made jointly by an intake officer and the law
enforcement agency which took the child into custody. If they cannot
agree, the decision is made by the state attorney. Florida also provides
that under no circumstances may a child be detained in jail or any other
adult facility prior to a detention hearing.

Kansas provides that a juvenile may be detained after a detention
hearing: (1) if the juvenile is dangerous to self or others, or (2) if

the juvenile is not likely to appear for further proceedings. In the
absence of either finding, the court shall order a juvenile released or
placed in temporary custody, in a youth residential facility, with the

secretary of social and rehabilitative services, or some "other suitable
person". Temporary custody is appropriate if the court finds that it is

not necessary to detain a juvenile but "that release to the custody of

a parent is not in the best interests of the juvenile".

Kansas also provides that a juvenile may not be detained more than
48 hours, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, prior to a further
detention hearing. In the absence of a court order to the contrary, a

juvenile awaiting this subsequent hearing must be released by the county
or district attorne3/, or the law enforcement agency.

Kansas also provides special rules for persons eighteen or over taken
in for a crime allegedly committed while the person was still a juvenile.
Such persons are taken before the court for an appearance bond, unless the

warrant specifies otherwise.

Massachusetts provides, by recent enactment, the following standards
on detention: the court may recommend, in the case of a child who is at

least fourteen years of age and who is being held by the court for further
examination, indictment, trial, continuance, or appeal, that the Department
of Youth Services hold the child in a secure facility if the court further
determines

—

1. That the child is a fugitive from another jurisdiction on a

delinquency petition;

2. That the child is charged with murder in the first or second

degree; or

3. That the child is charged with a crime of violence other than

first or second degree murder which, if committed by an adult, would be

punishable by imprisonment in the state prison, provided (a) that such

child is already detained or on conditional release in conjunction with
another delinquency proceeding, or (b) has demonstrated a recent record

of willful failure to appear at juvenile court proceedings, or (c) has

demonstrated a recent record of violent conduct resulting in physical
injury to others.

Massachusetts also provides that a child held for further examination,

indictment, trial, continuance, or appeal may be admitted to bail. If the

child is unable to furnish bail, the child is to be committed to the care of

the Department of Youth Services, to a probation officer, to a parent or

guardian, or to any other responsible person who can provide for the child's
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safekeeping. Only children committed to the custody of the Department of

Youth Services may be held in secure detention in compliance with the

above-stated requirements.

The code provides, regarding initial custody , that a child taken
into initial custody should ordinarily be released upon the written
guarantee of a parent, guardian, or other reputable person, unless the

arresting officer, the probation officer, or the court issuing the warrant
requests otherwise. Initial custody may be in a police station or town
lockup which has been approved by the Department of Youth Services.

New Jersey provides that a juvenile accused of delinquency may
be detained under the following conditions:

1. Detention is necessary to secure the presence of the juvenile
at the next hearing based on a demonstrable record of recent willful
failure to appear or on information presented to the court that there is

a likelihood that the juvenile will not appear; or

2. The physical safety of persons or property would be seriously
threatened if the juvenile were not detained, and the juvenile is charged
with an offense which, if committed by an adult, (a) would constitute a

crime or a repetitive disorderly persons offense (provided that the judge
determines that there is a likelihood that upon adjudication for the

disorderly persons offense there would be a custodial disposition) , or

(b) would constitute a "high misdemeanor" as defined in the New Jersey
Controlled Substances Act.

In determining whether detention is appropriate, the court is to

consider the following five factors:

1. The nature and circumstances of the offense;

2. The age of the juvenile;

3. The juvenile's ties to the community;

4. The juvenile's prior record of adjudication; and,

5. The juvenile's record of appearance or nonappearance at previous
proceedings.

New Jersey provides further that, prior to making the detention
decision, a judge or intake officer may consider and employ other alter-
natives, such as release to parents, guardian, or custodian upon written
assurances, release with imposition of restrictions on activities,
associations, movement, or residence, release with required participation
in a home detention program, etc.

The code also states that pending disposition , a juvenile should be
released to any person or agency provided for under the section, with
assurances given, when it will not adversely affect the health, safety,
or welfare of the juvenile.

_Finally, the code provides for short term custody, which is defined
as custody of less than six hours. A juvenile taken into short term
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custody may not be held in a detention facility or jail; moreover, a

custodial officer should "where possible" arrange to have the juvenile
transported to his or her home.

New York provides that the court shall not direct the detention of
a juvenile unless it makes specific findings that (a) there is a substantial
probability that the juvenile will not appear in court on the return date;
or (b) there is a serious risk that the juvenile may, before the return date,
commit an act which would constitute a crime.

A detention hearing must be held within 72 hours of the time detention
initially commenced.

An agency operating a detention facility should release a child
before the filing of a petition to the child's parents, another person
legally responsible for the child's care, or to a person with whom the

child resides, unless there are "special circumstances requiring detention."

Whenever a child is taken into custody, the arresting officer should
make every reasonable effort to give notice to the parents or the person
legally responsible, and then shall either (1) release the child to his
or her parents, or the person legally responsible; (2) take the child directly
to the court (unless the officer determines that there is a need to question
the child), or (3) take the child to a detention facility certified by the

Division For Youth.

Ohio does not provide specific standards for the conduct of the

detention hearing. Instead Ohio provides that when a child is brought
before the court or delivered to a place of detention or shelter care, an
investigation should be made and the child should be released unless deten-
tion or shelter care is warranted under the custody provisions of the code;

and if the child is not released, then a complaint shall be filed and an

informal detention hearing held no later than 72 hours to determine whether
detention or shelter care is required.

The custody provisions of the code provide that a child taken into

custody should not be held in detention or shelter care prior to the filing
of a complaint unless (1) it is required to protect the persons and property
of others or those of the child; (2) because the child may abscond or be

removed from the jurisdiction of the court; (3) because there is no parent,

guardian, or other person available to provide supervision and return the

child to the court; or (4) because an order for the child's detention or

shelter care has been made by the court.

Pennsylvania provides that a child taken into custody shall not be

detained or placed in shelter care prior to the hearing on the petition
unless it is required (1) to protect the person or property of others or

of the child; (2) because the child may abscond or be removed from the

jurisdiction; (3) because the child has no parent, guardian, custodian or

other person to provide supervision and to return him to the court when

required; or (4) because an order for the child's detention or shelter care

was made by the court pursuant to this chapter. »
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Pennsylvania also provides, regarding initial custody, that a

person taking a child into custody must (1) notify the parents, etc., of

the child's whereabouts, and (2) release the child to those parents, etc.,

unless detention is warranted by the above-described detention standard,

or (3) bring the child before the court or deliver him or her to an

appropriate detention or shelter care facility.

An informal detention hearing must be conducted before a court or

master within 72 hours after the child is placed in detention or shelter
care. The standard is the same as the detention standard described above.

Washington provides that a juvenile may not be held in detention
unless there is probable cause to believe that:

(a) The juvenile has committed an offense or has violated the terms

of a disposition order, and,

(1) The juvenile will likely fail to appear for further
proceedings;

(2) Detention is required to protect the juvenile from himself
or herself;

(3) The juvenile is a threat to community safety;

(4) The juvenile "will" intimidate witnesses or otherwise
interfere' with the lawful administration of justice; or

(5) The juvenile has committed a crime while another case was

pending;

(b) The juvenile is a fugitive from justice;

(c) The juvenile's parole has been suspended or modified; or

(d) The juvenile is a material witness.

The Washington code also states that a juvenile can request detention
when members of the community have threatened his or her health, and that a

juvenile detained under this section may subsequently be released upon
posting bond, with conditions imposed.

The Washington code also provides that an information or a termination
of diversion petition must be filed within 72 hours of the juvenile's being
taken into custody, and that a detention hearing or diversion termination
hearing must be had within 72 hours of the filing of the petition, excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays, in both cases.

The code states that a juvenile should be released on personal
recognizance after a detention hearing unless the above quoted detention
requirements are satisfied. If detention is not necessary, the court may
impose any of the following conditions individually or in combination:

(1) Place the juvenile in the custody of a designated person agreeing
to supervise such juvenile;

(2) Place restrictions on the travel of the juvenile during the period
of release;
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(3) F.equire the juvenile to report regularly to and remain under the
supervision of the juvenile court;

(4) Impose any condition other than detention reasonably necessary
to assure the juvenile's appearance in court;

(5) Require that the juvenile return to detention during specified
hours.

Wisconsin provides that a child taken into custody may be detained
if a court determines that there is probable cause to believe that the
child is within its jurisdiction and there is also probable cause to

believe:

(1) That if the child is not held, he or she will commit injury
to the persons or property of others, cause injury to him or herself,
or be subject to injury by others;

(2) That the parents, etc., are unwilling or unable to insure
adequate care or supervision; or

(3) That the child will run away or be taken away, so as to be
unavailable for future proceedings.

The initial determination regarding detention is made by an intake
worker. If the child is not released, a hearing must be conducted by a

judge or juvenile court commissioner within 24 hours of the time of
decision, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.

Wisconsin provides special rules regarding holding a child in

secure or nonsecure detention.

Detention Standards In Cases Of Criminal Transfers

Only five states (four, if one excludes New York) articulate separate
provisions regarding juveniles who have been bound over for criminal
prosecution. None of these codes change the criteria for detention per
se; instead, they seem to concern themselves with where a juvenile may
be detained. All of them, with the exception of New York and the possible
exception of Ohio, permit detaining juveniles in adult facilities prior to

trial. Ohio and Wisconsin provide specifically for bail.

New Jersey provides that if the court waives jurisdiction, then
there must be a hearing before the same court to decide whether to remand
the juvenile to a juvenile or adult detention facility. The decision must
be based on the best interests of the juvenile and the protection of the

public, and shall take into account such factors as the juvenile's age and

maturity, the nature and circumstances of the offense charged, the juvenile's
prior offense history, and the programs available at each of the detention
facilities.

New York does not have any specific detention standards in cases of

criminal transfer (since technically, New York does not provide for

transfers), but New York law on the special category of "juvenile offenders"

appears to mandate that such alleged offenders be kept in a detention facility

certified by the Division For Youth prior to trial.
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Ohio provides that after a transfer the juvenile court shall order
the transferred child into "a recognizance with good and sufficient surety".
Apparently Ohio simply applies adult provisions on bail to juveniles who
have been transferred.

Pennsylvania provides that juveniles transferred for criminal prose-
cution may be housed in the appropriate detention facility in accordance
with the law governing the detention of persons charged with crime. The

court may also continue to detain the accused in a juvenile facility, at

its discretion.

Wisconsin also provides that when waiver is granted, the child, if

held in secure custody, shall be transferred to an appropriate officer or

adult facility, and shall be eligible for bail. It is unclear what
happens to a juvenile if he or she is not held in secure custody at the

time.

Standards For Preventive Detention

The actual standards on preventive detention have already been presented
in the discussion on detention standards in cases of delinquency.

It should be noted that standards relative to preventive detention
all tend to have a component dealing with the protection of the juvenile
and a component dealing with the protection of the community from the

juvenile. The first component is not strictly preventive detention but
is more aptly characterized as protective detention.

All of the states except for Massachusetts , New Jersey , and Mew York
make provisions for protective detention. Normally, these provisions
are phrased in terms of detaining a juvenile because there is probable
cause to believe that the juvenile may be dangerous to himself. Florida
provides for protective detention only in cases where the juvenile requests
detention: Wisconsin provides both that a juvenile may be detained because
the juvenile may cause injury to herself, and that the juvenile may request
protective detention.

All the states except Massachusetts provide in some measure for strict
preventive detention. The Commonwealth provides no standards relating to

preventive detention in its delinquency statutes. The remaining states
provide as follows:

Florida provides essentially that a juvenile ma3/ be detained if

previously found delinquent for an act of violence, a felony, or a property
crime, or that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the juvenile
will threaten or harm witnesses, victims, etc.

California provides that a minor may be detained if that is reasonably
necessary for the protection of the persons and property of another, or if

the minor is physically dangerous to the public because of a mental or

physical deficiency, disorder, or abnormality.

Kansas provides that a juvenile may be detained if he or she is

"dangerous to others".
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New Jersey provides that a juvenile may be detained if the physical
safety of persons or property would otherwise be seriously threatened.

New York provides that a juvenile may be detained if there is sub

-

stantial risk that the juvenile would commit an act constituting a crime
before the return date in court.

Ohio provides that a juvenile should be detained if that is required
to protect the persons or property of others.

Pennsylvania provides that a juvenile should be detained if it is

required to protect the persons or property of others.

Washington provides that a juvenile may be detained if the juvenile
is a threat to community safety, if the juvenile is likely to intimidate
witnesses or otherwise interfere with the lawful administration of justice,
or if the juvenile has committed a crime while another case was pending.

Wisconsin provides that a juvenile may be detained if there is

probable cause to believe that, if not detained, the juvenile is likely
to commit injury to the persons or property of others.

Duration Of Detention

The state codes surveyed generally distinguish between initial custody
and detention following a detention hearing.

The standards for initial custody are as follows: Wisconsin and
Florida provide that a detention hearing must be held within 24 hours of

taking a juvenile into custody; Kansas that it must be within 48 hours;
and New York , Ohio , and Pennsylvania that it must be filed within 72

hours of initial custody, and that a detention hearing must be held within
72 hours of the filing of any information. All of the states except Florida
allow their respective time periods to be stayed by weekends and holidays;
Florida allows its time period to be stayed only by Sundays and holidays.
New Jersey provides that the detention hearing must be held no later than

the morning following the juvenile's being taken into custody, "including
weekends and holidays". Massachusetts provides no standards in its delin-
quency statutes.

The standards for continued detention are as follows:

California provides that detention may not exceed 15 judicial days.

Florida provides that detention may not exceed 21 days, unless the

adjudicatory hearing has already commenced.

Kansas provides no standards, except to state that all cases filed

under the code shall be heard "without unnecessary delay".

Massachusetts provides that ordinarily, final disposition of detained

juveniles must be within fifteen days.
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New Jersey provides that the adjudication must take place within
30 days of detention, and disposition within 30 days of adjudication.

New York provides that the fact finding hearing must commence within
fourteen days of detention for juveniles charged with a class A, 3, or C

felony; however, the fact finding hearing may commence as late as 60 days

after the filing of a petition if a juvenile is not detained.

Ohio provides no standards.

Pennsylvania provides that a hearing on a delinquency petition must
be held within 10 days of its filing.

Washington also provides no standards.

Wisconsin provides only that dispositions must be scheduled within
10 days from the close of the fact finding hearing if the juvenile is in

detention, and 30 days from the close if the juvenile is noc detained.

Types Of Detention Facilities

As a general rule the state codes do not distinguish between proper places
of detention before or after the initial detention hearing, with Massa-
chusetts being a notable exception.

Notice also that Wisconsin and Florida are the only states which
permit detention in a jail under specified circumstances. Massachusetts
permits detention in Department of Youth Services-approved police stations
or town lockups for detention prior to the initial hearing. No other
state permits detention in an adult facility under any circumstances.

California does not list the type of facilities, but indicates that

juveniles may be detained in both secure and nonsecure facilities,
depending on certain criteria.

Florida provides that juveniles are to be detained in "detention
homes", which may be either secure or nonsecure facilities, and which
are specifically reserved for detained juveniles. The code also permits
the detention of juveniles in jail under specified circumstances (see

discussion of secure detention, infra)

.

Massachusetts provides that juveniles may be held in a foster home
or a detention facility run by the Department of Youth Services. Prior to

arraignment a juvenile may be held in separate DYS-approved quarters in

police stations or town lockups, but not in jails.

New York provides that juveniles may be detained in any facility
certified by the Division For Youth.

Pennsylvania provides that juveniles accused of delinquency may be

housed in licensed foster homes, licensed child welfare agency facilities,
or detention homes, camps, centers, or other facilities directly supervised
by the courts or an appropriate public authority or private agency.
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Ohio provides that a juvenile may be detained in a certified foster

home or a home approved by the court, a facility operated by a certified
child welfare agency, a detention home, or any ocher suitable place
designated by the court.

Wisconsin provides that a child may be held in a variety of non-
secure detention facilities (licensed foster home, licensed group home,
etc.), or in a secure facility, including, under specified circumstances,
a county jail (see discussion of "Standards For Secure Detention," below).

The states of Kansas , New Jersey , and Washington include no specific
provisions relative to types of detention facilities in their codes.

Standards For Detention In Secure Facilities

Only California, Florida, Massachusetts, New York and Wisconsin have
statutory provisions relative to detention in secure facilities.

California actually provides a specific statute only on detention
in nonsecure facilities; however, provisions for detention in secure
facilities can be gleaned by implication. The statute provides in essence
that minors who are appropriate for nonsecure detention include those who
are (1) not considered escape risks, and (2) are not considered a danger
to themselves or. the person or property of others. Factors to be considered
in making these determinations include, but are not limited to, (a) the

nature of the offense, (b) the minor's previous record, including escapes
from secure facilities, (c) the minor's lack of criminal sophistication,
and (d) the age of the minor. A minor who leaves a nonsecure facility
without permission may be housed in a secure facility following his appre-
hension.

Florida has no provision dealing specifically with standards for

secure detention, per se. The code does provide that in exceptional cases
a juvenile may be detained in jail. These are (1) when the juvenile has
been transferred for criminal prosecution; and (2) when the court determines,
upon the recommendation of the superintendent of a detention home, that the

juvenile in question is beyond the control of the detention home staff. The

Florida code does require the strict segregation of juveniles and adults
housed in jails.

Massachusetts has recently adopted a provision which suggests
standards for the placement of juveniles in secure detention (see discussion
of "Standards In Cases Of Delinquency", above).

New York 's code also has no provisions on detention in secure
facilities per se; instead the code states only that a child under the

age of ten may not be detained in a secure facility.

Wisconsin has two statutory provisions that deal with secure detention:

one on criteria for holding a child in a secure detention facility, and

another on criteria for holding a child in a county jail.

The criterion for secure detention is that there be probable cause

to believe that any of the following applies:
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(1) The child presents a substantial risk of physical harm to another
person, or a substantial risk of running away (as evidenced by previous acts

or attempts)

;

(2) The child is a fugitive from another state or has run away from a

secure correctional facility;

(3) The child, having been placed in nonsecure detention, has run
away or committed another delinquent act, and no other suitable alternative
exists; or

(4) The child has been adjudged or alleged delinquent, and has run
away from another county (a child may be held in secure detention under
this subsection for only 24 hours at a time)

.

In addition, a child may request secure detention in writing to

protect himself or herself from an imminent physical threat by another.

The criteria for detention in a county jail are (1) that there be
no other secure detention facility approved by the Department of Health
and Social Services or by a county which is available; or (2) that the child
presents a substantial risk of physical harm to other persons in the

secure detention facility, as evidenced by previous acts or attempts,
which can only be avoided by transfer to jail.

The statute also specifies that if a child is held in jail, it must
be under specific conditions, including that the child be held in a room
separate from adults, that the child not be held in a disciplinary unit,
that adequate supervision be provided, and that the consenting judge must
review the status of the child every three days.

Conditions Of Release/Bail

"Conditions of release" refers to any restrictions which may be imposed
upon the release of a juvenile which do not involve detention. These
conditions can include curfews, school attendance requirements, or the
pos.ting of a bond to insure the juvenile's appearance in court when
scheduled.

Of the states surveyed, Florida , New York , Ohio, Pennsylvania , and
Wisconsin have no provisions whatsoever on conditions of release. Only
two states, those of Kansas and Massachusetts, make any provisions for
the posting of bail.

California has the following provisions: if a minor meets the

criteria for detention, but the probation officer does not believe that
24 hour secure detention is required, the minor may be released to a parent,
guardian, or responsible relative on home supervision. The minor must sign
a written contract, which may include such provisions as a curfew and school
attendance requirements.

As a condition of release, the probation officer may also require the

minor or his parent, guardian, or relative to sign a written promise that
either or both of them will appear at the juvenile hall or ether suitable
place designated by the probation officer at a specified time.
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California has no provisions for bail.

The Kansas juvenile code provides only that if a juvenile is not
detained, he or she may be released upon giving an "appearance bond," in
the amount specified by the court and on conditions that the court may
impose. The code provides no other statutory material on conditions of
release.

Massachusetts provides for no conditions of release other than bail.
The Massachusetts code does not explicitly state that a child has a right
to bail; instead, one section states simply that nothing contained in it is

to prevent the admitting of a child to bail in accordance to law, while
another section states that a child detained after the juvenile equivalent
of an arraignment shall, if the child is unable to furnish bail, be committed
to the custody of the Department of Youth Services.

The New Jersey code does not have any provisions on conditions of release
per se. It does provide that a juvenile may be released on his own recognizanc
if five enumerated conditions are met. New Jersey dees not provide for bail in

juvenile cases.

Washington state provides that if detention is unnecessary, the court
may still impose any of the following combinations of conditions:

(a) Place the juvenile in the custody of a designated person agreeing
to supervise such juvenile;

(b) Place restrictions on the juvenile's travel during the period of

release;

(c) Require the juvenile to report regularly, and to remain under the

supervision of the juvenile court;

(d) Impose any condition other than detention deemed reasonably necessary
to assure appearance as required; or

(e) Require that the juvenile return to detention during specified hours.

Appeal Of Detention Decisions

New York ' s Family Court Act provides that while an appeal may be taken

from any order of disposition as a matter of right, an appeal from any other

order of the court may be taken at the discretion of the appropriate appellate
division.

Washington provides, (in its Basic Juvenile Court Act), that any person

aggrieved by a "final order" of the court may appeal. All appeals are taken

in the same manner as in other civil cases, except appeals in matters relating

to a juvenile offense, which shall be taken in the same manner as criminal

appeals. Although it is not precisely clear, it appears that a detention

order constitutes a "final order" for the purposes of this section.

The remaining states do not provide, in their juvenile codes, for the

appeal of detention decisions.
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POLICE INTERROGATION, SEARCHES, FINGERPRINTING, PHOTOGRAPHING

California , Massachusetts , and Wisconsin have no applicable
provisions. The remaining states only have provisions applicable to

fingerprinting and photographing, except that Pennsylvania has provisions
applicable to the privilege against self-incrimination and the evidentiary
use of confessions. All of the states which permit fingerprinting and

photographing provide that it can occur only under specified conditions,
and most of them provide both for the strict separation of juvenile
records from adult criminal records and for the prompt destruction of

juvenile records when those records have outlived their usefulness or

when a juvenile is acquitted of any offense.

Florida has provisions on fingerprinting and photographing only.
A juvenile taken into custody may be fingerprinted and photographed
upon a finding of probable cause that he has committed a violation of

law. Fingerprint and photographic records must be retained in separate
files, and may only be made available to an enumerated group of people
or agencies, including law enforcement agencies, the courts, the juvenile
and his parents, etc. If the juvenile is not referred to the court or is

found not to have committed an offense, the court may, in its discretion,
order the originals and copies destroyed. If the juvenile is adjudicated
for an act which constitutes a felony, the court shall forward copies of

these records to a select group of agencies, including the Department of

Law Enforcement, the sheriff of the county in which the juvenile was taken
into custody, and the law enforcement agency of any municipality having a

population in excess of 500,000 and located in the county of arrest. These
agencies may use fingerprint and photograph records only for the purpose of

identification.

Kansas has very specific statutory provisions on fingerprinting and
photographing. Fingerprints and photographs may not be made of any juvenile
taken into custody unless (1) authorized by a judge of the district court;
(2) the juvenile is charged with an act which constitutes a felony; (3) the

juvenile has previously been prosecuted as an adult; (4) the juvenile has
previously been convicted of "aggravated juvenile delinquency"; or (5) the
juvenile has previously committed a traffic offense while aged fourteen
or older, or has committed an offense in violation of Chapter 32 of the
Kansas Statutes Annotated while aged sixteen or older.

Fingerprints and photographs must be kept "readily distinguishable"
from those of adults. These records may be distributed to a state or
federal depository under guidelines too numerous to list here.

New Jersey provides that a juvenile may be fingerprinted by a law
enforcement officer during the investigation of a crime, with the consent
of the courts or of the juvenile and the juvenile's parents, etc., for
comparative purposes. A juvenile may also be fingerprinted for the purposes
of identification when he or she is detained in or committed to an institution.
These records must be destroyed unless the juvenile is detained or committed
as the result of an adjudication for delinquency. Where a juvenile aged
fourteen or older is charged with delinquency for an act which constitutes
a crime, fingerprint records may be retained bylaw enforcement agencies
for criminal identification purposes.
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No juvenile under Che age of fourteen may be photographed for
criminal identification purposes without the consent of the courts or
of the juvenile's parent or guardian. New Jersey has no provisions on
the use or disposition of photographic records.

New York provides that a juvenile who has been arrested, or against
whom a deliquency petition has issued, may be fingerprinted (1) if eleven
years of age or older, and the crime with which the juvenile has been
charged is a class A or class 3 felony, and (2) if thirteen years or
older, and the charge is a class C felony. Whenever fingerprints are
taken, a photograph and palmprints may also be taken.

New York also sets up a number of complicated guidelines on the
duties of the Division of Criminal Justice with regard to the use and
dissemination of fingerprint records.

Ohio provides as follows in regard to fingerprints and photographs:
fingerprints and photographs may be taken either with the consent of the
judge, or they may be taken at the discretion of a law enforcement officer
investigating a felony when there is probable cause to believe that the

juvenile may have been involved in the act. The court may direct the

further use of these records after their original purpose has been fulfilled;
however, fingerprints and photographs must be removed from the file and
destroyed if a complaint is not filed, or if filed, it is subsequently
dismissed.

Pennsylvania provides no explicit sections on fingerprinting and

photographing, nor on interrogation or search. The juvenile code does
however provide specific statutory language extending the privilege against
self-incrimination to a juvenile who incriminates himself in the course
of an illegal seizure. The standard by which the privilege is applied
is whether it would be constitutionally inadmissible in a criminal proceeding,

Pennsylvania also provides that a valid confession made by a youth
under age eighteen is insufficient to support an adjudication of delin-
quency without corroborating evidence.

Washington provides that neither fingerprints nor photographs may
be taken of any juvenile without the consent of the juvenile court except
as provided in subsections (2) and (3) of RCW 10.64.110. The code provides
also that a law enforcement agency may fingerprint a juvenile arrested for

a felony offense. If a court subsequently finds that the arrest was

unlawful, it shall order the fingerprints and photographs expunged, unless,

after a hearing, it orders otherwise.

RIGHT TO COUNSEL

All of the states surveyed, except Massachusetts and New Jersey, provide

for the right to representation by counsel in their juvenile codes. i ~
1
'

Most of the states entitle a juvenile to representation by counsel at all

stages of the proceedings; Washington entitles a juvenile to counsel only

at "critical stages" of a proceeding. The states providing for represen-

tation by counsel also provide for appointment of counsel, except that

New York provides instead for the appointment of a legal guardian under
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specified circumstances. Several of the states provide for indemnification
by the parents, legal guardian, or other persons legally responsible in

cases where the state has provided counsel and where the parents have the

ability to pay.

Several of the states also provide for the right of representation
to parents or other legally responsible persons. All of these, without
exception, are states which mix together provisions on delinquency with
provisions on status offenders or abused and neglected children. In the

absence of evidence to the contrary it seems unlikely that these states
intended to provide a right of representation to parents in delinquency
proceedings.

California provides as follows regarding the right to counsel:
upon appearance before the court at a detention hearing, a minor and
his or her parents, etc., shall be informed of the right of the minor
and the parents or guardian to be represented at every stage of the

proceedings. When it appears that the minor and his or her parents,
etc., cannot afford counsel, the court may appoint counsel. If the

minor is charged with delinquency and appears in court without counsel,
the court must appoint counsel whether or not the minor is unable to

afford counsel, unless there is an intelligent waiver by the minor. If

the court determines that the parent or guardian can afford to pay, the
court must appoint c6unsel at the parent or guardian's expense.

California law also provides for the appointment of separate counsel,
even if the minor is already represented by the parents' counsel, when the

interests of the minor and the parents conflict.

The California juvenile code also reiterates the minor's right to

counsel at the adjudicatory hearing. The provisions here are essentially
the same as those for appointment of counsel at detention hearings.

Florida law states that a child is entitled to legal representation
at all stages of any proceedings under the juvenile code. If the child
and his or her parents or guardian are insolvent and unable to afford
counsel, the court is to appoint counsel. If the parents of an insolvent
child are solvent but refuse to appoint counsel, the court shall also
appoint counsel for the detention hearing; thereafter Che court is to

order the parents or legal guardian to obtain private counsel. If the
parents or guardian wilfully refuse to do so they may be punished in
civil contempt proceedings. If the parents or guardian refuse to appoint
counsel even after punishment through civil contempt, the child may have
counsel appointed for him.

Although the statute states that the court "may" appoint counsel,
and that the child "may have" counsel appointed, it seems unlikely that
the drafters of the Florida code intended for appointment to be discretionary
in the described situations.
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Kansas law provides that a juvenile charged under the juvenile
offenders code is entitled to counsel at every stage of the proceedings.
If a juvenile appears before any court without an attorney, the court
is to inform the juvenile and his or her parents of the right to employ
an attorney. Upon failure to retain an attorney, the court shall appoint
one to represent the juvenile. The expense of the appointed attorney may
be assesed to the juvenile or a parent, or both.

The Kansas code also provides for continuation of representation
and attorney's fees.

Massachusetts and New Jersey have no standards on the right to an
attorney in their delinquency statutes.

New York 's provisions on right to counsel provide essentially that
at the first appearance in court a juvenile is to be notified of the
right to be represented by counsel chosen by the juvenile, or by a law
guardian assigned by the court.

The New York code does not provide for the appointment of counsel.
It does provide for the appointment of a law guardian, however, if the

parents or the persons legally responsible fail to show.

The Ohio juvenile code provides that a child, his or her parents,
custodian, or other person in loco parentis is entitled to representation
by counsel at all stages of the proceedings, and if he or she is unable
to employ counsel because of indigency, to have counsel provided. Counsel
must be provided for a child not accompanied by his or her parents,
guardian, or custodian. This provision appears to apply undif ferentiatedly
to proceedings in the case of delinquent children, neglected children,
dependent children, unruly children, and abused children, as defined by

Ohio law.

Pennsylvania ' s Juvenile Act states that, except as otherwise provided,
a "party" is entitled to representation at all stages of any proceeding. l:>

If he or she is without financial resources, or otherwise unable to employ
counsel, a person is entitled to have counsel appointed. Counsel must be

provided for a child, unless the child's parents, etc., are in court and

affirmatively waive counsel. The parents, etc., may not waive counsel if

their interests may be in conflict with those of the child.

The Washington Juvenile Justice Act provides that a juvenile and his

or her parents, etc., must be advised of the juvenile's right to repre-
sentation at all "critical stages" of the proceedings. Unless waived,

counsel must be provided to a juvenile who is financially unable to

obtain counsel without great hardship to herself or her family, and

the proceeding is one by which either the juvenile may be subject to

transfer for criminal prosecution, or the juvenile may be in danger of

confinement. The ability to pay part of the cost of counsel does not

preclude assignment. In no case may a juvenile be deprived of counsel

because of a parent, guardian, or custodian, refusing to pay therefor.
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Wisconsin provides with regard to the right to counsel, Chat any

child alleged to be delinquent or held in a secure detention facility
shall be represented by counsel at all stages of the proceedings. A

child fifteen years of age or older may waive counsel provided that
the court is satisfied that the waiver is voluntary. The court can

not allow a child to waive counsel if the child is susceptible to being
transferred to an adult court. At any time, upon request or on its own
motion, the court may appoint a guardian ad litem or counsel for the

child (or "any party"), unless the child, etc., wishes to retain counsel
of his or her own choosing.

Representation By Counsel For The State

Only California, Florida, and Pennsylvania provide for representation
by counsel for the state. The remaining states have no provisions.

California provides that in a prosecution of a delinquency petition
:

a prosecuting attorney should appear on behalf of the state.

Florida ' s code likewise states that the state attorney should
represent the state in all proceedings alleging delinquency.

Pennsylvania provides that, upon request of the court, the district
attorney shall present evidence and conduct proceedings on behalf of the

state.

Waiver Of Counsel

Only four states California, Pennsylvania, Washington, and Wisconsin
provide specifically for waiver of counsel.

California law states only that a minor is entitled to counsel
"unless there is an intelligent waiver of the right of counsel by the

minor".

Pennsylvania law states only that counsel must be provided for a

child unless the child's parents, guardian, or custodian affirmatively
waive it. The parents, etc., may not waive counsel for the child when
their interests "may" be in conflict with those of the child.

Washington law provides that waiver of "any right" must be an
express waiver intelligently made after the juvenile has been fully
informed of the right being waived. Only a juvenile who is at least
twelve years of age can engage in waiver on his or her own; if a juvenile
is under twelve, waiver must be made by the juvenile's parent, guardian,
or custodian.

Wisconsin provides that a child fifteen years or older may waive
counsel provided that the court is satisfied that waiver is voluntary.
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PR0BATI0N

Florida, Kansas , New Jersey , and ".'is cons in do not have any provisions
with regard to probation. The other six states provide generally for the
traditional probation functions of making investigatory reports, attending
the trial, and providing supervision. Four of them also provide that the
probation service be involved to a greater or lesser degree with the intake
decision and that it have the authority to divert cases.

California assigns to the probation department both intake functions—————— » i

and functions in the representation of "wards of the court". I0 The code
provides initially that applications to commence proceedings in juvenile
court must be made to a probation officer in the form of an affidavit.
Whenever a probation officer has cause to believe that there is, within
the county, a juvenile who has committed a delinquency or status offense,
the probation officer is required to make whatever investigation he or she
deems necessary to determine whether proceedings should be commenced. If

the offense is one which mav be suitable for transfer the probation officer
must pass the affidavit on to the prosecuting attorney.

Unless the presence of a probation officer is waived, he or she must
be present in court to represent the interests of any juvenile subject to

delinquency, status offense, or dependency proceedings. ' Probation officers
must furnish to the court such information and assistance as the court may
require

.

Probation officers must also prepare for every disposition hearing a

"social study" of the minor, containing "such matter as may be relevant to

a proper disposition of the case". Additionally, probation officers must,

upon order of "any court in any matter involving the custody, status, or

welfare of a minor or minors" make appropriate findings and prepare written
reports, etc.

Massachusetts provides as follows with regard to probation officers:
every case of an accused delinquent must be investigated by a probation
officer, who is to make a report which includes information on the

character of the child, his or her school record, home surroundings, and

any previous complaints against the child. The probation officer must
be present in court at the trial of the case, and furnish to the court
information and assistance as may be required. At the end of the probation
period, the probation officer, in whose care the child has been, must make
a report as to the child's conduct during that period.

New York provides that the Rules of Court shall authorize and determine
the circumstances under which the probation service may confer with any

person seeking to have a juvenile delinquency petition filed, the potential
respondent, and other interested persons.

The probation service may, in accordance with the Rules of Court,

"adjust" suitable cases before a petition is filed, except that the

probation service may not adjust a case in which a child is accused of a

designated felony act or of one of a number of other enumerated acts.
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New York also provides

:

- That the probation service may adjust the case of a child detained
prior to the filing of a petition;

- That the probation service may not transmit to the presentment agency
any statements made to a probation officer, although it may make appropriate
recommendations and provide appropriate information; and

- That no statements made to a probation officer may be admitted
into evidence at a fact-finding hearing, or if the case is transferred to

criminal court, before conviction.

With regard to the supervision of juveniles placed on probation, the

code provides that a juvenile who is placed on probation is to remain
under the legal jurisdiction of the court pending the expiration or termi-
nation of the probation period, and that the probation service shall
supervise the juvenile during the period of legal jurisdiction. If at

any time during the period of probation the court has reasonable cause
to believe that the juvenile has violated a condition of the probation
order, it may issue a search order.

Ohio provides, inter alia, that the probation department is required
to make such investigations as the juvenile court directs, keep written
records of the investigations and submit the record to a judge or deal
with them as the judge otherwise directs. The department must furnish
to any person placed on probation a statement of the conditions of

probation, and must provide instruction relative to those conditions.
The department is required to keep informed regarding the conduct of

each person under its supervision and is to report thereon to the judge
as the judge directs. Each probation officer is to use all suitable
methods to aid persons on probation and to bring about improvement in

their conduct and condition. The department shall keep full records
of its work, keep accurate and complete accounts of money collected
under its supervision, give receipts therefor, and make reports thereon
as the judge directs. The reports and records of the department are to

be considered confidential information and shall not be made public.

Pennsylvania provides, with regard to the powers and duties of

probation officers, that they be empowered to:

(1) Make investigations, reports, and recommendations to the court;

(2) Receive and examine complaints with regard to delinquency and
dependent children, for the purposes of commencing with proceedings under
the code;

(3) Supervise and protect a child placed on probation;

(4) Make appropriate referrals to other private or public agencies
if their assistance appears to be needed or desirable;
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(5) Take into custody and detain a child who is under the probation
officer's supervision if the probation officer has reasonable cause to
believe that the health or safety of the child is in imminent danger or
that the child may abscond or be removed from the jurisdiction of the
court; and,

(6) Perform all other functions designated by the code or ordered
by the court.

The Washington state code provides that the administrator of the
juvenile court is empowered to appoint persons of good character to serve
as "probation counselors" at the pleasure of the administrator. The
probation counselors shall:

(1) Receive and examine referrals to the juvenile court for the
purpose of considering the filing of a petition or an information;

(2) Make recommendations to the court regarding the need for
continued detention or shelter care;

(3) Arrange and supervise diversion agreements;

(4) Prepare predisposition studies, and be present at the disposition
hearing to respond to questions regarding the study; and,

(5) Supervise court orders of disposition to ensure that all require-
ments qf the order are met.

DIVERSION

California , Ohio , and Massachusetts have no provisions with regard
to diversion.

Florida's provisions on diversion are included with the provisions
on intake. The code states, in essence, that if the intake worker determines
that it would be in the best interest of an accused child and of the public
to provide the child with a diversionary or mediation program, community
service, or other treatment, which is voluntarily accepted by the child
and the child's parents or legal guardian, then the intake worker may
refer the child to such a program with the approval of the state attorney.
The victim, if any, and the investigating law enforcement agency must be

notified.

The code also provides that the state attorney may take action which
supersedes that of the intake worker, and that he or she may also refer the

child to a diversionary, pretrial intervention, or mediation program, so

long as the child, or the parents or legal guardian, accept.

The Kansas code provides that each court may adopt a policy and

establish guidelines for a diversion program by which a respondent, who

has not been previously adjudged to be a juvenile offender, may avoid

juvenile adjudication.
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The New Jersey code states that within five days after receiving a

complaint, the intake services officer shall advise the presiding judge
and prosecuting attorney of the intake services recommendation with
regard to diversion (as well as other recommendations and objections
received as to the complaint) . In determining whether to divert the

juvenile, the court may hold a hearing to consider the recommendations
and any objections submitted by the intake service. The court must give

notice of such a hearing to the juvenile, his or her parents or guardian,
the arresting officer, the prosecutor, the complainant and the victim.
Each party shall have the right to be heard on the matter. The court may

schedule a further hearing, or may dismiss the complaint for lack of

jurisdiction or probable cause.

The court may also divert a complaint to intake conferences or

juvenile conference committees. Where the complaint alleges a disorderly
persons or petty disorderly persons offense the court may dispose of the

case as a "juvenile-family crisis". (See material on noncriminal mis-
behavior) .

The complainant or victim of any offense committed by a juvenile
diverted by the court shall receive a statement of the reasons for the

diversion.

New York permits the "adjustment" of cases by the appropriate
probation service (see the material on probation). Adjustment of

cases is not permitted when a juvenile is charged with a designated
felony act, or a juvenile who has previously had one or more adjustments
is charged with one of a number or other enumerated acts. °

The code does permit the adjustment of cases of detained juveniles
prior to the filing of a petition. The other state codes permit diversion
only after some kind of filing commencing the action, whether in the form
of a petition or a complaint, has actually been made.

The Pennsylvania code provides for "informal adjustment", as follows:
a probation officer may, in the case of a delinquent child, refer the child
and his or her parents to any public or private social agency available for
assisting in the matter. Upon referral, the agency shall indicate its
willingness to accept the child, and then report back to the referring
officer within three months concerning the status of the referral. The
agency may return the referral to the probation officer for further
informal adjustment "if it is in the best interests of the child".

The code also provides that the probation officer or social agency
may give "counsel and advice" for a limited duration under certain
circumstances

.

The Washington code defines a diversion agreement as a contract
between a juvenile accused of an offense and a diversionary unit wherein
the juvenile agrees to fulfill certain conditions in lieu of prosecution.
Such an agreement may be entered into only after it has been determined
by the prosecutor or probation officer that probable cause exists to

believe that the juvenile committed the charged offense.
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The code states that diversion programs shall be United to (a)

community service not to exceed 150 hours; (b) restitution limited to

the amount of actual loss suffered by the victim or to the amount that
the juvenile has the available or potential means to pay; (c) attendance
for up to two hours of counseling and up to ten hours of educational
sessions; and (d) a fine not to exceed $100.

In assessing periods of service and fines the court official
shall, to the extent possible, involve members of the community.

A diversion program may not exceed a period of six months for a

misdemeanor or gross misdemeanor, or one year for a felony- It may
:

however, extend beyond the eighteenth birthday of the divertee.
j

The juvenile shall retain the right to be referred to the court
at any time prior to the signing of the diversion agreement.

Divertees and potential divertees must be afforded due process in

all contacts with a diversionary unit. Due process safeguards shall
include, but are not limited to:

(1) A written diversionary agreement, stating all conditions in

clearly understandable language;

(2) That violation of the terms of the agreement shall be the only
grounds for termination;

(3) That no divertee may be terminated from the diversion program
without benefit of a court ordered hearing;

(4) That the hearing shall be conducted by the juvenile court, and
shall include the right to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses;

(5) That in case of termination, the divertee be provided a written
statement of the evidence relied on and the reasons for the . decision; and,

(6) That the prosecutor may then file an information on the offense
for which the divertee was originally diverted.

The right to counsel shall attach prior to the initial interview.
The juvenile may be represented by counsel at any critical stage of the

diversion process.

The juvenile shall be advised that a diversion agreement constitutes
a part of the juvenile's criminal histor3/. A signed acknowledgement of this

advisement must be obtained from the juvenile.

When a juvenile enters into a diversion agreement, the juvenile court
may receive the following information for subsequent dispositional purposes:

the fact that a charge was made; the fact that a diversion agreement was

entered into; the juvenile's obligations under the agreement; whether the

juvenile performed the obligations; and the facts of the alleged offense.
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A diversionary unit may refuse to enter into a diversionary agreement
with a juvenile; in such cases the juvenile should immediately be referred
back to the juvenile court, with a detailed statement of reasons justifying
the refusal.

The diversionary unit should immediately refer the case to a prose-
cuting attorney if the juvenile violates the terms of a diversion agreement.

The code also enumerates specific circumstances under which a diver-
sionary unit may release a juvenile without entering him or her into a

diversionary agreement.

The code also provides for the modification of agreements if a fine

imposed cannot be paid. If the fine is reduced, the reduction will normally
be substituted for by additional community service hours.

Wisconsin refers to diversion as "informal disposition". ^ The code

provides that an intake worker may enter into a written agreement with "all
parties" imposing informal disposition if the intake worker has determined
that neither the interests of the public nor those of the child require that
a petition be filed. For informal disposition to be available the intake
worker must be persuaded that the court would have jurisdiction if sought;
the child, parents, custodian, and legal guardian must also consent.

Informal disposition may require that the child appear with a parent,
guardian, or custodian for counseling and advice, or that the child and
parent, guardian, or custodian, will abide by such obligations "as will
tend to insure the child's rehabilitation, protection, and care".

The obligations imposed and their effective date must be set forth in

writing. The child and a parent, guardian, or custodian must receive a copy
of the agreement.

The child and parents, etc., retain a right to object at any time to

the terms of the agreement; the intake worker may modify the agreement or
recommend to the district attorney that a petition be filed.

Informal disposition arising out of an alleged delinquent act is

terminated if the district attorney files a petition within twenty days of

receipt of notice of the informal disposition. Statements made by the
juvenile to the intake worker during the intake inquiry are inadmissible
in any subsequent delinquency proceeding.

If at any time during the period of informal disposition the intake
worker determines that the obligations imposed under the agreement are not
being met, the intake worker may cancel the informal disposition, within
ten days of which the intake worker must notify the district attorney or

corporation counsel of the cancellation and recommend whether a petition
should be filed. The district attorney may initiate a delinquency petition
within twenty days of the date of notice regardless of whether the intake
worker has recommended that a petition be filed. If a petition is not
filed within those time limits, it shall thereafter be dismissed with
prej.udice

.
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If Che obligations under the informal disposition are met, no
petition may be filed or citation issued on the charges.

The intake worker shall perform his or her duties under general
written policies which "the judge" shall promulgate.

PRE-ADJUDICATION PROCEDURES

Provisions on Discoverv

Only the states of New York and Wisconsin, have any provisions with regard
to discovery. 20

New York's code includes seven relatively voluminous provisions on
discovery. In summary, they provide inter alia essentially as follows:

1. Except to the extent protected by court order, the presentment
agency must disclose and make available to the respondent:

- written, recorded, or oral statements of the respondent or

co-respondents;

- transcripts of grand jury testimony by the respondent or a

co-respondent;

- written reports or documents as to a physical or mental
examination or other scientific test conducted at the direction or request
of a law enforcement officer, concerning a person the agency intends to

call as a witness at the hearing, or evidence which the agency intends to

introduce at the hearing;

- any photographs or drawings made by a law enforcement officer
or by someone whom the presentment agency intends to call at a hearing, or

which the presentment agency intends to introduce at a hearing;

- any property obtained from the respondent or a co-respondent;
and,

- any tapes or other electronic recording which the presentment
agency intends to introduce at the fact-finding hearing.

2. Except to the extent protected by court order, the respondent
must disclose and make available to the presentment agency on demand any

written report or document concerning a physical examination or scientific
tests or documents, etc., ir_ the respondent intends to introduce them into

evidence or if they were made by a person the respondent intends to call
as a witness.

3. Upon motion of the respondent the court must order the discovery of

material not disclosed upon demand if it finds that the presentment agency's
refusal to disclose is not justified, or where the presentment agency has

failed to serve a timely written refusal, and may order discovery with
regard to any other property that the presentment agency intends to intro-

duce at the fact-finding hearing upon a showing by the respondents defense

and that the request is reasonable. Upon motion of the presentment agency,

and subject to constitutional limitations, the court must order discovery
as to any property not disclosed upon demand if it finds that the respondent's
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refusal to disclose such material is not justified, and it may order the

respondent to provide non-testimonial evidence, including appearing in a

line-up, speaking for identification by witnesses or potential witnesses,
being fingerprinted and posing for photographs, etc.

4. The court may, upon the motion of the respondent, the presentment
agency, of any affected person, or upon its own initiative, issue a protec-
tive order denying, limiting, conditioning, delaying, or regulating discovery
for good cause. Good cause, includes constitutional limitations, danger to

the integrity of physical evidence, intimidation, economic reprisal, bribery,
unjustified annoyance or embarrassment, etc. An order limiting discovery
may among other things, require that any material copied be maintained in

the exclusive possession of the attorney for the discovering party and be

used for the exclusive purpose of preparing for the defense or the present-
ment of the action.

5. If during the course of discovery proceedings the court finds

that a party has failed to comply with the provisions of the preceding
sections, the court may then order sanctions, including permitting discovery
of property not previously disclosed, granting a continuance, issuing a

protective order, prohibiting the introduction of certain evidence or the

calling of certain witnesses, or taking any other appropriate action.

Wisconsin provides, with regard to discovery inter alia (1) that
copies of all police reports shall be made available upon request to a

child's counsel or guardian ad litem prior to a plea hearing (the identity
of confidential informants may be withheld from the reports); and (2)

that all records relating to a child which are relevant to the proceedings
shall be open to inspection by a guardian ad litem or counsel for any
party (upon demand or upon presentation of releases, where necessary),
at least 48 hours before the commencement of the proceeding. Persons
entitled to see the records may obtain copies with the permission of the

custodian of the records or of the court. The court may instruct the

attorney not to disclose certain information to the child or the parent
if the court reasonably believes that disclosure would be harmful to the

interests of the child.

Motion Practice

Of the ten states surveyed, only New York and Wisconsin had provisions
relative to motion practice.

New York ' s provisions on motion practice deal only with motions for
relief seeking either a new fact-finding hearing or a new dispositional
hearing.

In summary, the New York code provides: that motions must be in

writing; that motions must in certain instances be backed up by sworn
allegations; for the service of motions; for oral arguments on motions in

certain cases; for written decisions on the motion in all cases; and that
denied motions may not be renewed for a period of ninet3/ days.

Wisconsin ' s provisions relative to motion practice generally concern
timing. The code provides that motions which may be determined without
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trial of the general issues may be made before trial; that motions regarding
defects in jurisdiction must be raised within ten days of a plea hearing;
that motions to suppress illegally seized evidence must be made before the
fact-finding hearing, with certain exceptions; and that the taking of a

child into custody, while not an arrest, is to be considered as an arrest
for the purpose of deciding motions regarding certain criminal procedure
issues, such as motions to suppress statements alleged to have been
illegally obtained and motions challenging the lawfulness of the custody.

If a child is in custody and the court grants a motion challenging
some defect in the petition or in the court's jurisdiction, the court may
order the child held, for up to 48 hours, pending the filing of a new
petition.

Initial Appearance And Plea (Juvenile Arraignment)

Florida , California , Ohio, Massachusetts , New Jersey , Pennsylvania , and
Washington have no statutes relative to the initial appearance and plea
(i.e. the juvenile version of an arraignment).

Kansas labels arraignments "pre-trial hearings", and provides
essentially that a respondent appearing at a hearing should be informed
of the nature of the charges against him or her and the respondent's
rights regarding appointment of an attorney. The code also provides that
when a respondent' appears with an attorney the court shall require the

respondent to admit to or deny the allegations of the complaint or plead
nolo contendere, unless there is an application for an approval of a

diversion program. Prior to requiring the plea the respondent must be

informed of:

1. The nature of the charges in the complaint;

2. The right of the respondent to be presumed innocent of each charge;

3. The right to trial, including the right of confrontation and

cross-examination of witnesses;

4. The right to subpoena witnesses;

5. The right of the respondent to testify or to decline to testify; and,

6. The dispositional alternatives that the court may select as a result

of disposition.

If the respondent admits the allegations or pleads nolo contendere,

the court must determine, before accepting the admission or plea, that

there has been a voluntary waiver of the enumerated rights, and that there

is a factual basis for the admission or the plea.

The New York code provides a number of sections regarding initial
appearance, including:

- A definitional section;

- A section which states that the initial appearance must take place

within 72 hours of the filing of a petition if the respondent is detained,

and otherwise within ten days unless good cause is shown;
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- A section providing that at the initial appearance the court must
appoint a legal guardian to represent the respondent if he or she is not

already represented by counsel;

- A section providing for the adjournment of the proceedings for no

more than 72 hours to enable an appointed legal guardian or counsel to

appear before the court;

- A section providing for notice of rights to the respondent and his

or her parents, etc., at the commencement of the proceedings;

- A section providing that the respondent must be informed of the

charges;

- A section providing that at the initial appearance the court must
determine (1) whether detention is necessary, (2) whether the case should
be referred to the probation services for diversion, (3) the date of the

probable cause hearing (if the child is detained) , (4) the date of the fact-

finding hearing, and (5) any other issues properly before the court.

- A section dealing with the conditions under which the respondent
9 1

may be detained subsequent to the initial appearance- 1
; and,

- A section dealing with referral to the probation service.

Wisconsin ' s provisions with regard to the initial appearance and plea
are also numerous. They provide, inter alia, that', the hearing date must
allow the parties reasonable time to prepare, but should take place no more
than 30 days after the filing of a petition or issuance of a citation for

a child not being held in secure custody, and within ten days for a child
who is being held in secure custody.

At the commencement of the hearing the child and parents, etc., are
to be advised of their rights and informed that a request for a jury trial
or for the substitution of a judge must be made before the end of the plea
hearing or be waived, except under certain specified circumstances.

If the petition alleges delinquency or that the child is in need of

protection or services, the child may (1) admit some or all of the facts
alleged in the petition or citation*-^; (2) deny the facts alleged; (3)

plead no contest to the allegations (subject to the approval of the court);
or (4) state that he or she is not responsible for the acts alleged by
reason of mental disease or defect. This fourth alternative must be joined
with one of the three others.

If a child claiming non-responsibility because of a mental disease
or defect, admits to the allegations or pleads no contest, the hearing to

determine whether the child was responsible must be held no more than ten
days from the plea hearing if the child is in secure custody, and no more
than 30 days from the hearing if the child is not. If the child claiming
non-responsibility denies the allegations, the court must hold a fact-
finding hearing on the allegations and, if the court finds the allegations
to have been proven, immediately hold a hearing to determine the child's
responsibility

.
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If the court finds that a child was not responsible, it may dismiss
the petition with prejudice and order the filing of a petition. If the
court does not so find, it shall proceed to a dispositional hearing.

If the petition is not contested, the court must set a dispositional
hearing within ten or thirty days from the plea hearing, depending on whether
the child is being held in secure custody or not, or if all parties agree,
to proceed immediately to a dispositional hearing.

If the citation or the petition is contested, the court shall set a

date for the fact-finding hearing which is no more than 20 days from the
plea hearing for a child held in secure detention, and no more than 30 days
for a child who is not.

The court, in accepting a plea, is required (1) to address the parties
present to determine that the plea or admission is voluntarily made, with
understanding of the nature of the acts alleged and the potential disposition;
(2) to establish whether any promises or threats were made in order to elicit
the plea; and (2) to make such inquiries as satisfactorily establishes that
there is a factual basis for the respondent's plea or admission.

If a court commissioner conducts the plea hearing and accepts the

admission, a judge shall review the admissions at the beginning of the

dispositional hearing.

Appointment Of Guardian Ad Litem

Only the states of Florida, Ohio, and Wisconsin have provisions regarding
the appointment of a guardian ad litem.

Florida provides that a guardian ad litem may be appointed (1) if

the identity or residence of the parents is not known after a diligent
search and inquiry, (2) if the parents or custodians are residents of a

state other than Florida, or (3) if the parents or custodians evade

service or ignore summons. Appointment of a guardian for the child shall

only be made "if appropriate".

Ohio provides that the court must appoint a guardian ad litem in

any proceeding concerning an alleged or adjudicated delinquent when (1)

there is no parent, guardian, or legal custodian, or (2) the court finds

that there is a conflict of interest between the child and his or her

parent, guardian, or legal custodian.

The code also provides that in any proceeding wherein the parents

appear to be mentally incompetent or themselves under the age of eighteen,

the court must appoint a guardian ad litem to protect the interests of the

parents .

The code also regulates the compensation and discharge of a guardian

ad litem.
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Wisconsin provides that a guardian ad litem must be appointed in

conformity with the provisions of s. 879.23. On order of the court the

guardian shall be allowed reasonable compensation to be paid by the

county in which the proceeding is held. The guardian ad litem has none
of the rights of a general guardian. No person who is an interested
party in a proceeding, appears as counsel in a proceeding on behalf of

any party, or is a relative or representative of an interested party,
may be appointed guardian ad litem in that proceeding.

PRIVACY STANDARDS

Public Or Closed Hearings

California provides that unless requested by the accused minor
or any parent or legal guardian present, the public shall not be admitted
to a juvenile court hearing. The judge or referee may nevertheless admit
those persons whom he or she deems to have a "direct and legitimate"
interest in the particular case or the work of the court. In addition,
the public may be admitted to juvenile hearings on the same basis as they
are to criminal trials, when it is alleged that the minor is delinquent
for one of the 707(b) offenses (see material on waiver of jurisdiction).

The California code also provides that in the case of certain of

the 707(b) offenses which are sexual offenses, the hearings will be closed
(1) upon motion by the district attorney, if requested to do so by the

victim; and (2) during the victim's testimony, if at the time of the offense
the victim was under 16 years of age.

The name of a minor who is found to have committed one of the seven-
teen enumerated offenses shall not be kept confidential, unless the court,
for good cause, so orders.

Florida provides that all hearings, except as otherwise provided,
shall be open to the public. The court, in its discretion, may close
any hearing to the public when the public interest and the welfare of

the child are best served by doing so.

Kansas provides that adjudicatory hearings involving respondents who
were under 16 at the time of the alleged offense should be closed to the
public, excluding all persons except the respondent, the respondent's
parents, attorneys for the interested parties, officers of the court, and
the witnesses testifying. Upon agreement of all interested parties, the

court shall allow other persons to attend unless the court finds that the

presence of the persons would be disruptive to the proceedings. Proceedings
against respondents who were 16 or over at the time of the commission of the

alleged offense shall be open to the public.

Massachusetts provides for the hearing of the cases of children
under seventeen in "juvenile sessions". These sessions are separate
from the trial of criminal cases, and shall not, except as otherwise
expressly provided, be held in conjunction with other business of the
court. The sessions are to be held in rooms not used for criminal trials.
In places where no separate court rooms are provided juvenile sessions are,
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so far as possible, to be conducted "in chambers". Minors are not to be
allowed to be present at such hearings unless their presence is required
as a party or as a witness. The general public is likewise to be excluded,
with the court admitting only those persons with a direct interest in the
case. Complaints regarding "inducing or abetting delinquency" may also
be heard in juvenile sessions.

New Jersey provides generally for closed hearings. The code states
that the court may, upon application by the juvenile, a parent or guardian,
the prosecutor, or any other interested party (including the victim, the
complainant, and members of the news media), permit public attendance
during any delinquency proceeding where the court determines that there
is a "substantial likelihood that specific harm to the juvenile would not
result 23 ".

The New York code states simply that the general public may be
excluded from any delinquency proceeding, and that only those persons and
representatives of authorized agencies that have a direct interest in

the case may be admitted.

The Ohio code states only that all cases involving children should
be heard separately and apart from the trial of cases against adults.

The Pennsylvania code provides that, except in hearings to declare a

person in contempt of court, the general public shall be excluded from
hearings of cases of delinquency. Only the parties, their counsel, witnesses,
persons accompanying a party for their assistance, or any person whom the

court finds may have a proper interest in the proceeding or the work of

the court may be admitted.

The Washington code states that the general public and press shall
be permitted to attend any hearing unless the court, for good cause, orders
a particular hearing to be closed. The presumption is to be that all

hearings will be open.

The Wisconsin code provides that the general public shall be excluded
from delinquency hearings unless the child demands, through counsel, a

public fact-finding hearing. The court may however refuse to grant the

public hearing if the victim of an alleged sexual assault objects. If a

public hearing is not held, only the parties, their counsel, witnesses,
and other persons requested by a party and approved by the court may be

present. Any other person the court finds to have a proper interest in

the case or in the work of the court may also be admitted. Any person who

divulges information which would identify the child or the family involved

shall be subject to sanctions.

Introduction Of Evidence Of Delinquency At Subsequent Proceedings

California and Kansas include no material relative to the introduction of

evidence of delinquency at subsequent proceedings. All of the remaining

codes with the exception of Washington provide generally that a juvenile's

delinquency record is not to be used in subsequent proceedings against the

same juvenile (with limited exceptions), that a delinquency adjudication

will not operate to impose the civil disabilities that are normally associated
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with a criminal conviction, and that a delinquency adjudication should
not disqualify a person from future appointment to civil service positions.

Florida provides, in relevant part, that no court record of juvenile
proceedings shall be admissible in any other civil or criminal proceeding,
except that (1) orders transferring a person for trial as an adult may be

admissible in the court in which the person is tried; (2) records
forming part of the appellate record may be used on appeal; and (3)

necessary records may be admitted in a perjury trial.

Florida provides also that an adjudication under the code is not

to be deemed a conviction, so that an adjudication is not to operate to

impose any of the civil disabilities or to disqualify the child from any

civil service application or appointment ordinarily resulting from a

criminal conviction.

Massachusetts provides that neither the fact of an adjudication, the

disposition, nor any evidence given in a delinquency proceeding are to

be used in any subsequent proceedings except for subsequent delinquency
proceedings against the same child, and except in imposing sentence in

any criminal proceeding against the same person. The adjudication or

disposition is also not to operate to disqualify a child from future
public service in the Commonwealth.

The New Jersey code provides that the disposition of a delinquency
case is not admissible against the juvenile in any criminal or penal
case or a proceeding in any other court, except for consideration in

sentencing, as is otherwise provided by law.

The code provides also that no delinquency disposition shall
operate to impose any of the civil disabilities ordinarily resulting
from a criminal conviction, nor shall a juvenile be deemed a criminal by
reason of such disposition.

The New York code states that neither the fact that a person was
before the family court for a hearing, nor any confession, admission, or a

statement made by him or her to an officer of the court in any stage of
proceeding is admissible as evidence against the person or his interests
in any other court, except that another court, in imposing sentence on an
adult after criminal conviction may receive and consider the records of the

family court, unless those records have been sealed.

The Ohio code also provides that a juvenile adjudication will not
operate to impose the civil liabilities traditionally associated with
a criminal conviction, no will it disqualify a child in any future
civil service examination, appointment, or application. Furthermore, the

disposition of a child and any evidence given in court is not admissible
as evidence against the child in any other case or proceeding in any other
court, except that the judgment rendered and the disposition may be considered
by a court only as to the matter of sentencing or the granting of probation
for the same child.
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The Pennsylvania code provides that a juvenile adjudication does
not impose civil disabilities and does not disqualify a juvenile from
future civil service appointment. The disposition of a child may not
be used against him or her except (1) at subsequent juvenile proceedings,
(2) after a felony conviction for the purpose of a presentence investi-
gation, and (3) where the child has put his or her reputation or character
in issue in a civil matter.

The Washington code does not have anv statutory provisions on the
admissibility of juvenile convictions in subsequent proceedings per se.

However, it does provide, with regard to the maintenance of juvenile
files, that the official juvenile court file of any alleged or proven
juvenile offender be open to public inspection unless sealed, and that
in adult criminal prosecutions, the juvenile offense records of an adult
criminal defendant or witness may be released to the prosecution or defense
counsel as part of discovery.

The Washington code also does not discuss the use of juvenile records
in civil trials, and it does not address the issue of civil disabilities
or future disqualification in civil service appointments.

The Wisconsin code provides that a juvenile adjudication is not like
a crime. It does not impose any of the civil disabilities normally
associated with a criminal conviction and it should not operate to

disqualif}/ a child in any civil service application or appointment.

The disposition of a child, and any record of evidence given at a

hearing, shall not be admissible as evidence in any subsequent case or

proceeding in any other court, except (1) in sentencing proceedings after
conviction of a felony or misdemeanor, only for the purpose of a presentence
study and report; (2) in a proceeding in any court assigned to exercise
jurisdiction under the Children's Code; and (3) in a court of criminal or

civil jurisdiction while it is exercising the jurisdiction of a family
court and is considering the custody of children.

Standards For Collection, Retention, And Dissemination Of Information

The provisions of the state codes on collection, retention, and dissemination
of information focus primarily on dissemination and public inspection. In

general, the state codes put restrictions on the dissemination and public
inspection of juvenile court, probation, or police files.

California provides essentially that court and probation files may
be inspected only by court personnel, the minor who is the subject of

the proceedings, his or her parents or guardian, the attorneys for those

parties, and other persons as designated by the court. The district
attorney and child protective agencies may inspect the documents subsequent
to the filing of a declaration that access to the documents is necessary
for a criminal investigation or a proceeding brought to declare a person
a dependent child or a ward of the court.

California also provides elaborate rules on the dissemination of

court records to school authorities under certain circumstances. Basically,

information from court records mav be Drovided to school authorities when
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a -juvenile has been adjudicated for one of eighteen enumerated serious
offenses.-"1 The information is to be kept in separate riles and destroyed
twelve months after the minor returns to public school.

Florida provides no relevant statutes.

Kansas provides for the establishment of official court files, which
must be kept separately from other records of the court, and which are open
to public inspection in the case of any juvenile aged sixteen or older. In

the cases of juveniles aged sixteen and under, the file may only be inspected by:

1. A judge of the district court and members of the staff specifically
designated;

2. Parties to the proceedings and their attorneys;

3. A public or private agency having custody of the juvenile under court
order;

4. Law enforcement officers or county or district attorneys or their
staff when necessary for the discharge of their official duties; and,

5. Any other person when authorized by court order, subject to conditions
imposed.

Kansas also provides for the establishment of a social file, which is

open to inspection only by attorneys of the parties or upon an order by a judge.

The code provides additionally for the confidentiality of law enforcement
records regarding juveniles under the age of sixteen. These files may be

inspected by the same parties that inspect court files, except that employees
of the Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services and the Central Repository
may also inspect the files.

The code states that the restrictions on public access to law enforcement
records does not apply in cases of traffic offenders aged fourteen or over,
violators of any provision of chapter 32 who are aged sixteen or older, and
juveniles who have been prosecuted as adults.

Massachusetts provides that the records of a juvenile court shall be with-
held from public inspection unless disclosure is consented to by a justice of

the court. These records must ,- however , be open for inspection at all reasonable
times to the child and his or her parents, guardian, or attorney. By a recently
enacted amendment, the code also provides that the name of a juvenile may be
made public when three conditions are satisfied:

1. The juvenile is alleged to have committed the offense while between
his or her fourteenth and seventeeth birthdays;

2. The juvenile is charged with an act of delinquency which would be

punishable by incarceration in a state prison if the juvenile were an adult; and,

3. The juvenile has previously been adjudicated delinquent on at least two

occasions for acts which would be punishable by incarceration in a state prison
if the juvenile were an adult.

Massachusetts has no provisions regarding the confidentiality of police,
or other law enforcement records.



New Jersey provides both for the safeguarding of records from public
inspection and for penalties in case of breach. Specifically, the state
provides that social, medical, psychological, legal, and other records of
the court, probation department, or law enforcement agencies may be made
available only to:

1. A court or probation department;

2. The Attorney General or county prosecutor;

3. The parents, guardian, or attorney of the juvenile;

4. The Division of Youth and Family Services (if providing care or
custody for the juvenile)

;

5. Any institution to which the juvenile is currently committed; and,

6. Any person or agency interested in the case or in the work of the
agency keeping the records (when ordered by the court)

.

Records of law enforcement agencies may be disclosed for law enforce-
ment purposes to other law enforcement agencies in the state.

Information as to the identity of the juvenile, the offense charged,
the adjudication and the disposition may also be disclosed to:

1. The victim or a member of the victim's immediate family;

2. Any law enforcement agency which investigated the offense, the
person or agency which filed the complaint, and any law enforcement agenc;/1

in the municipality where the juvenile resides;

3. The principal of the school in which the juvenile is enrolled (on

a confidential basis and not as part of the school record) ; and,

4. A party in a subsequent legal proceeding involving the juvenile,
but only upon court approval and for the sole purpose of impeaching the

juvenile as a witness.

The code provides that in cases where a juvenile was adjudicated for

an offense which constitutes a crime in the first, second, or third degree,

aggravated assault, destruction or damage to property of $500 or more, or

the manufacture and distribution of narcotic drugs, there is to be a

"presumption" favoring release of the juvenile's identity and information
on his or her adjudication and disposition, which can be overcome only by

a demonstration that disclosure of the information would result in a

substantial likelihood of specific harm to the juvenile.

The code also provides that disclosure of information in contravention of

its provisions will subject the violator to a disorderly persons offense.

New York 's provisions are meager, stating only that courts should

transfer all relevant materials with a juvenile whenever he or she is

placed with an institution. The state also provides that police records
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of juveniles are to be kept separate from the records of adults, and
that police records may be ordered "open" upon motion and good cause
shown (1) to the respondent or the respondent's parent or the person
responsible for his or her care, and (2) to a judge after a subsequent
criminal conviction (if the record has not been sealed)

.

Ohio provides two relevant sections. The first involves the record
keeping duties of a probation officer (discussed in the material on

probation), and provides, inter alia, that the reports and records of the

probation department are to be considered confidential information and
are not to be made public. The second section deals with the record
keeping responsibilities of the juvenile courts, and provides inter alia:

1. That the juvenile court must maintain records of all official
cases brought before it, including an appearance docket, a journal, and
a cashbook.

2. That the juvenile court is to maintain a separate docket for

traffic offenses.

3. That the parents of any affected child, or the next of kin if

the parents are deceased, may inspect the records either in person or

through counsel during the hours in which the court is open.

4. That not later than June of each year the court must prepare
'an annual report showing the number and kinds of cases that have come
before it, the disposition thereof, and such other data pertaining to

the work of the court as a juvenile judge directs or the Department of

Welfare requests.

Pennsylvania also provides two sections. The first states that

court files and records may be inspected only by:

1. The judges, officers, and professional staff of the court;

2. The parties to the proceedings, and their counsel and
representatives

;

3. Representatives of a public or private agency or institution
having custody of the child;

4. A court and its probation and other professional staff as well
as defendant's counsel, for the purpose of preparing a presentence report,

in subsequent criminal cases;

5. Employees of the Administration Office of Pennsylvania Courts; and,

6. At the discretion of the court, any other person, agency or

institution having a legitimate interest in the proceedings or work of

the court.

The second provision states that juvenile law enforcement records are

to be kept separate from those on adults, and that unless (a) an accused
juvenile is transferred for criminal prosecution, (b) the interest of national
security requires, or (c) the court otherwise orders in the interest of the

child, the -records shall not be open to public inspection, except that that

inspection is permitted by the following parties:
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i. The court having the child before it;

2. Counsel for a party to the proceedings;

3. The officers of institutions or agencies to whom the child is

committed;

4. Law enforcement officers of other jurisdictions when necessary
for the discharge of their official duties; and,

5. A court in which the child is convicted of a criminal offense
for the purpose of a presentence report or other dispositional proceedings.

The contents of law enforcement records may also be disclosed to

the public if the offending child is fourteen or older and (1) the child
has been adjudicated delinquent as a result of acts which constitute rape,

kidnapping, murder, robbery, arson, burglary, or any other act involving
the use or threat of serious bodily harm, or (2) the child is accused of

delinquency through a petition alleging one of these acts, and the child
has previously been adjudicated delinquent for one of these acts. Dis-
closure of information under these circumstances is apparently limited to

the name, age, and address of the child, the offenses charged, and the

disposition of the case.

The Washington state code includes a large number of provisions
regarding maintenance and access to juvenile records. In summary, the code

provides, among other things:

1. That the official juvenile court file shall be open to public
inspection, unless it has been sealed.

2. That all records other than the official court record are con-
fidential and may be released only in accordance with other prpvisions
of the code.

3. That, except as otherwise provided, records retained or produced
by any juvenile justice or care agency may be released to other agencies
in the system only when an investigation is actively being pursued or

the juvenile is under the supervision of the other agency.

4. That information not in an official court file concerning a

juvenile or his or her family may be released to the public only when that

information could not reasonably be expected to identify the juvenile or

the juvenile's family.

5. Notwithstanding other provisions in the code, that the release
to the juvenile or his or her attorney of law enforcement and prosecution
records shall be governed by the rules of discovery applicable in adult

criminal investigations and prosecutions.

6. That upon the request of a victim or a member of the victim's
immediate family, the identity of a proven or alleged juvenile offender
and that of his or her parents, etc., may be released to the victim or

to the victim's immediate family.

7. That subject to the rules of discovery applicable in adult criminal

prosecutions, the juvenile offense record of an adult criminal defendant or

witness may be released to prosecution and defense counsel after a -charge

has been filed.
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8. That the juvenile offense records of any adult convicted of a

crime and placed in incarceration be released to the adult correctional
institution.

Wisconsin provides that peace officers' records on juveniles are to

be kept separate from those on adults, and that they are not to be open

to public inspection or to having their contents disclosed. However,

information may be disclosed to newspapers and other media entities for

the purpose of reporting the news without revealing the child's identity,

and information may be exchanged between the police and officials of the

school where the child attends as well as other law enforcement or social

welfare agencies. The confidentiality provisions also do not apply to

children aged sixteen or older who have been transferred for criminal
prosecution.

Wisconsin provides additionally that records of the juvenile courts

shall be maintained separately, and shall not be open for inspection or

have their contents disclosed except by order of the court. The court is

required to open the records to the Department of Health and Social Services

and to the federal government for periodic monitoring as required by the

Code of Federal Regulations."

When a child's motor vehicle operating privileges are suspended or

revoked, the Department of Transportation may disclose information regarding
that suspension or revocation only to another court, district attorney,
county, city or village attorney, law enforcement agency, or to the minor
or his or her parent or guardian. Persons entitled to receive this infor-
mation may not disclose it to other persons or agencies.

Sealing Or Destruction Of Records

Florida , Massachusetts , Pennsylvania , and Wisconsin include no provisions
in their delinquency codes relative to the sealing or destruction of

records

.

California basically provides that the juvenile or a probation officer
may petition to have the record sealed five years or more after the juris-
diction of the juvenile court has terminated or the juvenile was taken before
a probation officer or an officer of another law enforcement agency, or any
time after the juvenile has reached the age of eighteen. The court must
hold a hearing, after which it may order the record sealed if in the

intervening five years the juvenile has not been convicted of a felony or

any misdemeanor involving moral turpitude and if rehabilitation has
been attained to the satisfaction of the court.

If a juvenile has been adjudicated for one of the 707(b) felony
offenses then three years must have elapsed since the commission of the

offense before the record may be sealed, regardless of when the juvenile
turns eighteen. Once the record is sealed the proceedings in the case
are deemed never to have occurred, and if questioned, the juvenile may
respond accordingly. Additionally, the court must send a copy of the order
to each agency and official named in the record, directing them to seal the

record and when to destroy it. Ordinarily a record is destroyed five years
after it is sealed in the case of status offenders, or when the offender
reaches the age of 38 in the case of delinquents.
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California also provides with regard to records of the Department of
Motor Vehicles that the sealing provisions do not apply. If the Department
receives a notification that the record is sealed it should, however, allow
access only to the offender and to insurers who have been granted requester
code numbers by the Department.

Finally, the code provides that in actions for defamation a sealed
record may be admitted into evidence upon a showing of "good cause".

Kansas provides that juvenile records may be expunged upon application
to a judge of the court of the county in which the records are maintained.
The application for expungement may be made by the offender, or if he or
she is still a juvenile, by the offender's parents or "next friend" . After
a petition is filed the court must set a date for a hearing, and give notice
to the county or district attorney. Any person who has relevant information
about the petitioner may testify. The court shall order the record expunged
if it finds (1) that the offender has reached 21 years of age or that two
years have elapsed since the final discharge; (2) that the offender has not
been convicted of a felony or a misdemeanor other than a traffic offense,
or adjudicated a delinquent or a miscreant since final discharge, and that
no such proceedings are pending; and (3) that "the circumstances and behavior
of the petitioner warrant expungement".

Upon entry of an order expunging the records the offense shall be
treated as if it never occurred, except that it may be considered in deter-
mining whether a juvenile is a repeat offender under the code's special
provisions for "juvenile of fenders," and that it may be considered in deter-
mining the disposition if the person is convicted or adjudicated for a

subsequent offense.

Once the record has been expunged, the offender, the courts, and all
other public agencies are to respond to any inquiries that no files exist
with respect to the offender . Copies of the order are to be sent to each
public officer or agency in the county having possession of any records or

files ordered expunged. Failure to comply with such orders within a

reasonable time may subject an agency or its officers to contempt of court.

The court must inform adjudicated delinquents of these provisions on

expungement. These provisions do not prevent the maintenance of information
that does not enable identification of the offender (e.g. statistical
information)

.

New Jersey provides that both the person who is the subject of the

records as well as the court on its own motion may apply for the sealing of

a record. The records of the court, of the probation department, and of

law enforcement agencies should be sealed if the court finds (1) that two

years have elapsed since final discharge of the person or the entry of a

court order, and (2) that the person has not been convicted of a crime or a

disorderly persons offense or adjudicated delinquent during those two years

(and that no such proceeding or complaint is presently pending)

.

The code also provides that a juvenile who successfully enlists in a

branch of the armed services is entitled to petition to have his or her

record sealed.
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Reasonable written notice of the motion to seal must be given to the

Attorney General and county prosecutor, the authority granting final
discharge, and the law enforcement office, department, and central depository
having custody of the files and records. ° If the motion is granted the case

shall be sealed and all index references shall be marked "not available" or

"no record"; law enforcement and other agencies must reply to inquiries
accordingly.

Inspection of the files is permitted thereafter only upon motion
granted by the court. Any adjudication of delinquency or conviction of a

crime subsequent to the sealing order has the effect of nullifying it

altogether.

New York 's code provides for the sealing of all juvenile records,
including probation department and law enforcement records, when a petition
is terminated in favor of the respondent. ' The presentment agency can,

upon the termination of a petition, make a motion asking the court not to

seal the records if it proves to the court's satisfaction that sealing them
would not be "in the interest of justice". Likewise, a court may decide
on its own motion that sealing the records would not be in the interest of

justice, in which case the court must state its reasons on the record.

Sealed records may be made available only to the respondent or the

respondent's designated agent. The records of a probation service may be

made available to another probation service for the purpose of "adjusting"
(diverting) a petition.

If a presentment agency chooses not to commence a delinquency action,
or if it chooses to adjust a case, it must serve a certification of dis-
position on the appropriate law enforcement agency so that the records may
be sealed. Under this option for sealing, an order from the court is not
required.

If an action resulted in a finding of delinquency for an act other
than a "designated felony" act, the respondent may make a motion at any
time after the respondent's sixteenth birthday to have the record sealed.
Notice of the motion must be served eight days prior to the return date
to the presentment agency. ™ The motion may be granted if the court finds
that it is "in the interests of justice".

Ohio provides that the person who is the subject of a juvenile record
may apply for expungement of his or her records, or the court may initiate
expungement on its own motion. The motion may not be filed sooner than
two years after the termination of an order or after an unconditional
discharge from a juvenile facility. Notice of the hearing on the application
must be given to the prosecuting attorney. The court may order the records
sealed if it finds that "the rehabilitation of the person has been attained
to a satisfactory degree". Adjudication does not impose the civil dis-
abilities normally associated with criminal convictions, nor should it

operate to disqualify a person from any future civil service appointment,
examination, or application.
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Washington ' s state code includes provisions both for the sealing
and for the destruction of records.

With regard to sealing, the code provides that the person who is
the subject of the record may file a motion to seal the official juvenile
court file , the social file, and records of the court or of any other agency
in the case. The court shall grant the motion to seal the records if (1)

two years have elapsed from the later of either the date of final discharge
of the person from the supervision of an agency, or from the date of entry
of a court order relating to the commission of an offense; and (2) no
proceeding is pending against the person. Thereafter, the proceedings in
the case are to be treated as if they never occurred. Inspection of the
files may be permitted only by order of the court upon motion by the
person who is the subject of the file, except as otherwise provided. ^9

Any subsequent adjudication or conviction has the effect of nullifying
the order to seal.

With regard to the destruction of files, the code provides that the
person who is the subject of the files may make a motion to have the files
destroyed if:

1. The person is at least 23 years of age;

2. He or she has not subsequently been convicted of a felony;

3. No criminal proceedings is pending against the person; and,

4. The person has never been found guilty of a serious offense.

A person eighteen or older may also make a motion if his or her

entire criminal history contains only one referral for diversion, and

two years have elapsed since completion of the diversion agreement.

As in the case of the sealing of records, the person making the

motion to destroy the files must give reasonable notice of the motion
to the prosecuting attorney and to any agency whose records are sought.

Any juvenile to whom these rights may apply must be given written
notice of these provisions during the hearing or diversion process. Nothing
in the code should be construed to prevent a crime victim or a member of the

victim's family from divulging the identity of a proven or alleged juvenile
offender, or his or her family, when necessary in a civil proceeding.

PROVISIONS ON THE TRIAL STAGE

Due Process Safeguards

Due process safeguards may be divided into two categories: those which
are mandated by decisions of the United States .Supreme Court, and those

which, although constitutionally mandated for adult criminal defendants,

are not mandated in cases of accused juvenile delinquents. Safeguards

which are constitutionally mandated include: (1) the right to written

notice of the charges sufficiently in advance of trial to permit prepa-

ration; (2) the right to notification of the right to counsel, including

appointment of counsel in cases of indigency; (3) the right to invoke the
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privilege against self-incrimination; (4) the right to confront and cross-
examine adverse witnesses; and (5) the right to have delinquency cases
decided by proof "beyond a reasonable doubt". ™ Certain other rights
are implicitly included in these five rights, such as the right to present
favorable witnesses, the right to a speedy trial, and the right to be tried
before an impartial decision-maker. While the Supreme Court has mandated
the inclusion of certain due process safeguards, it has explicitly or

implicitly rejected others. The right to be tried by a jury or to a

grand-jury indictment are rights which have not been constitutionally
mandated for juvenile adjudications. ^

While some states have not explicitly provided for these constitutionally
mandated safeguards in their codes, they are all nevertheless obligated to

abide by them in the conduct of their juveniles proceedings. The states
are of course free to impose non-mandated safeguards such as providing
jury trials or verbatim transcripts, as several of them have chosen to do.

Two states, those of New York and Ohio, have also provided for standards
of proof that are less stringent than that which has been mandated by the

Supreme Court. These lesser standards are of necessity invalid, and both
states must in practice conform to the "beyond a reasonable doubt standard"
as required.

The issue of right to representation by counsel has already been
discussed in the separate materials on right to counsel. Accordingly,
it will not be repeated here.

California provides that a minor alleged to be a delinquent or a

status offender must be advised of his or her right to remain silent, to

have counsel present during interrogation, and to have counsel appointed
if unable to afford one.

The code also provides that in any adjudicatory hearing the minor
has the privilege against self-incrimination and the right to the confron-
tation and cross-examination of witnesses.

Florida sets forth the following rights for juveniles at adjudicatory
hearings: the right to a speedy trial; the right to findings beyond a

reasonable doubt; the opportunity to introduce evidence and cross-examine
witnesses; and the right to claim the privilege against self-incrimination.
The code specifically states that juveniles are not entitled to jury trials.

Kansas sets forth the following rights for juveniles accused of delin-
quency: to notice of the charges; to hire an attorney of one's own choosing,
or to have one appointed; to be presumed innocent of each charge; to trial
without unnecessary delay, to cross-examine witnesses; to subpoena
witnesses; to testify or to decline to testify; and to be notified of the

dispositional alternatives.

Kansas also specifies that proof of delinquency charges must be beyond
a reasonable doubt and that jury trials may be ordered in any case in which
a juvenile is tried for an act which would constitute a felony.
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Massachusetts law states that a juvenile charged with delinquency
must have the charges against him proven by proof beyond a reasonable
doubt. The Commonwealth also provides a right to a jury trial, which
may be elected at the option of the juvenile. If the juvenile waives
the jury trial in the first instance and is adjudicated delinquent, he
has a right to seek a trial de novo before a jury.

Notice that this two-tier system is designed to promote the efficient
resolution of cases while preserving the right to a jury trial at the same
time.

New Jersey states, with regard to the rights of juveniles, that all
defenses available to adults charged with crime shall also be available
to juveniles charged with delinquency, and that all rights guaranteed to

criminal defendants by the United States Constitution and the Constitution
of New Jersey, except the right to indictment, the right to trial by jury,
and the right to bail, shall be applicable to cases arising under the
juvenile code.

New York provides only that an adjudication in a delinquency matter
must be based on a preponderance of the evidence.

Ohio likewise provides only that proof in delinquency cases must be

by clear and convincing evidence. The Ohio code also states specifically
that all cases of children shall be heard and determined without a jury.

Pennsylvania lists the following rights for juveniles accused of

delinquency: the right to counsel; to introduce evidence and cross-examine
witnesses; to invoke the privilege against self-incrimination; and to proof
beyond a reasonable doubt.

Washington provides that a juvenile has the following rights: to

counsel; to the appointment of "experts necessary"; to subpoena witnesses
and documents; to a verbatim transcript of the proceedings; to adequate
notice of the charges; to discovery as provided in criminal cases; to an

opportunity to be heard; to confront witnesses (except in those cases where
the code expressly permits hearsay testimony) ; to findings based solely on

the evidence adduced at the hearing; and to an unbiased fact-finder.

The code also provides for the privilege against self-incrimination,
and specifies that an illegal confession or an illegal search and seizure
may not be received into evidence.

Wisconsin provides that a juvenile accused of delinquency must be

notified of the following rights: the right to notice of the charges

(specifically, at intake a juvenile has the right to know what allegations

could be in the petition) ; to know the nature and possible consequences of

the proceedings; to remain silent; to confront and cross-examine witnesses;

to counsel; to present and subpoena witnesses; to a jury trial; and to have

the allegations of the petition proven beyond a reasonable doubt.
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Rules of Evidence

Only four states have provisions in their juvenile codes on the proper

rules of evidence to be used in delinquency proceedings, and even those

provisions tend to be scanty. The remaining states presumably include

some provisions in their rules of court. Since this analysis is largely

confined to statutory material, provisions which are not actually included
in the respective codes are not discussed here.

California states only that the admission and exclusion of evidence
is to be in accordance with the rules of evidence established by the

California Evidence Code and by judicial decision.

Florida states only that adjudicatory hearings are to be conducted
applying the rules of evidence used in criminal cases.

Kansas provides that in adjudicatory proceedings the rules of

evidence of the code of civil procedure are to apply. Furthermore, a

judge in a juvenile proceeding may not consider or rely on any report not
properly admitted according to the rules of evidence.

New York 's code states that only evidence that is competent, material,
and relevant may be admitted in a fact-finding hearing.

Plea Bargaining

None of the ten state codes surveyed had specific provisions either approving
or disapproving of, or regulating plea bargaining in any way.

Admissions

None of the states other than New York, have specific provisions regulating
admissions. If they provide for admissions at all, it is usually something
to the effect that at the initial hearing the juvenile must admit or deny
the allegations of the petition (see materials on initial appearance and plea)

New York provides that a respondent may as a matter of right enter an
admission to those allegations in the petition which are determinable at the

fact-finding hearing. When the petition charges one crime the respondent
may enter an admission to a lesser included crime. Where the petition charges
more than one crime in separate counts, the respondent may, with the consent
of the court and the appropriate presentment agency, enter an admission to

part of the petition or to a lesser included crime upon the condition that
such an admission constitutes a complete disposition of these allegations.

The court shall not consent to the entry of an admission unless it has
advised the respondent of his or her right to a fact-finding hearing. The
court shall also obtain through allocution (i.e. authoritative questioning)
of the respondent and a parent or another person legally responsible for the
respondent's care, if present, (1) that the respondent committed the act
or acts to which he is entering an admission; (2) that the respondent is

voluntarily waiving his or her rights to a fact-finding hearing; and (3)

that the respondent is aware of the possible specific dispositional orders.
Upon consenting to the entry of an admission the court must state the reasons
for granting such consent.
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Withdrawal Of Admissions

Again, only New York regulates the withdrawal of admissions. That state
provides that a respondent who has entered a denial of a petition may as a

matter of right withdraw such denial at any time before the conclusion of
the fact-finding hearing and enter an admission to the entire petition; and
that at any time prior to the entry of a finding the court may in its discretion
permit a respondent who has entered an admission to all or any part of the
petition to withdraw the admission, in which case the petition will be restored.

Waiver Of Rights Generally

Only the state of Washington provides a statement on the waiver of rights
generally. The code states that waiver of any right which a juvenile has
under the code must be an express waiver intelligently made by the juvenile
after the juvenile has been fully informed of the right being waived. For
purposes of waiver a juvenile is defined as a person who is at least twelve
years of age. If a person is under the age of twelve any waiver or objection
contemplated by the code must be made by the person's parent, guardian, or
custodian.

The remaining states do have specific provisions on the waiver of

service of summons or the waiver of counsel. Those provisions are reviewed
•in other parts of this analysis.

PROVISIONS ON ADJUDICATION

Only the state codes of California, Florida, and Massachusetts provide for

adjudicatory alternatives. The remaining states provide in essence that a

juvenile may either be adjudicated guilty for the acts alleged, or the

complaint may be dismissed.

California provides the following alternatives: the court may adjudicate

a minor a ward of the court, or it may withhold adjudication and place the

minor on probation for a period not to exceed six months.

Whether the minor should be adjudicated or placed on probation depends,

apart from "other relevant and material evidence", on (1) the age of the

minor, (2) the circumstances and gravity of the offense committed, and (3)

the minor's previous delinquent history.

Florida provides for two adjudicatory alternatives: the court may

find that the child has committed a delinquent act but withhold adjudication,

or it may adjudicate a child delinquent.

If the court withholds adjudication, it must place the child in a

community control program under the supervision of the Department of Health

and Rehabilitative Services. The court may, as a condition of the program,

impose a curfew, require restitution, or revoke or suspend the child's

drivers license. If the court finds that the child has not complied with the

rules or conditions of the community-based program it may, after a hearing

to establish lack of compliance, enter an adjudication.
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In either case, whether the court withholds adjudication or adjudicates
a child delinquent, it must, in conjunction with the resulting order, include
a brief statement of the facts upon which the finding is made.

Kansas ' code states that if the evidence fails to prove the offense
charged, the court must enter an order dismissing the charge. If the court

finds that the respondent committed the offense charged, it shall adjudicate
him to be a juvenile offender, and may enter orders of disposition authorized
by the code. If the court finds that the respondent committed the offense
charged but was not responsible because of insanity, it shall withhold adju-
dication and commit the respondent to the custody of the Secretary of Social
and Rehabilitative Services, and place him in a state hospital. The code

provides, in the case of juveniles committed to the state hospital, for an

annual review of the necessity for confinement; for discharge or conditional
release; and for procedures if the conditions of release are violated.

Massachusetts provides for two adjudicatory alternatives: a child may
be adjudicated delinquent, or the child may have his or her case continued
without a finding and be placed on probation. If the child is placed on
probation it must be with the consent of the child and at least one of the

child's parents or guardians. Subject to agreement by the child and a parent
or guardian, the probation may include a requirement that the child do work
or participate in activities of a type and for a time as deemed appropriate
by the court.

New Jersey 's code provides, under the heading of dispositions, the

alternative of adjourning formal entry of a disposition of the case for a

period not to exceed twelve months for the purpose of determining whether
the juvenile can make a "satisfactory adjustment", after which the complaint
will be dismissed on the condition that the juvenile has in fact made a

satisfactory adjustment.

New York provides that if the allegations of the petition (or specific
counts of the petition) are established, the court shall enter an "appropriate
order" and schedule a dispositional hearing. The order shall specify the
counts on which the order is based and the sections of the penal law which
were found to have been violated. If the respondent is found to have
committed a designated felony act, the order shall state so.

If the allegations or specific counts of the petition are not established,
the court must enter an order dismissing the petition or the specific counts
therein.

The Ohio code states only that if the court finds from clear and
convincing evidence that the child is a delinquent child, it shall proceed
immediately or at a postponed hearing to hear evidence as to the proper
disposition. If the court does not so find it shall order the complaint
dismissed and the child discharged from any detention or restrictions
previously ordered.
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The Pennsylvania code states that if the allegations of delinquency
are not established at the adjudicatory hearing the court shall dismiss the
petition and order the child discharged from any detention or other restrictions
previously ordered. If the court finds on proof beyond a reasonable doubt that
the child committed the acts alleged, it shall enter the findings on the record
and proceed immediately or at a postponed hearing (not to exceed 20 days after
adjudication if the child is detained) to hear evidence as to whether the child
is in need of treatment, supervision, or rehabilitation. If the court finds
that the child is not in need of treatment, supervision or rehabilitation, it
shall dismiss the proceedings and discharge the child from any detention or
restriction previously ordered. In the absence of evidence to the contrary,
the commission of acts which constitute a felony shall be sufficient to sustain
a finding that a child is in need of treatment, supervision, or rehabilitation.

Washington state's code does not provide for any adjudicatory alternatives
outside of a finding of guilt by the juvenile offender-^ (notice that Washington
eschews the terminology of "delinquency") .

' The code states merely that after
the adjudicatory hearing the court shall record its findings of fact and enter
its decision upon the record. Such findings shall set forth the evidence
relied upon by the court in reaching its decision (this requirement of written
findings appears to apply regardless of whether the juvenile is acquitted or

found guilty) . If the respondent is not found guilty he or she shall be
released from detention; otherwise, the court may immediately proceed to

disposition, or it may continue the case for a dispositional hearing. 33

Wisconsin ' s code does not provide for adjudicatory alternatives as such;

the code states only that at the conclusion of the fact-finding hearing that
the court "shall make conclusions of law relating to the allegations of a

petition". The code does provide for something called a consent decree, which
may be entered at any time after the filing of a petition and before the entry
of judgment. In such case the proceedings will be suspended and the child
placed under supervision in the child's own home or present placement. The

decree remains in effect for six months unless the child is discharged sooner
from the jurisdiction of the court. The decree may also be extended for six

months. If at any point the child fails to fulfill the express conditions of

the decree, or the child objects to its continuation, the original decree may
be continued to its conclusion as if it had never been entered.

Social Information In Adjudication

Only three states have provisions regarding social information in adjudication.

California provides that at adjudicatory hearings a minor is ordinarily
to be represented by a probation officer, who has the duty of preparing a

social study of the minor "containing such information as may be relevant
to a proper disposition of the case".

Massachusetts has a similar provision, also requiring the participation
of a probation officer. The Commonwealth requires that every case of a

delinquent child be investigated by a probation officer, who is to make a

report in each case regarding the child's character, school record, home

surroundings, and whether there have been previous complaints against the

child. The probation officer is required to be in attendance during the

adjudicatory hearing, and to furnish the court with such information as

"may be required".
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Ohio's code does not specifically provide for social information in

adjudication. It does provide that the probation department is responsible
for making reports at the direction of the juvenile court, and for submitting
or disposing of the report at the direction of the judge. In practice this

presumably means that the judge may, at his or her discretion, receive social

information at the adjudicatory hearing from the probation officer.

Necessity For Written Findings

Only California requires written findings; the applicable code section states

that the findings must be "noted in the minutes of the court".

Statute Of Limitations

Only two states have provisions regarding statutes of limitations.

Kansas provides that proceedings under the code must ordinarily be

commenced within two years of the alleged delinquent act. The only exceptions
are acts which constitute murder in the first or second degree. The time

limits are stayed by (1) the accused being absent from the state; (2) by the

accused being so concealed within the state that process cannot be served;
and (3) by the fact of the offense being concealed.

New York provides that a juvenile delinquency proceeding must be commenced
within the period of time provided for by the criminal procedure law or, before
the respondent's eighteenth birthday, whichever occurs earlier. When the

alleged act is a designated felony act, proceedings must be commenced within
the applicable period of limitations or before the respondent has reached his
or her twentieth birthday, whichever occurs earlier.

PROVISIONS ON DISPOSITION

California adjudicates minors to be "wards of the court" for both
delinquent behavior and noncriminal misbehavior amounting to a status offense. 34

The Welfare and Institutions Code in essence allows for the following options
in dispositions of adjudicated minors, some of which are cumulative and some
of which are in the alternative.

- Placement of the minor with a probation officer (who may in turn
place a minor into the custody of a relative or of a licenced community care
facility)

;

- Ordering the repair of damages resulting from vandalism;

- Ordering restitution for a battery occurring on school property;

- Ordering the repair of damages occurring on a public transit
vehicle;

- Ordering restitution in general (restitution may be made to the
victim, or to the "Restitution Fund" if the crime did not involve a victim)

;

- Ordering specified community services when the court finds "compelling
and extraordinary" reasons why restitution should not be ordered;

- Avoiding the imposition of community service as a condition of probation
where the court finds "compelling and extraordinary" reasons why community
service should not be ordered;
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- Ordering the performance of specified services at the request of the
victim;

- Ordering community service if the minor is adjudicated for possessing
controlled substances on the grounds of a primary or secondary school during
school hours;

- Ordering commitment to a juvenile home, ranch, camp, or forestry camp
(including ordering the minor to earn money to pay for the support of his or
her dependents or to effect reparations)

;

- Ordering the payment of a fine not to exceed $250;

- Ordering the payment of a "restitutionary fine" which is to be
deposited in the "Restitution Fund"; and,

- Ordering commitment to the Youth Authority

.

A minor committed to the Youth Authority may not be held in physical
confinement for a period in excess of the maximum period of imprisonment which
could be imposed on an adult for the same offense. The Youth Parole Board
may however continue the minor on parole status for the normal period of
two years or until the juvenile reaches his twenty-first birthday

.

Florida provides for the following options on the disposition of

adjudicated delinquents:

- Place the child in his or her own home, in the home of a relative,
or in some other suitable place, and enroll the child in a community control
program (i.e. any one of a variety of nonresidential programs) under the

supervision of the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services;

- Commit the child to a licensed child-care agency (but not a facility
primarily used as a detention or shelter home) ;'

#

- Commit the child to the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services;

- Revoke or suspend the driver's license of the child;

- Require the child to participate in a public service program;

- As part of the community control program, order the child or the child's
parents to make restitution for any damages or loss caused by the offense; or

- Order the child to participate in a community work project (as an
alternative to restitution or as part of the community control program)

.

In addition, the court may order the natural parents of a child
adjudicated for a delinquent act to participate in family counseling or

other professional counseling activities necessary to assure the rehabilitation
of the child.

If the court determines that commitment to the Department is necessary,
then the determination must be in writing, and it must include specific

findings on the reasons for the decision. The Department in turn must furnish

a list of at least three options, ordered preferentially, of programs in which

the child may be placed. From these, the court must recommend a program,

which recommendation must, in turn, be followed if the resources are available.

The court may also require that a child be enrolled in a community control

program following the child's discharge from the Department.
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Even if the court decides not to adjudicate a child, the court may
still order community-based sanctions. Apparently such sanctions may be

ordered only when the court withholds adjudication after finding (for all

practical purposes) that the child committed the acts alleged.

Kansas provides in its juvenile offenders code that a judge, in

choosing dispositions for an adjudicated juvenile, may select from the

following alternatives:

- Place the juvenile offender on probation, subject to appropriate
terms and conditions, including restitution;

- Place the juvenile offender in the custody of a parent or other
suitable person, under appropriate terms and conditions, including making
restitution;

- Place the juvenile in a youth residential facility;-"

- Place the juvenile in the custody of the Secretary of Social and
Rehabilitation Services;

- Impose any appropriate combination of the above-listed sanctions;

- Commit the juvenile to a state youth center; ^°

- Order the juvenile to attend counseling sessions; or

- Order restitution (unless the court finds "compelling reasons" to

render a restitution plan "unworkable")

.

The code also provides that when a youth is placed in the custody of

the Secretary of Social and Rehabilitation Services, the Secretary may place
the youth in an institution operated by the secretary (presumably a state
youth center), a Youth Residential Facility, or a community mental health
center. The court has no power to direct placements by the secretary, but
it may make recommendations; and the secretary is under a duty to notify
the court of placement decisions.

During the time that a juvenile offender is in the custody of the
secretary, the secretary must report to the court at least every six months
as to the current living arrangement and social and mental development of

the juvenile.

Massachusetts law states that if a child is adjudicated delinquent,
the court may:

- Place the case on file;

- Place the child in the custody of a probation officer for such time
and under such conditions as the court may specify; or,

- Commit the child to the Department of Youth Services.
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The Commissioner of the Department of Youth Services is authorized to

place a committed juvenile as the Commissioner sees fit. Although the law
provides for the transfer of "unmanageable" children to one of the state
training schools, this provision is no longer applicable since the training
schools have been closed down.

New Jersey 's code provides that the court may make one or more of the
following dispositions of adjudicated juveniles:

- Adjourn formal entry of disposition for a period not to exceed
twelve months, after which the court may dismiss the complaint;

- Release the juvenile to the supervision of his or her parent or
guardian;

- Place the juvenile on probation for a period not to exceed three
years, and upon such written conditions as the court deems will aid rehabi-
litation of the juvenile;

- Transfer custody of the juvenile to any relative or other person
the court determines to be qualified to care for the juvenile;

- Place the juvenile under the care of the Department of Human
Services for the purpose of receiving outpatient services ("services in

or out of the home")

;

- Place the juvenile in the custody of the Department of Human
Services for the purpose of receiving services from the Division of Mental
Retardation, provided that the juvenile has been determined eligible to

receive those services;

- Commit the juvenile pursuant to the laws governing civil commitment;

- Fine the juvenile an amount not to exceed the maximum allowable by law;

- Order the juvenile to make restitution to any person suffering injuries
as a result of the offense;

- Order the juvenile to perform community service work;

- Order the juvenile to participate in job programs and employment
training to enhance job skills (with or without compensation);

- Order that the juvenile participate in programs emphasizing self-
reliance, such as outdoor programs teaching survival skills, etc.;

- Order the juvenile to participate in academic or vocational education
or counseling;

- Place the juvenile in a suitable residential or nonresidential program
for the treatment of alcoholism or drug abuse, if the juvenile has been found

to be in need of such services;

- Order the parents or guardian to participate in appropriate programs
when the parent or guardian's omissions or conduct was a significant contri-

buting factor in the commission of the delinquent act;

- Place the juvenile in a public or private nonresidential program;
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- Place the juvenile with the Department of Corrections for placement in

any private group home or residential facility with which the Department has

entered into a purchase of services contract;

- Suspend or revoke the driver's license of the juvenile for a period
not to exceed two years; and/or

- Order that the juvenile satisfy any other conditions reasonably
related to her rehabilitation.

In addition the code allows for the incarceration of a juvenile under
special circumstances: a juvenile may be incarcerated in a county jail
approved by the Department of Corrections for a period not to exceed 60

days, when (1) the act for which the juvenile was adjudicated constituted a

crime or repetitive disorderly persons offense; and (2) incarceration of the

juvenile is consistent with the rehabilitative goals of the code, and the

court is clearly convinced that the aggravating factors outweigh the mitigating
circumstances

.

The code also provides that in determining the appropriate disposition
the court should weigh eight factors, including:

- The nature and circumstances of the offense;

- The degree of injury to persons or property;

- The juvenile's age, previous record, and prior social service and
out-of-home placement record;

- Whether the disposition supports family strength, responsibility,
and unity, and the well-being and physical safety of the juvenile;

- Whether the disposition provides for the reasonable participation of
the child's parents, guardian, or custodian (the failure of parents, etc.,

to cooperate shall not be weighed against the juvenile in arriving at the

disposition)

;

- Whether the disposition recognizes and treats the unique social,
psychological, and physical characteristics and needs of the child;

- Whether the disposition contributes to the developmental needs of the

child; and,

- Any other circumstances relating to the offense or the juvenile's
social history that the court deems appropriate.

New York provides that upon the conclusion of a dispositional hearing,
the court should enter one of the following orders:

- Conditionally discharge the respondent;

- Place the respondent on probation;

- Place the respondent in his or her own home, with a relative, or with
some other suitable person;

- Place the respondent with the Department of Social Services or the

Division For Youth;
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- Place the respondent on a temporary basis with the Commissioner of
Mental Health or the Commissioner of Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities; and/or

- Order restitution.

The code also provides special provisions on the disposition of a juvenile
convicted for a "designated felony" offense: in effect the court will enter
an order for a restrictive placement of a juvenile unless it makes specific
findings as to five factors mitigating against such a placement.-^' There are
presumptive time limits for restrictive placements, which include the following:

- That a juvenile will be placed with the Division For Youth for an
initial period of five years;

- That a juvenile will be initially confined in a secure facility for

a period between twelve and eighteen months;

- That after the period of secure confinement, the juvenile will be

placed in a residential facility for a period of twelve months;

- After the period of nonsecure residential placement, the juvenile
will continue to be subject to "intensive supervision".

The provisions on designated felonies also allow for extensions of the

period of commitment, and regulate such areas as the number and duration of

home visits.

The code spells out with considerable detail the various conditions that
the court may require as part of its order of probation.

The code also regulates the degree to which the court can influence the

placement decisions of the Commissioner of Social Services and of the Division
for Youth. The upshot of these provisions is that the court has considerable
power to direct specific placements by both agencies.

The code additionally regulates the conditions under which a juvenile
can be transferred to various mental health facilities, and the conditions
under which the juvenile has to be transferred back.

The code provides, with regard to restitution, that the court may recommend

restitution as a condition of placement, or order it as a condition of probation
or discharge, in an amount that is fair and reasonable in proportion to the

damages, but not in excess of $1500.

Ohio's code provides that a court may make the following dispositions
of an adjudicated delinquent:

- Any disposition it could make of a neglected or dependent child;

- Place the child on probation under specified terms and conditions;

- Commit the child to the "temporary" custody of a school, camp,

institution, or private agency or organization, within or without the state,
which is qualified to provide care or treatment, etc.^°
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- Commit the child to the legal custody of the Ohio Youth Commission;

- Commit a male child of sixteen or older who has committed an act
constituting a felony to a maximum security institution operated by the Ohio
Youth Commission;

- Impose a fine not to exceed S50 and costs;

- Suspend or revoke the child's driver's license, or suspend or revoke
the registration of any motor vehicle issued in the name of the child;

- Make such disposition as authorized by 2 947.25 of the Revised Code
if the child comes within the purview of that section;

- Make any other disposition that the court finds proper.

Ohio also provides a special section for the disposition of a juvenile
traffic offender. The section recites some of the same dispositional options
as listed above, but adds that a child may be required to make restitution
for all damages caused by the violation, or for any part of the damages.

Pennsylvania ' s code states that dispositional decisions are to be

made so as to best suit a child's treatment, supervision, rehabilitation,
and welfare. Dispositional options include:

- Making any order authorized for the disposition of dependent
children;

- Placing the child on probation (including out of state) under
conditions and limitations as prescribed by the court;

- Committing the child to an institution, youth development center,
camp, or other facility operated under the supervision of the court or
another public authority;

- Committing the child to an institution operated by the Department
of Public Welfare (if the child is twelve or older) ; and

- Ordering payment of reasonable amounts of fines, costs, or resti-
tution.

The code specifies that dispositions should be consistent with the

rehabilitative purpose of the code, and that when confinement is necessary
the court should impose the minimum amount that is consistent with the

protection of the public and the rehabilitation of the child.

Washington state has a sentencing system based on the principle of

proportionality. Any sentence imposed must ordinarily be within a presump-
tive durational range corresponding to the type or category of offense
committed. In determining the appropriate ranges, only three factors are
considered: the juvenile's age, current offense (s) and history of prior
offenses. A judge can go outside of this presumptive range in order to

avoid a "manifest injustice"; however, the court's finding of a manifest
injustice must be supported by clear and convincing evidence.

As to types of disposition, the code permits only two: confinement
and community supervision. Community supervision is generally reserved for

minor or first time offenders.
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The code defines three categories of offenders: serious offenders,
middle offenders, and minor or first offenders. A serious offender is a

person fifteen or older who commits an act constituting a class A felony;
manslaughter in the first degree or rape in the second degree; or another
of a specifically enumerated set of offenses < A middle offender is a

juvenile who has committed an offense but is neither a serious offender
nor a minor or first offender. A minor offender is a juvenile aged sixteen
or younger who has committed either (1) four misdemeanors, (2) three mis-
demeanors and/or gross misdemeanors; (3) one class C felony and one mis-
demeanor or gross misdemeanor, or (4) one class B felony (except an enumerated
list of class B offenses)

.

Although Washington uses a specific point system to determine sentencing
ranges, the point system is not a part of the text of the code. Instead it

and corresponding sentencing ranges are established by a Juvenile Dispositions
Standards Commission, which is composed of juvenile justice professionals
appointed by the governor, and which meets at least once every six months.

The code does provide that in setting the actual disposition from the

range of available alternatives (which includes going outside of the standard
range to avoid instances of "manifest injustice"), the court should, inter alia,

- Consider information and arguments offered by parties and their counsel;

- Consider any predisposition report;

- Allow the respondent or a parent or guardian, etc., to speak on behalf
of the respondent;

- Allow the victim or an investigative law enforcement officer to speak;

and,

- Consider mitigating and aggravating factors.

In considering mitigating factors, the court is required to confine
itself to the following:

- The respondent's conduct neither caused nor threatened serious injury;

- The respondent acted under strong and immediate provocation;

- The respondent was suffering from a mental or physical defect that

significantly reduced his or her culpability;

- Prior to his or her detection the respondent made a good faith attempt

to compensate the victim for injury or loss sustained; and,

- That at least a year has expired between the respondent's current and

a prior offense.

In considering aggravating factors the court is to restrict itself to

the following:
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- That the respondent, in the commission of or flight from the offense,
inflicted or attempted to inflict serious bodily harm;

- That the victim or victims were particularly vulnerable;

- That the offense was committed in an especially heinous, cruel,

or vicious manner;

- That the respondent had a recent criminal history, or failed to

comply with conditions of a recent dispositional order or diversionary
agreement;

- That the respondent was the leader of a criminal enterprise involving
several persons; and

- That there are other complaints which have resulted in diversion or

a finding or plea of guilty, but which are not included as part of the

criminal history.

The code also lists several factors which may not be considered in

determining the sentence to be imposed, including the sex, race or color,
creed or religion, or economic or social class of the respondent or the

respondent's family, or factors indicating that the respondent may be a

dependent child.

Wisconsin 's code provides that if a judge adjudicates a juvenile .delin-
quent, the judge may enter one or more of the following dispositions':

- Counseling for the child, his or her parents, guardian, or legal
custodian;

- Placement of the child in his or her home;

- Placement of the child under the nonresidential supervision of an
agency, the Department of Health and Social Services, or another suitable
adult;

- Placement of the child in the home of a relative, an unlicensed
foster home (if for less than 30 days), a licensed foster home, or a licensed
residential treatment center;

- Transfer of legal custody of the child to a relative, a county agency,
or a child welfare agency;

- Transfer of legal custody of the child to the Department of Health
and Social Services for placement in a secure correctional facility, but only
if (a) the child has committed an offense which if committed by an adult would
be punishable by a sentence of six months or more, and (b) the child is found
to be a danger to the public and in need of restrictive custodial treatment;

- If the child has committed an act which resulted in physical damage
or injury, ordering the child to make reasonable restitution (an order of

restitution must include a finding that the child alone is financially able
to pay, and must allow the child up to 12 months for payment);

- Restricting or revoking the child's motor vehicle operator privileges;

- Imposing a forfeiture of $50; and/or,

- Ordering participation in a supervised work program (the work program
must be of a constructive nature)

.
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The code also provides that a judge may allow a child who is seventeen
or older to live independently under appropriate supervision; and that if

a child is in need of special treatment and care, the court may order the

child's parent, guardian, or legal custodian to provide such care.

Wisconsin also has separate provisions on dispositions for civil law
and ordinance violators. (See material on definition of delinquency).
Dispositional alternatives include:

1. Counseling the child, or the parent or guardian.

2. Imposing a forfeiture not to exceed $25.00;

3. Ordering the child to participate in a supervised work program;

4. Ordering the child to pay damages or pay restitution (if actual
injury occured)

;

5. Ordering the child to attend a safety course if the violation is

related to the unsafe operation of a boat, a snowmobile, or firearms; and,

6. Ordering the suspension of the child's license for a year if the

violation is of a motor vehicle regulation.

Notice that confinement in a secure or nonsecure facility is not a

permissible dispositional alternative for civil law and ordinance violators.

Duration Of Disposition

Three states-Florida, Kansas, and Massachusetts -provide for essentially
indeterminate periods of commitment. In all three cases the decision to

discharge a child is essentially made by the appropriate youth authority.
In the case of all seven of the other states, the period of commitment is

determinate, with the commitment duration being specified by the committing
court (subject to modifications). New Jersey, New York, and Washington
provide that commitments must be within a specified sentencing range, with
the range dependant primarily on the seriousness of the offense. Pennsylvania
and Wisconsin provide that commitments may only be for a maximum duration of

three years and one year respectively. Florida and Pennsylvania- provide that
commitments may not exceed in duration the maximum penalty which could be
imposed on an adult for the same offense. Specifically:

California provides that every person committed to the Department of

the Youth Authority must be discharged upon the expiration of a two-year
period or when the person reaches 21, except that persons committed for

one of the s. 707(b) offenses-^" must be discharged after the expiration of

a two-year period or when the person reaches their 25th birthday, whichever
is later.

Florida provides that periods of commitment are indeterminate, but that
the time shall not exceed the maximum term of imprisonment which an adult
could serve for the same offense and that no child should continue to be held
after reaching the age of nineteen. The Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services may discharge a child at its discretion with the concurrence of the

court. If the Department wishes to discharge a child it must give the court
reasonable notice and allow the court 10 days to respond.
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Kansas provides that a juvenile who has reached age 21 or has success-
fully completed the program at a State Youth Center (together with any

subsequent program of conditional release) is to be discharged from any

further obligation under the commitment.

Massachusetts provides for indeterminate commitments: a juvenile
committed for delinquency must be discharged at the latest at age eighteen,
but may be discharged at an earlier age at the discretion of the Department
of Youth Services. The Department may also apply for an extension of

commitment.

New Jersey provides that a juvenile may be committed for a period
of one year from the date of the order or until the juvenile attains age
eighteen, whichever is later, unless the order involves incarceration or is

terminated earlier by its own terms or by a subsequent order of the court.

If a juvenile is incarcerated, he or she is committed to a Department of

Corrections institution for the rehabilitation of delinquents for a definite
period within a maximum term for designated offenses. Maximum terms as

prescribed by statute are:

1. 20 years for first degree murder;

2. 10 years for second degree murder;

3. Four years for a crime in the first degree other than murder;

4. Three years for a crime in the second degree;

5. Two years for a crime in the third degree;

6. One year for crimes in the fourth degree; and,

7. Six months for a disorderly persons offense.

New York provides for different maximum durations depending on the
type of disposition ordered.

- The maximum period for a conditional discharge is one year;

- The maximum period for probation is two years;

- The maximum period for placement is eighteen months for an act consti-
tuting particular felonies, and twelve months for an act constituting a mis-
demeanor; and

- The automatic period for placement for a designated felony act is a

three-year or five-year placement with the Division for Youth.

^

Ohio distinguishes between "temporary" and more permanent commitments.
In the case of temporary commitments, they may be made for whatever period
designated by the court, except that every juvenile must be released when
he or she attains age 21. In the case of commitment of the legal custody of
the Youth Commission or to the permanent custody of a county department of
welfare, the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts is to cease at the time of

commitment, except that the court may make applications to terminate custody
at any time before the child comes of age. An "adult" is defined in the
juvenile code as any person eighteen years of age or older.
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Pennsylvania provides that initial commitments may not be for a

period longer than three years or a period longer than the child could
have been sentenced by the court if he or she were an adult. The code
does allow for extensions of commitment for similar three year periods.

Washington state establishes standard sentencing ranges according to
a point system which is regulated by a Juvenile Dispositions Standard
Commission. The Commission meets regularly to determine standard ranges.
Because they can change frequently, the standard ranges are not set forth
in the body of the code.

Wisconsin specifies that all orders of disposition are to terminate
after one year unless the judge specifies a shorter period of time, and all
extensions or revisions are likewise to be terminated after one year, unless
a shorter period is specified.

Modification Of Dispositional Order

Massachusetts and Ohio provide no statutes relative to the modification of

dispositions in their respective delinquency codes.

California provides for the modification of an order either through
a supplemental petition or through an application for a new hearing. A
supplemental petition is brought by the prosecuting attorney at the request
of a probation officer, usually seeking a more rigorous disposition, a*nd is

predicated on one of two grounds: (1) that the previous disposition has not
been effective in the rehabilitation or protection of the minor; or (2) that
the minor has violated the conditions of probation. If violation of probation
is proven, the court may commit a minor to a county juvenile institution only
for a period of fifteen days or less; for longer commitments the court has to

prove ineffective rehabilitation or protection. An application for a new
hearing may be made by a parent or other person having an interest in the

child upon grounds of change in circumstances or new evidence . The court
may modify the disposition if it is found to be in the "best interests of

the child". In any case, a modification can only be ordered after a hearing.

Florida does not provide for modification in the traditional sense:
instead it provides that the court may, upon its own motion or upon motion
by the child, suspend the execution of the disposition within 60 days of

its imposition and place the child on probation.

Kansas provides for three different types of modifications, all involving
ameliorated dispositions, relative to three different types of dispositions.

1. If a juvenile has been placed in a youth residential facility or in

the custody of a person other than a parent, the court may on its own initiative

cause the juvenile to come back before the court, at which time the court may

rescind the old order and enter a new order if it appears to be in the best

interests of the juvenile.
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2. If the court awards custody of the juvenile to a person ether than
a parent, then at any time thereafter, on its own motion or that of an

attorney, party, or parent, the court may rehear the issue of custody.

3. If the juvenile has been committed to a state youth center, the

court may, at any time within 60 days of the initial disposition, modify
the dispositional order and enter any other authorized disposition.

New Jersey links the authority of the juvenile courts to retain juris-
diction and modify orders to the statutory authority under which the case
was heard. In simplified terms, if the court ordered the commitment or

incarceration of a juvenile it may, during the duration of the disposition,
substitute any other disposition that might be available to it except incar-
ceration; and if the court did not commit or incarcerate, then at any time

during the duration of the disposition the court may, after a hearing showing
violations of the conditions of the order of disposition, substitute any other
disposition which it might have made originally.

New York provides essentially that upon a showing of a substantial
change of circumstances, the court may (1) grant a new fact-finding or

dispositional hearing, or (2) stay the execution of, or modify, terminate,
or vacate an order already issued. New hearings or modifications may be

heard upon the courts own motion, on the motion of the respondent or the

respondents parents or guardian, or on the motion of the Commissioner of

Social Services or of the Division For Youth, if the juvenile was placed with
either of those agencies. If the court makes a new order of disposition, that
order may not expire later than the expiration date of the original order.
Notice that the code does not appear to provide for more severe modifications;
the only way that a more severe disposition can be put into place would be
after a second fact-finding or dispositional hearing.

Pennsylvania provides for modifications or extensions if the court
finds after a hearing that the extension or modification will "effectuate
the original purpose for which the order was entered". The code also
provides that the committing court is to review each commitment every six
months, and that it shall hold a disposition review hearing at least once
every nine months.

Washington state provides for modification of dispositional orders in
the guise of appeals (discussed also in the section on appeals) . Appeals may
be made only of dispositions falling outside of the standard range, and the
sentence will be upheld only (1) if the findings on the record are supported
by clear and convincing evidence that a disposition within the standard range
would have constituted a "manifest injustice"; and (2) that the sentences
imposed were neither clearly excessive nor clearly too lenient. The code
also provides that a respondent ordered to pay restitution may petition the
court for a modification of the restitution order.

Wisconsin provides for revisions in dispositional orders which do not
involve a change in placement. Hearings for revision may be sought by the
parent, child or guardian, or any person or agency bound by the dispositional
order, or by the court on its own motion. The request must set forth in detail
the nature of the proposed revision and what new information is available which
affects the advisability of the court's original disposition.
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Enforcement Of Dispositional Orders

Ohio , Massachusetts , New York , Pennsylvania , and Wisconsin , have no provisions
on the enforcement of dispositional orders in their respective delinquency codes.

California provides only that violations of the conditions of probation
can result in the commitment of a minor to a county juvenile institution for
a period of not more than fifteen days.

Florida provides that if a juvenile is accused of violating the conditions
of a community control program (essentially probation) the juvenile is entitled
to a hearing on the accusation. If the court finds that program conditions
were violated, it may revoke, modify, or continue the existing program, and
make any new disposition it could have made at the time the original order
was issued.

Kansas provides that if a juvenile offender violates a condition of

probation or of a placements and the violation does not constitute grounds for

filing a new complaint, the court may extend or modify the terms of the original
probation or placement or enter another authorized disposition.

New Jersey 's provisions with regard to enforcement are discussed in the

section on modification of dispositional orders: generally, the code provides,
with some exceptions, that whenever a juvenile violates a condition- of a

disposition the court may substitute any other disposition it could have made
at the time of the original disposition.

Washington state provides that the court may modify an order if the

respondent fails to comply with an order of restitution, community supervision,
penalty assessments, or confinement for less than 30 days. The respondent
must be afforded a hearing with the same due process of law as would be afforded
an adult probationer. For wilful violations of the terms of an order the court
may impose up to 30 days confinement; in the case of failure to pay fines or
restitution or to do community service work, a respondent may be assessed a

penalty of one day's confinement for each $25 not paid or eight hours not
worked.

PROVISIONS ON APPEAL

New Jersey and Pennsylvania include no provisions on appeal in their respective
juvenile codes.

California provides in its Welfare and Institutions Code that a delinquency
adjudication may be appealed from in the same manner as any "final judgment".
Pending the appeal the juvenile court has discretion as to whether to order
release. The appeal is to have precedence over all other cases in the courts.

The code also provides for the automatic review of a motion to suppress
evidence. Additionally, California provides, in its Penal Code, that in non-
capital cases involving criminal or juvenile convictions where the defendant
would be entitled to appointment of counsel because of indigency on appeal,
the attorney who represented the person at trial has a duty to advise the

client whether there are valid grounds for appeal.
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Florida provides regarding appeal Chat any child, and any parent or legal

custodian affected by an order of the court, may appeal to the appropriate
district court within the time and manner prescribed by the Florida Appellate
Rules.

The taking of an appeal is not "to operate as a supersedeas" (i.e., it

is not to stay the execution of a sentence or order of the court)

.

The code also regulates how an appeal is to be docketed, and where the

filed papers will be located, etc.

Kansas provides that appeals from an order entered by a district magistrate
judge must go to a district judge or an associate district judge. The appeal
is to be heard de novo within 30 days from the date the notice of appeal was

filed.

The code also provides specifically for appeals from orders of transfer
for criminal prosecution. The appeal may ordinarily be taken only after
conviction in the criminal proceedings.

The code also has specific provisions on appeals by the prosecution,
temporary orders pending appeal, and on fees and expenses.

Massachusetts delinquency statutes do not provide for traditional appeals
on questions of law. Instead they provide for de novo appeals as part of a

two-tier trial system, in which a juvenile may choose to be tried by a jury
in the first instance, or may choose first to be tried before a judge and
then receive a de novo trial before a jury in the second instance. Massa-
chusetts labels second instance jury trials as "appeals".

New York provides that an appeal may be taken to the appellate division
of the superior court of the same judicial department in which the family
court is located. An appeal may be taken as a matter of right from any order
of disposition, and in the discretion of the appropriate appellate division,
from any other order under the Family Court Act.

An appeal taken under this article must be taken no later than 30 days
from the entry and service of an order.

The timely filing of a notice of appeal does not stay the order from
which the appeal is taken, although a judge of the appellate division may
stay an order at his discretion and under such conditions as may be appropriate.

The code also provides: for notices of appeal; that printed cases and
briefs are not required; how costs are to be distributed; and that the rules
of civil practice and procedure shall apply on appeal.

Washington state provides only for appeals from orders of disposition.
Appeals from orders of adjudication are not permitted. Appeals of dispositions
shall be heard before the "appropriate" division of the court of appeals, and
only upon the record that was before the court ordering disposition. Written
briefs may be required for the appeal. The appeal must be heard within 30 days
of the date of - sentencing, and a decision must be rendered within fifteen days
following arguments.
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Pending appeal a respondent may not be detained for a period longer than
the standard range for the offenses committed, and may not be detained at all
if a first time or minor offender.

The code also provides special provisions regarding an appellate court's
affirmation of a disposition outside of the standard presumptive range.

Wisconsin's code states that any person aggrieved by a final judgment
or final order of the juvenile court may appeal within 45 days of the entry
of judgment. A child who has filed a notice of appeal shall be furnished
a transcript of the proceedings below without cost upon the filing of an
affidavit that the person responsible for the child's care is unable or
unwilling to purchase the transcript.

Scope Of Appeal

Massachusetts and Kansas provide for de novo appeals. Washington provides that
appeals may only be of the order of disposition. New York provides that appeals
may be of orders of disposition as a matter of right, and of other orders at the

discretion of the appellate court. Wisconsin provides that appeals may only be
from final judgments. The remaining states do not specify the scope of appeal.

Cases In Which The State May Appeal

Only the states of California , Kansas, New York , and Wisconsin have made pro-
visions for cases in which the state may appeal.

California is not explicit in providing for appeal by the state. It appears
from the language of the code s that the state may appeal any case which would not
subject the respondent juvenile to double jeopardy. 41

Kansas permits appeals by the prosecution (1) from an order dismissing
the proceedings in cases where jeopardy has not yet attached; (2) from an
order denying authorization to prosecute as an adult; and (3) upon a question
reserved by the prosecution.

New York permits an appeal by the presentment agency (as opposed to the

prosecution) from (1) an order dismissing a petition prior to the commencement
of a fact-finding hearing; (2) an order of disposition, but only on the ground
that such a disposition was invalid as a matter of law; or (3) an order
suppressing evidence before the commencement of the fact-finding hearing.

Wisconsin ' s code allows prosecutorial appeals by implication. The code

states that "any person" aggrieved by a final order or judgment of the court

may appeal; presumably, this includes the state.

Due Process Rights On Appeal

California and Wisconsin provide for transcripts on appeal. Aside from the

right to counsel, none of the other ten states surveyed provide for any

specific due process rights on appeal.
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New York, provides specifically that adjudicated juveniles have a right

to counsel on appeal. All of the other states, except New Jersey, Washington,
and Massachusetts, provide in silimar language that juveniles are entitled to

counsel at "all stages" or at "every stage" of the proceedings. New Jersey
and Washington state confine the right to counsel to all "critical stages"
of the proceedings. Massachusetts has no explicit provisions on the right
to counsel.

Time Periods On Appeal

Kansas , New York , and Washington all provide for a 30 day appeal period. In

Kansas the 30 days run from the date that the notice of the appeal was filed;

in New York the period runs from the entry and service of an order; in Washing-
ton it runs 30 days from the date of sentencing. Washington also provides
that a decision must be rendered 15 days after arguments were given. Wisconsin '

s

code provides that appeals must be within 45 days of the entry of judgment.

Stay Of Order And Release Pending Appeal

California , Florida , Kansas, New York , and Washington all have provisions
regarding the stay of an order and the release of a juvenile pending appeal.

California provides that a juvenile may be released at the discretion of

the court.

Florida provides that the taking of an appeal does not operate to stay
the execution of a sentence or an order of the court.

Kansas provides that pending the appeal any order appealed from shall
remain in force unless modified by a temporary order. Temporary orders are
made at the discretion of the court.

New York also provides that an appeal does not stay the order from which
the appeal is taken, although a judge has the discretion to stay an order under
such conditions as may be appropriate.

Washington state, which only allows appeals from dispositions, provides
that a juvenile may not be detained longer than the standard range for the offense
committed while the appeal is pending.

PROVISIONS ON CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

Provisions regarding transfer of juveniles and acceptance of criminal juris-
diction are discussed in the section on "Waiver Of Jurisdiction".

Adjudicatory Alternatives In Criminal Proceedings

Only two states, Florida and Massachusetts, provide adjudicatory alternatives in

criminal proceedings.

Florida provides that upon a plea of guilty or a finding of guilt the
court may withhold a conviction and opt instead to have a juvenile adjudicated
as a delinquent. Such an adjudication is not to be "deemed a conviction", and
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it does not operate to impose any of the civil disabilities ordinarily-
resulting from a conviction.

Massachusetts likewise provides that a juvenile may be adjudicated
delinquent in lieu of a criminal conviction. Such an adjudication, which
may be imposed at the discretion of the courts must come subsequent to a

plea or finding of facts sufficient to warrant a finding of guilt. The
Commonwealth specifies that this option may apply only to persons who have
not reached age eighteen at the time of disposition.

Dispositional Alternatives In Criminal Proceedings

Again, only Florida and Massachusetts provide for dispositional alternatives

in criminal proceedings.

Florida allows a child who has been found to have committed a criminal
offense to be committed to the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, placed in a community control program, or be classified as a

youthful offender, at the discretion of the court. It appears that these
dispositional alternatives may only be exercised if the court first exercised
its adjudicatory alternative to find a juvenile delinquent in lieu of a

criminal conviction.

Massachusetts ' adjudicatory alternatives likewise seem to be predicated
on the superior court exercising its option to adjudicate a juvenile delinquent
in lieu of a criminal conviction,, If a juvenile is adjudicated delinquent, the

superior court may make whatever disposition a juvenile court can make of an

adjudicated juvenile; this involves, a range of alternatives including commit-
ment to the Department of Youth Services until age eighteen. The code speci-
fies that a juvenile adjudicated in a criminal proceeding may not have his
or her probation continued, or remain under the jurisdiction of the superior
court after attaining age eighteen.

PROVISIONS ON COMMITMENT AND REHABILITATION

Instruction, Training, and Rehabilitation

California has three sections dealing with instruction, training and

rehabilitation: a section on supervision of persons committed, a section on

educational programs, and a section on correctional activities.

The section on supervision of persons committed provides that the

Youth Authority shall have charge of persons committed to or confined in

each institution, and shall provide for their care, supervision, education,

training, employment, discipline and government. The Authority shall exercise

its powers towards the correction of their faults, the development of their

characters, and the promotion of their welfare.

The section on educational programs provides for the assessment of

each ward's academic, vocational, and psychological needs by the Department of

the Youth Authority, and that the educational programs of the Department must

be responsive to the needs of all wards, including those who are educationally

handicapped or limited-English speaking. The state-wide educational program *

of the Department must include, but shall not be limited to all of the following

courses of instruction:
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- Academic preparation in the areas of verbal communication skills,
reading, writing, and arithmetic;

- Vocational preparation, including vocational counseling, training in

marketable skills, and job placement assistance;

- Life survival skills, including preparation in the areas of consumer
economics, family life, and personal and social adjustment.

All of these courses of instruction must be offered at each institution
within the jurisdiction of the Department, except camps and those institutions
whose primary function is the initial reception and classification of wards.
At such camps and institutions the educational program shall take into consi-
deration the purpose and function of the camp and institutional program.

The section also provides a statement that it was the intent of the

legislature in enacting this section to insure an appropriate educational
program for wards committed to the Department of the Youth Authority. The

objective of such program is to improve the academic, vocational, and life-
survival skills of each ward so as to enable each ward to return to the

community as productive citizens.

The section on correctional activities provides that the Director of

the Youth Authority may, as a means of correcting socially harmful tendencies:

- Require participation by the ward in vocational, physical, educational,
and corrective training and activities;

- Require such conducts and modes of life as seem best adapted to fit
the ward for return to full liberty without danger to the public welfare;

- Make use of other methods of treatment conducive to the correction
of the person and to the prevention of future public offenses;

- Provide useful work projects or work assignments for which such persons
may qualify, and be paid wages for such work from money made available to the

Director for such purposes.

Florida has no general provisions on instruction, training and rehabili-
tation of juvenile offenders.

Kansas provides two relatively identical sections regarding the employment
and education for boys and girls: the first provides that the Superintendent
of the Youth Center at Topeka and the Superintendent of the Youth Center at
Atchinson shall have the full power to place any boy in the custody of one
of these youth centers at such employment and cause him to be instructed in

such branches of useful knowledge as may be suitable to his years and capacity.
The second section provides the same thing for girls in the custody of the
Youth Center at Beloit.

Massachusetts provides a section on the correction of socially harmful
tendencies, which states that the Department of Youth Services may, as a means
of correcting socially harmful tendencies, do any one of the following:
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- Require participation by the child in vocational, physical, educational,
and correctional training and activities;

- Require such modes of life or conduct as seen best adapted to fit the
child for a return to full liberty without danger to the public;

- Provide such medical or psychiatric treatment as necessary.

While the Commonwealth does not provide any other sections on commitment
and rehabilitation, the section on rules and regulations does state that the
purpose of rules, regulations, and by-laws established by the Commissioner
of Youth Services and of all education, employment, discipline, recreation,
and other activities carried on in the institutions shall be to restore and
build up the self-respect and self-reliance of the children lodged in the
institutions^ and to qualify them for good citizenship and honorable employ-
ment.

New Jersey does not provide for the instruction or rehabilitation of

committed juveniles as such. The code does provide for sending juveniles
whose capabilities have exceeded the instruction available at the training
school in which the juvenile is housed to other properly qualified educational
or vocational institutions.

New York also does not provide provisions on instruction, training, and
rehabilitation as such. New York does provide one section which defines
youth development and work training programs as non-residential programs which
may include group and individual counseling, remedial and tutorial assistance,
recreational and physical fitness sessions, work preparation and training,
and other services designed for the improvement of youth and in order to

control and prevent juvenile delinquency. New York's code also provides in

its section on secure facilities a statement that secure facilities shall
provide appropriate services to the residents, including but not limited to

residential care, educational and vocational training, physical and mental
health services, and employment counseling.

Ohio provides a section on the rehabilitation of children which states

that, as a means of correcting socially harmful tendencies of a child committed
to it, the Youth Commission may require participation by the child in vocational,

physical, educational, and corrective training and activities, and such conduct

and modes of life as seem best adapted to rehabilitate the child and fit him
or her to full liberty without danger to the public welfare.

Pennsylvania has no provisions on instruction, training and rehabilitation
in its juvenile code.

Washington 's code has no sections dealing with instruction, training, and

rehabilitation as such. The code does provide that among the powers and duties

of the Department of Social and Health Services is the duty to establish and

operate programs for the custody, care, education, instruction, guidance,

control, and rehabilitation of all persons committed to schools of other

racilities operated by the Department. ->

Wisconsin ' s code states, in regard to the authority of the Department of

Health and Social Services, only that the Department has the authority to provide
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appropriate care and training for children in its legal custody, which may
include servicing those children in their own homes, placing them in

licensed foster homes or licensed group homes, or contracting for their
care by licensed child welfare agencies or replacements to juvenile corrections
institutions.

Diagnostic Services

California provides several sections relative to diagnostic services.
The first of these states that when a court has determined that a minor
may be referred to the Youth Authority and that a proper disposition of

the case requires observation and diagnosis as can be made at a diagnostic
and treatment center of the Youth Authority, the court may continue the

hearing and order the minor to be placed with the Authority on a temporary
basis for a period not to exceed 90 days, with the director of the Authority
required to report the findings and recommendations of the Authority within
the 90 day period.

The code also provides that the juvenile court may order psychological
or psychiatric services after the filing of a petition but before the case
goes to the court. The section provides in particular that psychological
and psychiatric services may be obtained by the probation officer for the

purpose of assisting in determining the appropriate treatment for the minor.

Finally, the code provides a third section which reiterates almost
verbatim the requirements of the first section regarding temporary 90 day
commitments to the Youth Authority.

Florida provides no statutory material on diagnostic services.

Kansas provides no statutory material on diagnostic services.

Massachusetts provides three sections relative to diagnostic services.
The first authorizes the court to refer a juvenile retained for further
examination, indictment, continuance, trial or an appeal, to be referred
to the Department of Youth Services, the Department of Mental Health, or
any court clinic for diagnostic study on an in-patient or out-patient
basis. The Department to which the child is referred as well as the parents
or guardian of the child must consent to the diagnostic evaluation under
this section. If a child defaults on bail the court is authorized to commit
the child to the Department of Youth Services for a period of 30 days to

undergo diagnostic testing. ^

The second section provides simply that the Department of Youth Services
must maintain diagnostic facilities, and that the Department may provide
offices and facilities at those locations in the Commonwealth as will best
serve the needs of the several courts.

The third section provides for the examination and study of committed
children. The Department of Youth Services must, when a child is first
committed, "examine and study him and investigate all pertinent circumstances
of his life and behavior". Additionally, the Department is required to make
periodic re-examinations of all persons within its control. These examinations
may be made as frequently as the Department desires but must be made at least
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once a year. The section also requires the Department to keep written
records of all examinations and conclusions based thereon, and states that
if the Department fails to examine a person committed or fails to re-
examine a person annually, this shall entitle the person to petition the
juvenile court for an order of discharge. The court must discharge the
person unless the Department satisfies the court of the necessity for
further control.

New Jersey devotes an entire chapter to provisions regarding the
establishment and operation of a diagnostic center. The diagnostic center
is to be centrally located in the state, and is not to be adjacent or
contiguous to any existing mental, penal, or correctional institution.

The center may be utilized by any county, juvenile or domestic
relations court wishing to have a particular individual within the juris-
diction of the court examined. There are special rules and procedures
regarding applications for diagnostic evaluations at the center depending
on whether the evaluation is prior to disposition, for the purpose of

sentencing, or for the evaluation of confined or incarcerated persons. If

a person is confined or incarcerated he or she may be placed in the diagnostic
center for a time which may not exceed 90 days. Likewise, if the person for
whom the diagnosis is sought is a minor within the jurisdiction of the

juvenile or domestic relations court, the court may make an order placing
the minor in the custody of the center for the period required to complete
the evaluation, but in no case in excess of 90 days.

New York only provides for pre-disposition evaluations.

Ohio provides three sections relative to diagnostic services. The
first provides that the juvenile court may issue a temporary order adjudicating
a child dependent, delinquent, abused or neglected, and, subject to terms that

are agreeable both to the Youth Commission and the court, temporarily commit
the child to the Youth Commission for the sole purpose of obtaining a mental,
physical, medical or psychiatric examination or diagnosis of the child. ^

The second section states that when a child is committed to the Youth
Commission the Commission may assign the child to a diagnostic center for

mental, physical, and other examination, inquiry, or treatment for whatever
period of time is necessary. The Commission may remove any child in its

custody to a diagnostic center for observation, which must result in a

complete report on the basis of which the Commission can order the placement
and treatment that it considers to be the most conducive to rehabilitation.
The committing court and all public authorities must make available to the

Commission all pertinent data with respect to the case.

The third section requires the Youth Commission to make periodic re-

examination of all children under its control for the purpose of determining
whether existing orders should be modified or continued in force. These

examinations must be made at least once annually; the code prescribes no

penalties however if the periodic reexamination provisions are not complied

with.
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Pennsylvania makes no provisions for diagnostic evaluations in its

juvenile code.

Washington provides, that the Secretary of Social and Health Services
has among his or her powers and duties the establishment and supervision of

diagnostic facilities for the custody, care, and treatment of children with
behaviorial problems and of those who are mentally and physically handicapped. 4 "

These diagnostic services may be established in connection with or apart from

any other institution under the supervision of the Secretary. Such diagnostic
services are specifically available to the superior courts as well as other
"departments" of the state.

Wisconsin provides for the examination of children transferred to the

legal custody of the Department of Health and Social Services by the Depart-
ment to determine the type of placement best suited to the child and, in

the case of children who have violated a state law, the protection of the

public. The examination is to include an investigation of the personal and

family history of the child and his or her environment, and any physical or

mental examinations considered necessary. In making this examination the

Department may use any public or private facilities.

Placement Authoritv
-

California gives placement authority in the first instance to the courts.
The courts may order a minor placed in the custody of a probation officer, '

order the minor placed in a juvenile home, ranch, camp, or forestry camp, or

order the juvenile placed with the Department of the Youth Authority. If the

court orders custody with a probation officer, the probation officer has the

authority to place the minor in one of a number of enumerated alternatives
(see material on disposition) . If a minor is placed with the Youth Authority
the Authority presumably has the right to decide on the specific placement
of the minor.

Florida allows the courts to make specific orders of disposition,
including placing a child in his or her own home, committing the child to a

licensed child care agency, or committing the child to the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services. The code provides no guidance on the
authority of the Department to make subsequent placement decisions.

Kansas permits the courts to order placement of an adjudicated juvenile
in a state youth center 4" or to commit the juvenile to the custody of the
Secretary of Social and Rehabilitation Services. If the court orders the
juvenile placed in a state youth center it may recommend the specific youth
center which is to receive the juvenile. The Secretary is not obligated to

follow that recommendation, but he or she must give the committing court
notice of the youth center to which the offender is to be admitted. 4 ^ If

the court orders the juvenile placed in the custody of the Secretary in the
first instance, the Secretary must likewise notif:/ the committing court of

the initial placement. The code specifies that, if the initial placement
is with the Secretary then the court has no power to direct specific place-
ments, but may make recommendations to the Secretary. If the court has
recommended an out-of-home placement the Secretary may not return the juvenile
offender to the home from which removed without first notifying the court.
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Massachusetts provisions bestow placement authority with the Depart-
ment of Youth Services. The courts have no statutory authority to make
specific placements.

New Jersey provisions bestow placement authority with the courts.
The court may make any number of relatively specific placements of the
juvenile (see material on disposition) including placement with the Depart-
ment of Corrections for placement in a secure or nonsecure residential
facility with which the Department has contracted for the purchase of
services. ->®

New York 's code gives the family court considerable authority to direct
the placement of juvenile offenders, although the court may also leave par-
ticular placement decisions in the hands of the governing authority. The
code provides for somewhat different consequences depending on whether the
initial placement is made to the Department of Social Services or the
Division for Youth.

If a juvenile is placed with the Commissioner of Social Services the

court may direct the Commissioner to place the juvenile with "an authorized
agency or a class of authorized agencies". If the Commissioner is unable
to comply with the order the Commissioner must then apply to the court to

set aside, stay or modify the order, or to apply for a new dispositional
hearing and order. ^

If the juvenile is placed with the Division for Youth, the court still
has the authority to order the juvenile placed in an authorized agency or

class of agencies. Additionally, the court has the power to direct that
the juvenile be placed in a particular school, secure facility, or youth
center of the Division for Youth. There are no provisions permitting the

Director of the Division to challenge specific placement orders of the family
court in the same manner that the Commissioner of Social Services can challenge
such orders. There is however nothing in the code which precludes the Director
of the Division from doing so.

The court may also simply assign a juvenile to the Division for Youth
generally, in which case the Division makes the specific placement. The
Division may in its discretion refuse to accept custody of a juvenile at all
if such acceptance would not be in the juvenile's best interests. Additionally,
the Division may discharge a juvenile any time after accepting him or her; if

a juvenile is discharged he or she shall be returned to the referring court or

agency.

If the Division seeks to place a juvenile in a secure facility or

transfer a juvenile in or out of a secure facility, it must do so in accordance

with regulations promulgated by the Division for that purpose.

Ohio 's code gives to the Ohio Youth Commission the authority to place

juveniles into particular programs or institutions. The courts only have the

authority to commit juvenile offenders to the Youth Commission.
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Pennsylvania ' s code gives to the juvenile courts the authority to

make specific placements. The code states that the courts may commit
juvenile offenders to institutions, youth development centers, camps, or

other facilities for delinquent children operated under the direction of

the courts or of another public agency, and approved by the Department of

Public Welfare.

Washington ' s code, while regulating the conditions under which con-
finement is necessary in great detail, does not equally regulate the decision
to place juveniles in particular institutions. It appears nevertheless that

the juvenile courts have the discretionary authority to place juvenile
offenders in particular institutions, and that where the courts have trans-
ferred a juvenile to a minimum security institution the Department of Social
and Health Services may not transfer a juvenile to a close security institution
without the consent of the court. ->2

Wisconsin 's code provides, in regard to placement with the Department
of Health and Social Services, that the court may order the child into the

nonresidential supervision of the Department or it may place the child in

the legal custody of the Department. If the child is ordered into the legal
custody of the Department the order may provide that the child must be held
in secure custody so long as the prerequisite conditions of secure custody
provided for by the code are satisfied (see materials on disposition) . Other-
wise the Department appears to have discretion .to place committed children
as it sees fit. The Department does have the authority to decide on the

individual institutions in which the child will be placed.

Geographic Placement

Only California , of all the states surveyed, has provisions regarding geographic
placement. Even these provisions apply only to placement in community care
facilities; any minor adjudged to be a ward of the court for delinquency who
is placed in a community care facility must be placed within his or her
county of residence, unless the minor has identifiable needs requiring
specialized care which cannot be provided in a local facility, or unless the

minor's needs dictate physical separation from his or her family.

California has no provisions regarding the geographic placement of minors
who are to be committed to a facility other than a community care facility.

Type Of Facilities

All of the state codes utilize a wide range of facilities, including secure
residential facilities, nonsecure residential facilities such as group homes,
nonresidential facilities, confidence-building programs such as forestry or
farm camps, and foster homes. All of the states allow placement with one's
own family as a placement option under appropriate circumstances, and most
of the states examined explicitly sanction the practice of contracting with
private-service providers.

Provisions regarding when placement in secure or nonsecure residential
programs is appropriate or mandatory have been covered .already in the materials
on disposition and placement.
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Massachusetts is the only state of the ten states surveyed that has cate-
gorically closed down its training schools.^ The remaining states still
operate large institutions for the rehabilitation of juvenile offenders.
All of these institutions are secure residential facilities. It is not
clear from any of the codes, other than the code of New_York State, whether
these institutions are hardware secure or staff secure

;

D ^ New York specifically
provides that their state schools are hardware secure facilities.

Co-Educational Programs

Only Wisconsin , of the states surveyed, specifically provides for coeducational
programs in its juvenile code.^ The relevant statutory section states that
the Department of Health and Social Services may institute and maintain co-
educational programs and institutions under the authority of the code.

Rights Of Committed Juveniles

Provisions on the rights of committed juveniles are by and large regulated
administratively .

->° Since an analysis of administrative regulations is

beyond the scope of this report, our analysis will be confined to provisions
of the state juvenile codes dealing with these rights.

Only California of all the states provides substantive provisions on
the rights of committed juveniles. Several of the states do however make
mention in their codes of freedom of religion: New York provides expressly
that it is the duty of the Division for Youth to afford children committed
to it freedom of worship; Massachusetts provides only that in making foster
home placements, the Department of Youth Services should try to match children
with families of the same religious beliefs. Other state codes do have pro-
visions regarding medical facilities, work assignments, educational opportunities
and rehabilitative treatment. While these provisions generally establish that

the given facilities or opportunities exist, they nevertheless do not establish
substantive rights as such.

California provides the following rights and freedoms for juveniles
committed to the Department of the Youth Authority:

1. That the Board of Education must provide for the administration and
operation of public schools in juvenile facilities.

2. That females must be permitted, upon their request, to continue using

(1) materials necessary for personal hygiene with regard to the menstrual cycle

and reproductive system, and (2) birth control measures as prescribed by a

physician. Any female must likewise be furnished with information regarding
prescription birth control measures upon her request. Additionally, family
planning services are to be offered to every female at least 60 days prior to

her scheduled release date.

3. That all persons in the custody of an institution must be afforded
reasonable opportunities to exercise religious freedoms.

4. That persons in the custody of the Youth Authority be provided with
necessary medical, surgical, or dental care.-5 '
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5. That no restrictions may be imposed against a custodial female's
right to an abortion other than those contained in the Therapeutic Abortion
Act. Additionally, custodial females may receive the services of a physician
of their choice if they are pregnant, except that expenses occasioned by the

service of a physician whose services are not provided by the facility must be

borne by the female.

Disciplinary Procedures

As with the discussion of the rights of committed juveniles, disciplinary
procedures are largely provided for through administrative regulation.^"
Again, none of the state codes provided any substantive regulation of

disciplinary procedures in the text of their codes, with one exception:
New York provides that a juvenile residing in a Division for Youth facility
may be maintained in group confinement if he constitutes a serious
and evident danger to himself or other persons, if such confinement is

clearly necessary to prevent escape, if he demonstrates that he is in need
of special care and attention in a living unit separate from his normal
surroundings, or if such confinement is necessary for purposes of the

child's own protection.

Transfer Procedures Between Juvenile Facilities

California , Florida^ and Massachusetts .do not specifically regulate transfer
between juvenile facilities in their juvenile codes.

Kansas , New Jersey , New York , and Ohio permit the governing authority
relatively unrestricted authority to make changes in placement of committed
juveniles. Typical of these states is the provisions of the state of Kansas ,

which provides that any inmate of a juvenile correctional facility may be
transferred to any other facility by order of the Secretary of Social and
Rehabilitation Services.

The remaining states place some restrictions on the authority to

transfer.

Pennsylvania provides that if the governing institution wishes to

transfer a juvenile to a less secure facility it must make a written request
to the court and give written notice to the prosecuting attorney. If the
court or attorney do not object within ten days after receipt of notice the
request will be effectuated; otherwise a hearing must be held. If the

institution wishes to transfer a juvenile to a more secure facility, the
juvenile must be permitted a full hearing before the committing court in
every case.

The Washington code only regulates transfers from a minimum security
institution to a close security institution: the regulations provide that
when a juvenile has been committed to a minimum security institution by any
of the superior courts of the state ^ a transfer to a close security insti-
tution may only be made with the consent and approval of such courts. The
regulations do not discuss transfers to lower security institutions.
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Wisconsin regulates changes in placement in some detail: in essence
the code provides that the agency primarily responsible for implementing
the dispositional order may request a change in placement by sending written
notice to the child or the child's counsel, and to the parent, guardian, or
legal custodian. The notice must include the reasons for the proposed change
and a statement of how the proposed placement satisfies the treatment objec-
tives of the court. Any party receiving notice may obtain a hearing by
filing an objection with the court within ten days; but no hearing is required
if the proposed placement was authorized in the dispositional order unless
the party filing objection alleges that new information is available which
affects the advisability of the court's dispositional order. Additionally,
the child, parent, guardian, legal custodian, or other person or agency
bound by the dispositional order but not having primary responsibility under
it may request a change in placement if new information is available which
affects the advisability of the current placement. The court may also propose
a change in placement on its own motion. In either case the court shall hold
a hearing before ordering any change, and notice must be sent to the appro-
priate parties.

In an emergency situation the person or agency primarily responsible
under the dispositional order may remove the child to a new placement without
sending prior notice. Notice must however be sent out within 48 hours after
the change in placement and any party having notice may demand a hearing on

the change.

Transfer Procedures From Juvenile To Adult Facilities

Florida , Kansas , New York , and Wisconsin have no provisions on the transfer
of juveniles to adult facilities.

California permits transfer from a juvenile to an adult facility under
three specific circumstances:

1. When the date of discharge occurs before the maximum term prescribed
by law for the offense, the Youthful Offender Parole Board may petition the

court for transfer to state prison if the Board believes that the unrestrained
freedom of the person would be dangerous to the public. The petition must
be accompanied by a written statement of the facts on which the 3oard bases

its opinion. If the person was originally committed for the offense of rape

or murder, notice of any hearing must be sent to the attorney representing
the person subject to the petition, the local district attorney, the victim
of the rape or the next-of-kin of the murder victim. The committing court

may thereupon discharge the person, admit him or her to probation, or commit

him or her to the state prison for a term which may not exceed the maximum
term prescribed by law minus the time spent under the control of the Youth
Authority.

2. The Youth Authority may transfer a person under its control who is

eighteen years or older to the medical facilities at one of an enumerated

number of correctional institutions for the purpose of general study, diagnosis,

or treatment.
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3. The Youthful Offender Parole Board may return to the court any

person who was originally convicted in adult court and subsequently committed
to the Youth Authority because the person is an improper person to be retained
by the Authority, or because the person is so incorrigible or so incapable of

reformation as to render his or her continued detention detrimental to the

Youth Authority. The court may subsequently commit such a person to the

state prison or sentence him or her to a county jail.

Massachusetts prohibits the transfer of juveniles who are in the

custody of the Department of Youth Services to any penal institution. However,
the Department may transfer persons who are eighteen years or older, and who

remain in the custody of the Department because their commitment has been
extended, to a corrections institution.

New Jersey provides that inmates of a juvenile correctional institution
may be transferred to state prison if it appears to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner after recommendation by a special classification review board
that the inmate cannot properly be confined in his or her present institution,
and that the inmate's transfer will operate for the general benefit and welfare
of the inmate population.

Ohio 's code provides for the transfer of certain incorrigible children
to reformatories. Transfer may be applied to any child in the legal custody
of the Youth Commission who is at least sixteen years of age (1) when such
child is incorrigible to the extent that he or she has a detrimental effect
on the well-being of other children in the Commission's custody, or (2) when
the child, because of previous conduct or criminal tendencies, appears in-
capable of benefitting from the treatment or training afforded by the Commission.
Persons transferred to the reformatory may be paroled on the recommendation
of the superintendent of the reformatory and with the approval of the Commission.
Such persons, after having reached the age of twenty-one, are not subject to

state control either in the reformatory or on parole.

Washington ' s code provides for the transfer of juvenile offenders to

the Department of Corrections under the following circumstances: the transfer
must be consented to by the Secretaries of the Department of Social and Reha-
bilitation Services and of the Department of Corrections, and it must have
been established at a hearing before a review board that continued placement
of the juvenile in an institution for juvenile offenders represents a continuing
and serious threat to the safety of others in the institution. The juvenile
may subsequently be transferred back if both the aforementioned Secretaries
consent. A juvenile transferred to a DOC institution may not be detained in
that institution for a period longer than the maximum term of confinement
imposed by the juvenile court.

Transfer Procedures From Adult To Juvenile Facilities

Only Massachusetts and Washington provide for transfer procedures from adult
to juvenile facilities.
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Massachusetts provides Chat, at the discretion of the Commissioner of
Corrections, any person under seventeen sentenced to one of the Massachusetts
reformatories may be transferred to the custody of the Department of Youth
Services, so long as the Department consents.

Washington permits the transfer back of a juvenile who was. transferred
to a DOC institution after originally having been committed to the custody
of the Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services.

Transfer To Mental Health Facilities

Florida , Kansas , New Jersey , Ohio , Pennsylvania , and Washington have no
applicable provisions.

California provides that a person in the custody of the Youth Authority
may be transferred to the State Department of Mental Health or the State
Department of Developmental Services when, in the opinion of the Director
of the Youth Authority, the rehabilitation of a mentally disordered or
developmentally disabled person confined in one of the state schools would
be expedited in one of the state hospitals under the jurisdiction of either
department. If the director of either departments notifies the Youth Authority
that the person will no longer benefit from further care and treatment in a

state hospital, the Youth Authority must immediately take the person back to

a correctional school „ Any person placed in a state hospital who was committed
to the Youth Authority must be released upon the termination of the period of

original commitment unless an appropriate petition for the continued detention
of that person is filed.

Massachusetts law states that whenever the Department of Youth Services
finds that a person committed to it is insane or feeble-minded, a sexual
psychopath, or a potential psychotic the Department may make an application to

the person court "for a new commitment to an appropriate agency in accordance
with law".

New York 's code provides that the Director of the Division for Youth may
apply for the transfer of any child in the custody of the Division to the

Department of Mental Hygiene for care and treatment in a state hospital or

school under the jurisdiction of the Department whenever it appears (1) that

the child is mentally ill or mentally retarded and will substantially benefit
from care and treatment in such a school or hospital, and (2) that the

interests of the state will best be served thereby. Before a child may be

transferred, notice of the proposed transfer must be given to the child, the

child's parents or guardian, and the child's attorney of record (if there is

one) . The child must be offered an opportunity to be heard. The hearing
must be conducted by an impartial hearing officer. The child has the right

to be represented by counsel; this right includes appointment of counsel
at the expense of the Division if the child is unable to afford counsel.

If there is an emergency situation the child may be transferred immediately

in accordance with the provisions of mental hygiene law.
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A child so transferred shall continue to be under the general care and

supervision of the Division for Youth. The child is however subject to the

rules and entitled to the same rights under mental hygiene law as a person
committed or converted in status thereunder.

If the Commissioner of Mental Health, the Commissioner of Mental Retar-
dation and Developmental-Disabilities, or the director of a residential treatment

facility finds that the care and treatment of a child transferred is no

longer suitable under mental hygiene law, he or she is required to certify
the same and discharge the child to the child's own custody, the custody
of a parent or legal guardian, or the custody of the local Department of

Social Services or the Division for Youth; except that so long as there is

a valid order of the family court placing the child with the Division for

Youth the child must be returned to the . care and custody of the Division.

Wisconsin's code, while ostensibly authorizing the placement of committed
juveniles in institutions for the mentally ill and developmentally disabled,
is not specific about the criteria for or conditions under which these place-
ments can be made.

Liberty Under Supervision

California permits liberty under supervision at the discretion of the

Youthful Offender Parole Board. The board may grant parole under whatever
conditions it deems appropriate, but a reputable home or place of employment
"shall" be provided for each person paroled. ^

Florida does not provide for liberty under supervision in its juvenile
code. Florida does provide for a furlough program in its administrative
code however. The furlough may be granted at the discretion of the Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Services. As a condition of furlough status the

child must execute a furlough agreement. If the child is alleged to have
violated the furlough agreement then the Youth Services counselor having
aftercare supervision authority must investigate and evaluate the charges.
If the counselor wishes to revoke the child's furlough he or she must give
the child an opportunity to respond to the charges; thereafter the counselor
must transmit a recommendation to his or her supervisor, in which the supervisor
must concur before the furlough can be revoked. A hearing is not required
unless the child was detained as a result of the alleged violation.

Kansas provides for a program of conditional release which operates
after the juvenile has satisfactorily completed the program at the state
youth center. Release may not take place without the approval of the

committing court, and if the child is to return to his residence in another
county, the court of that county must also approve. If the child is alleged
to have violated the conditions of release the allegations will be investigated
by the social worker or court services officer assigned to supervise compliance.
Release cannot be revoked without a hearing before the committing court, the

hearing to proceed in the same manner as provided for the hearing of a juvenile
complaint.
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Massachusetts law permits the Department of Youth Services to release
a juvenile on liberty under supervision on such conditions as the Department
believes are conducive to law-abiding conduct. This release need not be
subsequent to a period of confinement. It can however be revoked at the
discretion of the Department acting in compliance with relevant regulatory
provisions.

New Jersey provides that parole should be granted when it appears
that the juvenile, if released, will not cause injury to persons or sub-
stantial injury to property. In the case of adult inmates of the juvenile
system, they should be released unless it is established at a hearing by a

preponderance of the evidence that there is a substantial likelihood that
the inmate will commit a crime under the laws of the state if released. In

reaching that decision the members of the Board Panel on Juvenile Commitments
must state in writing the reasoning therefor.

New York provides no specific provisions for liberty under supervision.

Ohio permits the Youth Authority to order the release of a committed
juvenile under such conditions as the Authority believes conducive to law-
abiding conduct. The Authority must however give fifteen days notice to the

committing court prior to releasing the juvenile on parole. "^

Pennsylvania makes no provisions for- liberty under supervision.

Washington 's code states only that the Department of Social and Health
Services has the authority to supervise parole, discharge, or other release.
The code does not set forth any appropriate criteria for parole, discharge,
or other forms of release.

Wisconsin has no applicable provisions, although the code does permit,
as an option at disposition, that a child of seventeen or more be allowed
to live independently under appropriate supervision.

Discharge Prior To Expiration Of Term

Florida , Washington , and Pennsylvania make no provisions in their
juvenile codes, for discharge prior to the expiration of the. term of commitment,

California has two sections on honorable discharge: the first provides
that any person paroled who has proven their ability for honorable self-

support may be discharged by the Youthful Offender Parole Board. The second

provides that any person committed or confined to a school of the Youth
Authority may also be discharged by the Youthful Offender Parole Board; in

such cases the reasons for discharge must be entered in the records.

Kansas does not provide for early discharge per se since commitments

are generally indeterminate. All juveniles must however be released at age

twenty-one. A juvenile offender may be released before turning age twenty-

one or when he or she has completed the program at a state youth center and

any conditional release following the program.
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Massachusetts law permits the Department of Youth Services zc discharge
a juvenile from its control when it is satisfied that discharge is consistent
with the protection of the public. The Department must give the committing
courts notice of the discharge. As with Kansas, these provisions are not

technically for discharge prior to the expiration of a term because commit-
ments are generally indeterminate under Massachusetts law, with the caveat
that all juveniles must be released upon turning eighteen unless the committing
court grants an extension of commitment.

New Jersey 's code does not provide for early discharge. The code does
however state that a disposition may terminate prior to the maximum period,
by the terms of the dispositional order itself or by order of the court. ->

New York provides that the Division for Youth may discharge from its

custody any child with the Division whenever it deems such discharge to be

in the best interests of the child and there is a reasonable probability
that the child can be released without endangering public safety. °^

Ohio permits the Youth Authority to discharge a child from its custody
when the Authority is satisfied that discharge is consistent with the welfare
of the individual and the protection of the public. The Youth Commission
must certify any discharge in writing, and transmit the certification to the

court by which the child was committed.

Wisconsin permits the Department of Health and Social Services to

discharge children committed to its custody whenever the Department determines
that there is a reasonable probability to believe that it is no longer necessary
either for the rehabilitation and treatment of the child or for the protection
of the public that the Department retain legal custody.

Juvenile Grievance Procedures

Only California and New York provide for juvenile grievance procedures in
their juvenile codes. Massachusetts does provide for such procedures in its

code of administrative regulations.

California 's code provides that the Director of the Youth Authority
must establish and maintain a fair, simple, and expeditious system for the
resolution of the grievances of all persons committed to the Youth Authority.
The system implemented by the Director must provide for a number of things,
including:

- Participation of employees of the Department and of persons committed
to the Youth Authority on an equal basis and at the most decentralized level
reasonably possible in the design, implementation, and operation of the system.

- Written responses with supporting reasons to grievances at all
decisional levels within the system.

- The right of grievants to be represented either by another person
committed to the Youth Authority, by an authority employee, or by any
other person, including a volunteer, who is a regular participant in Depart-
mental operations.
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- Safeguards against reprisals against any grievant or participant
in the resolution of a grievance.

- A full hearing of the grievant at one or more decisional levels
of the process.

- A method of appeal of a grievance decision available to all
parties to the grievance.

- The monitoring of the system by the Department and also for a

biennial evaluation of the system by a public or private agency independent
of the Department.

New York 's code states only that the Division for Youth shall promulgate
regulations governing secure facilities of the Division, including regulations
for a grievance procedure for residents to be run by the Division, with the
use of personnel separate from that of the facility involved.

Massachusetts provides in its administrative regulations for a grievance
procedure for anyone aggrieved by the actions of a departmental or vendor
employee who has violated the administrative rules and regulations applicable
to the Department.

The Commonwealth's regulatory code also provides for sanctions against
employees of the Department and "other persons" (presumably vendors) who
violate the regulations ol the Department, the Fair Information Practices
Regulations of the Executive Office of Human Services, and several other
enumerated laws and regulations.

EXTENTION OF COMMITMENT

Florida , Kansas , New Jersey , Ohio , and Washington have no provisions for the

extension of commitments.

California 's code provides for extension of commitment under the following
circumstances: whenever the Youthful Offender Parole Board is of the opinion
that the discharge of a person from the control of the Youth Authority would
be dangerous to the public because of the person's "mental or physical deficiency
disorder, or abiaormality", the Board should request the prosecuting attorney to

petition the committing court for an order extending the period of commitment.
The petition must be filed within 90 days of the date of scheduled discharge,
and must state the facts upon which the Board relies that discharge of the

person would be dangerous to the public. No such petition may be dismissed
or an order denied because of technical defects in the application. If a

petition is filed the court must notify the person whose liberty is involved,

and his or her parent or guardian if the person is a minor, and must afford
the person the opportunity to appear in court with the aid of counsel and with

the power of process to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production
of evidence.

If the person is ordered returned to the Youth Authority after a full

hearing, the person (or his or her parent or guardian) may make a written
demand for a jury trial in the superior court within ten days of the date

of the order. At the jury trial the person shall be entitled to all the

rights guaranteed under the federal and state constitutions in criminal
proceedings. 65 The trial shall require a unanimous jury verdict, employing
the standard of "proof beyond a reasonable doubt".
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An extension may not be for a period of more than two years. The Board

may reapply for extensions every two years without limitation so long as the

Board believes that the continued detention of the person is necessary for

the protection of the public. The Department of the Youth Authority shall
have the power to transfer any person whose commitment has been extended
under these provisions and who is over the age of twenty-one to the Depart-
ment of Corrections for placement in an appropriate institution.

The provisions of the Massachusetts code are 'substantially similar to

those of the California code: extension of control may be sought when the

person to be discharged is deemed to be "dangerous to the public because of

a mental or physical deficiency, disorder, or abnormality". The order and

application must be made 90 days before the prospective discharge. The

court must notify the person whose liberty is involved, or his or her parent
or guardian if the person is not "sui generis" (e.g. having the capacity to

manage his or her own affairs) , and must afford the person the opportunity
to appear in court with his or her own counsel and the power to compel the

attendance of witnesses and the production of evidence. If the person is

ordered reconfined the control of the Department continues for an additional
two years. The Department may make new application for the continued deten-
tion of the person every two years without limitation, so long as it deems
the person to be physically dangerous to the public. The Department also
has the power, for the protection of other committed children, to transfer
any person aged eighteen or older to the Department of Correction for
placement in an appropriate institution.

Differences between the Massachusetts and California provisions are

primarily the following:

1. Massachusetts allows the Department itself to make the application,
while the California Youth Authority must persuade the prosecuting attorney
to make the application.

2. Massachusetts permits the transfer of a detainee whose commitment
has been extended to the Department of Corrections at age eighteen, whereas
California permits such a transfer only after the person has attained age
twenty-one

.

New York provides that the Commissioner of Social Services and the
Division for Youth are authorized to petition the court for the extension of
the placement of youths committed to their authority. Such petitions must
be filed at least 60 days prior to the scheduled date of discharge, except
for cases where there is good cause for later filing; but in no event may
such a petition be filed after the original date of discharge.

Once a petition is filed the committing court must conduct a hearing in

accordance with the provisions governing dispositional hearings. The respondent,
the presentment agency, and the agency with whom the respondent has been placed
shall all have the opportunity to be heard at the hearing.

Any extension ordered may not exceed one year in duration. The code
authorizes successive extensions or placements, but placement may not be made
beyond the respondent's eighteenth birthday without his or her consent, and
in no event past the respondent's twenty-first birthday.
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The code also authorizes temporary orders extending a commitment for
a period not to exceed thirty days upon satisfactory written proof showing
probable cause for the continuance of the placement and that a temporary
order is necessary. Temporary orders are not renewable.

The code also provides that in the case of adjudications under the
Designated Felony Act, the Division for Youth, or any other party may seek
extensions of commitment under the same provisions as for adjudications not
involving designated felonies. The only difference for extensions of commit-
ment pursuant to the Designated Felony Act is that extensions may be made
until the respondent is twenty-one without regard for the respondent's
consent.

Pennsylvania provides that an original commitment may be extended by
the committing court for a period of an additional three years or a period
commensurate with the sentence that a juvenile could have received if con-
victed of the same offense as an adult, whichever is shorter. The rationale
for the extension must be to effectuate the original purpose for which the

order was entered. The child must be given notice of the extension or

modification hearing and is entitled to be heard. The committing court is

required to review each commitment at least once every six months and to

hold a dispositional review hearing at least once every nine months. The

provisions on extension of commitment are the same as to modification of a

commitment order.

Wisconsin also permits the court to authorize extensions of its order
in conformity with the provisions on dispositional orders. The request for

an extension may be made by the parent, child, legal guardian or custodian
as well as any person or agency bound by the dispositional order or by the

court upon its own motion. No order may be extended without a hearing at

which all the parties to the original disposition hearing have a right to

be present. At the hearing the agency primarily responsible for providing
services to the child must submit a written report regarding the extent to

which the original order has been meeting the objectives of the plan for

the child's rehabilitation and treatment.

Any party at the hearing may present evidence relative to the issue

of extension. The judge must make findings of fact and conclusions of law

and issue a new dispositional order at the end of the hearing. All orders

shall be for a specified period of time not to exceed one year. If a request

for the extension of a dispositional order is made prior to the termination
of the original order but the court is unable to conduct the hearing before

the order expires, the court may extend the original order for a period not

exceeding 30 days.

Appeal of Extensions

Only California and Massachusetts provide a right to appeal.

California provides that an order of extension is appealable by the

person whose liberty is involved in the same manner as a judgment from a

criminal case. The appellate court may affirm the order of the lower court,
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modify it, or reverse it and order the appellant to be discharged. Pending
appeal the appellant shall remain under Che control of the Youth Authority.

California also provides for a de novo jury trial apart from the

right to appeal (see material on extension of commitment, supra).

Massachusetts provides that appeals from orders of extension may be

taken to a district court jury session. The appeal is to be taken in the

same manner as appeals to these sessions from judgments of a justice sitting
without a jury in criminal cases. This court has the authority to affirm,
modif3/, or reverse the order and permit the appellant's discharge. Pending
appeal the appellant shall remain under the control of the Department.



ENDNOTES

1. Notice that this definition does not include violations of federal
law.

2. The question of whether provisions on status offenses should be
included in a juvenile code in the first place has been subject
to a considerable degree of politically charged debate. The
prestigious Joint Commission of the Institute for Judicial Adminis-
tration/American Bar Association on standards for the administration
of juvenile justice have taken the position that status offenses
have no place in a juvenile code. Other standards, such as those
of the National Advisory Committee on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention disagree, citing the need of the court to be able to order
the provision of services in certain necessary situations.

3. This conclusion that such a juvenile is within the jurisdiction of

the court appears to be conditioned upon a finding by a school
attendance review board that the available public or private services
are insufficient to correct the truancy or disobedience.

4. There is a great deal of overlap between the provisions of the

Designated Felonies Act and those of the Juvenile Offenders Act
since both acts cover approximately the same range of offenses. The

primary differences seems to be that the Designated Felonies Act applies
to juveniles of any age whereas the Juvenile Offenders Act applies only
to juveniles aged fourteen or older (or thirteen in the case of juveniles
accused of murder) . In practice the Juvenile Offenders Act has largely
superseded the earlier Designated Felonies Act.

5. The code does not indicate whether the provisions on amenability to

treatment and on the safety of the community are to be considered
conjunctively or disjunctively.

6. Presumably these states regulate rules of procedure in delinquency cases

in their respective court rules on procedure. We have confined our

analysis to provisions of procedure appearing in the actual texts of the

codes themselves.

7. It seems highly probable that what the code intended was that county or

district prosecutors must prepare is what other states refer to as a

"petition."

8. New Jersey also provides for the filing of "petitions." These are

however used exclusively to initiate proceedings with respect to a

"juvenile-family crisis."

9. The code also provides that the probation service has the authority to

adjust suitable cases before a petition is filed.
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10. The code also provides for the "commencement of proceedings" by the

court accepting jurisdiction over the disposition of resident children
received from another state, or by accepting supervision of a child
subject to a foreign order. However, these provisions do not relate
to the commencement of delinquency proceedings; they relate to the

acceptance of jurisdiction by Pennsylvania courts over the disposition
of cases originating in a foreign jurisdiction.

11. Petitions with regard to children alleged to have violated a civil law

or ordinance may also be filed by a corporation counsel or other
authorized official.

12. Notice that California provides for the taking into custody of juveniles
under circumstances that have nothing to do with delinquent or criminal
conduct. The inclusion of these provisions results from the code's
indiscriminate mixing of provisions on delinquency with provisions on

status offenders and neglected or dependant children. Other states
whose codes have mixed together detention provisions regarding delinquent
and non-delinquent juveniles include Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.

13. The code provides no guidance as to when and under what circumstances
the release of a child is to be preferred to the detention of a child
in an appropriate facility.

14. Massachusetts provides for the appointment of counsel for juveniles
accused of delinquency in its Rules of Court.

15. Since Pennsylvania's Juvenile Act pertains to both delinquent and
dependent children, the reference to "party" presumably encompasses
the child itself as well as parents, legal guardians, legal custodians,
and other persons who might have a legitimate interest in the outcome
of the litigation, including the state. But in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, it is doubtful that this provision was intended to

provide parents, legal guardian or custodians, etc., with a right to

counsel during delinquency proceedings.

16. California's code does not specifically define "wards of the court".
Instead, the code defines accused delinquents and status offenders to

be "persons within the jurisdiction of the court," and states that the
court may adjudge such persons to be wards of the court. Therefore,
wards of the court are, technically speaking, both adjudicated delinquents
and status offenders.

17. The California code, as previously discussed, does not distinguish
clearly between delinquents, status offenders, and sometimes even depen-
dant children. The code itself states only that a probation officer must
be present to represent the interests of "each person who is subject to a

petition to declare such person to be a ward or dependent child."
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18. This list of enumerated offenses includes the following: reckless
endangerment in the first degree; manslaughter in the second degree;
rape in the third degree; sodomy in the third degree; sexual abuse in
the first degree; burglary, arson, and robbery in the third degree; or
criminal possession of a weapon in the first, second, or third degree.

19. Informal disposition applies to cases other than delinquency as well.
The code states that it may be applied whenever the intake worker
determines that the filing of a petition under ss. 48.12 to 48.14 is

not required by the interests of the child or the public. These
sections include petitions alleging delinquency, alleging violations
of civil laws and ordinances, alleging the need of protection or
services (i.e. status offenses) and providing jurisdiction "over other
matters related to children." Such "other matters" include the termi-
nation of parental rights, the appointment and removal of guardians,
the adoption of children, and proceedings under the Interstate Compact
on Juveniles, inter alia.

20. The other eight states presumably provide for discovery in their
respective rules of court or in some equivalent administrative regu-
lations. With a few exceptions, this analysis restricts itself of

necessity to the actual texts of the various juvenile codes.

21. the section provides basically that detention shall not be directed
unless the court finds, and states the reasons for finding, that the
respondent should not be released (1) because there is a substantial
possibility that the respondent will not appear in court in the return
date, or (2) because there is a serious risk that the respondent will
commit an act which constitutes a crime before the return date.

22. Such an admission is only an admission as to the occurrence of certain
facts. (It is not an actual admission of delinquency.)

23. The New Jersey code never states explicitly that juvenile hearings
should normally be closed. However, this conclusion can fairly
obviously be inferred, since the hearings may be opened only when
the court determines that specific harm to the juvenile is not likely
to occur.

24. These offenses include all of the offenses listed in section 707(b)

except offenses against aged or disabled persons described in section
1203.09 of the Penal Code. Additionally, certain offenses regarding
the sale or possession of narcotics or controlled substances are also

included.

25. 45 CFR 1355-1357.

26. Although the code requires that the enumerated parties receive notice,

it never specifically states that a hearing must be held on the motion,

nor does it necessarily entitle any of the parties who receive notice

of the motion to testify for or against it.
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27. The code defines nine specific ways in which a petition may be terminated
in favor of a respondent. These include that the petition is withdrawn;
that the petition is dismissed pursuant to a motion to dismiss for a

defective petition or a motion to dismiss in furtherance of justice, and
the presentment agency has failed to appeal; that the petition was dismissed
pursuant to an adjournment in contemplation of dismissal and the present-
ment agency has either failed to appeal or lost the appeal; and so forth.

28. Notice that, as with the New Jersey code, the provisions here do not
explicitly state that there must be a hearing on the motion, nor do they

indicate who may or may not testify for or against the motion. Notice
also that juveniles convicted of a designated felony act are not entitled
to have their records sealed at all.

29. The code provides elsewhere that the identity of an alleged or convicted
offender, and that of the offender's parents or guardian, may be released
to the victim. The code does not provide that the victim may have direct
access to the offender's files, however.

30. See In re Gault , 397 U.S. 1 (1967), and In re Winship , 397 U.S. 358 (1970).

31. See McKeiver v. Pennsylvania , 403 U.S. 528 (1971).

32. Washington's code eschews the terminology of delinquency in accordance
with its accountability model. In consequence, the code refers to

"findings of guilt" and not to "adjudications for delinquency."

33. Although Washington's code does not provide for adjudicatory alternatives,
it does make generous provisions for the diversion of a juvenile offender
prior to the filing of a petition.

34. See footnote #16.

35. A youth residential facility is defined in the code as any home, foster
home, or structure providing twenty-four hour care for juveniles.

36. A state youth center is defined as a facility operated by the Secretary
of Juvenile Offenders, and appears to refer to secure facilities.

37. These five factors are: (1) the needs and best interests of the juvenile;
(2) the record and background of the juvenile; (3) the nature and circum-
stances of the offense (including whether any injury was inflicted by
the juvenile or another participant) ; (4) the need for protection of the

community; and (5) the age and physical condition of the victim.

38. The code defines "temporary" custody as legal custody which may be
terminated at the discretion of the court.

39. See material on waiver of jurisdiction.

40. For a discussion of the provisions of the Designated Felony Act see the

material on waiver of jurisdiction.
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Specif ically, the code states that "no appeal by the people shall lie
as to any count which, if the people are successful, will be the basis
for further proceedings subjecting any person to double jeopardy in
violation of the state or federal Constitution." This is the only
reference in the code to appeal by the state.

42. Massachusetts law frequently refers to institutions or training schools
which are no longer in operation. Their lack of continued existence
is unfortunately not reflected in the laws of the Commonwealth as a

general rule.

43. The operation of the Department of Social and Health Services does not
confine itself to juvenile offenders. The Department operates programs
for "every child with behavioral problems, mentally and physically
handicapped persons, and deaf and blind children."

It should also be noted that it is not precisely clear from the
language of the code itself that the Department operates facilities for
juvenile offenders at allj as much can however be garnered from an
examination of the legislative history. As stated, the Department
operates programs for "every child with behavioral problems...." The
code, in a separate section, defines the term "children with behavioral
problems" to be synonymous and interchangeable with the term "delinquent
children" as used in the juvenile court law. The term "delinquent
children" was subsequently abolished in the Juvenile Justice Act of 1977,

for which the term "juvenile offender" was substituted. This change was
never reflected in the chapter on children and youth services, which
chapter was enacted in 1959 and the relevant provisions of which have
not been amended since the enactment of the Juvenile Justice Act in

1977.

44. The statutory phrase "in default of bail" is subject to varied inter-
pretations. The practice of many courts is to detain a child for 30

days for the evaluation, when the child has not posted the required
bail.

45. Although it is not precisely clear, a temporary "adjudication" is

apparently merely a device permitting the court to transfer temporary
legal custody of the child to any party that the court considers
appropriate.

46. As noted in footnote #41, the provisions of the Washington code regarding
the powers and authority of the Department of Social and Health Services

do not specifically refer to provisions regarding juvenile offenders as

defined in the Juvenile Justice Act of 1977. The same is true for the

provisions regarding diagnostic services. This omission is probably
not deliberate, but due instead to the enactment of the provisions on

the Department eighteen years prior to the enactment of the Juvenile
Justice Act.

47. These three options are available only to minors adjudged to be wards

of the court for delinquent acts. Minors adjudged to be wards for

essentially status offenses may only be placed in the custody of a

probation officer.
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48. Although it appears from the text of the code that the Secretary of

Social and Rehabilitation Services supervises the state youth centers,

the definition of "state youth center" states that it means a facility
"operated by the secretary for juvenile offenders." This language can
be interpreted in two ways: (1) that there is a Secretary for Juvenile
Offenders who operates these facilities (nothing in the code indicates
such to be the case); or (2) that the Secretary of Health and Rehabili-
tation Services operates the facilities for the benefit of juvenile
offenders.

49. The code is silent on what happens if there is a conflict of authority
in which the Secretary refuses to abide by the court's recommendations.
Nothing in the code indicates that the courts have any power to override
the placement decision of the Secretary under any circumstances.

50. New Jersey's code on Institutions and Agencies does provide for the

establishment and maintenance of a training school for boys and one
for girls. These provisions were enacted in 1918 and amended in 1970.

Since the Code of Juvenile Justice was enacted in 1983, and since its

provisions do not provide for the commitment of juvenile offenders to

any training schools, it is reasonable to assume that the old provisions
with regard to the training schools no longer have the force of law.

It should be noted however that the old law provided that boys between
the ages of eight and sixteen and girls between the ages of eight and
seventeen who were found guilty of any crime except murder could be

adjudicated delinquent in lieu of having criminal judgment and sentence
imposed against them, and be committed to the Training School for 3oys
at Jamesburg or the Training School for Girls.

51. The code states that "(u)nless the dispositional order provides otherwise,
the court so directing shall include one of the following alternatives
in the event that the Commissioner is unable to so place the respondent.
In effect, the court can apparently direct that the Commissioner must
comply with its order without having any opportunity to appeal the order
because it is difficult or impossible to comply with.

52. As discussed in footnotes #41 and #44, the provisions regarding the

authority of the Department of Social and Health Services to deal with
juvenile offenders are largely outdated with respect to the enactment
of the Juvenile Justice Act of 1977.

53. Although Massachusetts has closed down the training schools, this state
of affairs is not acknowledged in any way in the Commonwealth's juvenile
code. See also footnote #40.

54. Massachusetts operates several small secure facilities; this is not
reflected in the Commonwealth's juvenile code.

55. Other states may authorize coeducational programs through internal
regulation or may have established such programs in practice; the codes
do not make specific reference to any such programs.

M
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56. The project only had access to the administrative regulations of
Florida and Massachusetts . The Commonwealth, while extensively
regulating such issues as disciplinary procedures and conditional
liberty, did not include much on substantive rights in its adminis-
trative regulations. Florida 's regulations, on the other hand,
provided the following with regard to the rights of committed juveniles
(among other things)

:

1. That there must be a designated, responsible adult present
whenever children are cared for at a training school or secure detention
facility.

2. That in all detention and residential treatment programs basic
comfort items and articles of personal hygiene be provided in adequate
amounts to children as needed.

3. That periods of rest and sleep appropriate to the age of
detained or committed children be provided.

4. That detained or committed children must, in all residential
programs, be fed well-balanced and nutritious meals.

5. That children may under no circumstances be required to perform
hazardous work or work that would personally benefit an individual staff
member (children may however be required to perform such duties as making
their own beds, cleaning up their respective. rooms, and keeping groups and

activity areas clean and in order)

.

6. Unless restricted for health and security reasons, all children
should be encouraged to engage in appropriate outdoor recreation; all
training schools and secure detention facilities should provide for an

outdoor recreational area where security and visual supervision can
easily be maintained. Where outdoor recreation is not available facilities
should provide a reasonable period of time each day for children to engage
in indoor exercise.

7. Arts and crafts, supplies, books, current magazines, games or
other indoor recreational materials shall be provided by each facility.

8. That every reasonable effort must be made to meet the religious
needs of children according to their faith (attendance at religious
services may not be mandatory)

.

9. That all facilities must provide for visitation, subject to the

approval of the Superintendent or person in charge, by parents or legal

guardians, other persons approved by parents or guardians, attorneys or

legal representatives, volunteers or clergy.

10. That all children be allowed to correspond in writing with anyone

of their choice unless the recipient expresses a desire not to receive

correspondence. Outgoing correspondence may not be censored; incoming
correspondence may be checked for illegal contraband only in the presence

of the child.

11. That in secure detention facilities children have reasonable
access to a telephone between 9:00 a.m. daily, except that calls may be

limited in duration and the parties contacted.
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12. That a physician must be called immediately if there are

indications of serious injury, illness, or other situations requiring
medical attention. If a physician cannot be contacted the child must
be taken to the nearest available hospital for emergency care. In

case of serious injury, accident, or illness, the child's parents or

guardian, youth counselor, and where appropriate, attorney and judge
of record must be notified.

13. That prescriptions may not be administered unless directed by
a physician and so noted in the child's record.

14. That all facilities must comply with the appropriate state
health, sanitation, food service, and fire safety standards.

15. That all children assigned to a residential treatment program
undergo a physical examination prior or subsequent to admission, as

the availability of resources permits.

16. That an educational "experience" must be available to all
children in secure detention facilities, residential treatment programs,
and certain non-residential treatment programs.

57. The language of the code actually qualifies the right to treatment in

that the right exists only to the degree that the Youth Authority may,
upon the recommendation of the attending physician, authorize the

necessary medical care. Nevertheless, it seems likely that the California
legislature did intend to establish a right to at least a minimal level
of proper medical care.

58. See footnotes #56. As discussed, our project had access only to the

regulations of Florida and Massachusetts.

Florida regulates the use of "security units" at training schools
with great intensity, as well as the use of isolation in detention
facilities; otherwise, Florida provides little in the way of disciplinary
procedures. In brief, the Florida regulations state that placement in
a secure unit of a training school may only be in accordance with
established reasons. These include:

1. The child is a danger to others;

2. The child is a definite immediate threat to the security of the
program;

3. Malicious destruction of the property of others; and,

4. Unauthorized absence from the grounds or from an activity away
from the grounds

.

The security unit may not be used for such offenses as cursing
staff members, verbal temper tantrums, disrespect, sleeping in school,
lying or stealing. The security unit should be used only when less
extreme alternatives have been exhausted.

If a child is admitted to a security unit the child must be afforded
a hearing within 24 hours (excluding Sundays and holidays) before a committee
of three staff members plus an advocate of the child's choice.

Certain minimum standards must be adhered to when children are confined
in a security unit, including:
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- That the rooms in which children are confined be equipped with
mattresses, sheets, blankets, pillows, and pillowcases, as well as
toilets and wash basins;

- That children be given the opportunity to shower daily;

- That children be allowed to retain personal clothing appropriate
to the season;

- That children be allowed to engage in one hour of physical
exercise daily;

- That children be allowed to participate in supplemental
educational, rehabilitation, and treatment programs;

- That children be provided the same meals as others in the institution;

- That children be allowed the same number of visits as non-confined
children and that they continue to have reasonable access to telephones; and

- That confined children be allowed to possess a reasonable number of

books, magazines, newspapers, and other reading materials, as well as

amenities such as toilet paper, soap, towels, and wash cloths.

That regulations also provide for the use of isolation at secure
detention facilities. In essence the regulations provide that isolation
should be used only when a child is "beyond the control of the staff";
a child confined to a room must be visually observed by the superintendent
or a designated representative every ten minutes; and immediately upon
placing a child in isolation a written report must be prepared justifying
the action.

Massachusetts regulates four general areas of concern with regard to

disciplinary procedures: room confinement of and the use of mechanical
restraints on juveniles detained or committed by the Department of Youth
Services, the granting of passes for juvenile committed to secure facilities

of the Department, and the granting and revocation of liberty for juveniles

committed to the Department.

Regarding room confinement the regulations provide that room confine-
ment must be authorized by the unit director; in those cases requiring
immediate physical restraint, authorization must be within fifteen minutes
of confinement. A juvenile may not be confined for a maximum period
exceeding 24 hours, and confinements of over two hours are accompanied by

certain procedural safeguards. A visual observation must be made at least

every fifteen minutes when a juvenile is in room confinement, and constant

observation must be maintained when the juvenile is a suicide risk.

Additionally, every juvenile confined for more than twelve consecutive
hours must be visited at least every three hours by someone from the

administrative staff, the counseling staff, or the medical staff. A
number of reports must be filed in every case of room confinement.

Mechanical restraints may only be used in secure detention or shelter

care facilities, and only in cases when uncontrollable behavior presents

serious threats to the safety of the juvenile or others, and all reasonable

alternatives (including verbal counseling, room confinement, and minimum
physical restraint) have already been attempted. All restrained juveniles
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t constantly be supervised by a staff member and may not be left
alone. Mechanical restraints can never be attached to a fixed object
such as a bed or pole. Mechanical restraints may not be used for a

period in excess of one hour. A number of reports muse be filled out
in connection with the use of mechanical restraints.

Regarding passes, the regulations provide that juveniles who
have completed one-half of their minimum time assignment in a secure
treatment unit are eligible to be considered for the supervised pass
program, provided progress in the program can be documented. Juveniles
who have satisfactorily completed two supervised passes are eligible
for an unsupervised pass, provided that continued progress is maintained.
Juveniles who are designated as special placements because of the serious
nature of the offense or circumstances surrounding the offense are not
eligible for a pass. Juveniles, upon receiving a pass, must agree to

abide by the rules established by the secure facility. Any violation of

these rules may result in the immediate return of the juvenile to the

program and the loss of future pass privileges. There are no hearing
procedures to determine whether a violation of the appropriate rules
occurred.

Conditional liberty is a grant by the Department which results in

the placement of a juvenile committed to a secure facility into a non-
secure setting. Conditional release is accomplished by the placement
of a juvenile in a nonresidential program, including permitting the

juvenile to reside at home. Any conditional liberty or release is

conditioned on adherence by the juvenile to the specific conditions
of an agreement between the juvenile and the Department. If the juvenile
is accused of violating the terms of the agreement and thereby subjecting
him to revocation, the juvenile is entitled to notice and a hearing, at

which the juvenile will have a right to representation of his or her own
choosing, the right to call witnesses on his or her own behalf, and the

right to confrontation and cross-examination of adverse witnesses.

59. Florida regulates transfers between juvenile facilities in its adminis-
trative code for the Department of Health and Human Services Youth
Services Program. The regulations permit the Department relatively
free reign to transfer a child from one placement to another. Transfers
may be characterized either as administrative or as treatment transfers:
administrative transfers may be made to accommodate a household move of

a child or the child's family, to redistribute uneven caseloads, or to

accommodate similar situations for the convenience of the Department or

the child and the child's family; treatment transfers may be made when
a child is not responding to a rehabilitation program or when the program
to which the child is assigned does not have adequate rehabilitation
services for the needs of the child.

60. The juvenile courts are a division of the superior courts in the state
of Washington; presumably this section applies to the juvenile courts
as well.

61. The code provides separate provisions on parole and on liberty under
supervision as options open to the Youthful Offender Parole Board. There
are no discernible differences between the provisions, and they may simply
by a restatement of what the other already provides.
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62. As is frequently the case with provisions requiring notice to the court,
the code here fails to address the issue of whether the court may-

override the decision of the Youth Authority. If the court may not,

it begs the question of what useful purpose is served by requiring the
court to have notice.

63. The New Jersey Code of Juvenile Justice defines the maximum term as

being until the juvenile reaches age eighteen or one year from the date
of entry of the dispositional order. The Institutions and Agencies Code
however defines it until the juvenile reaches the age of twenty-one. It

seems likely that the Institutions and Agencies Code was not amended
when the revised Code of Juvenile Justice was enacted in 1982.

64. It is not clear that these provisions apply in the case of juveniles
adjudicated for designated felony acts.

65. California 'a code does not actually state that the jury trial is de novo.

However, it appears to be de novo, particularly since the code precludes
the jury from knowing that an order for extension of commitment has been
handed down by the court below.
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Appendix A cites the appropriate provisions of the state codes corresponding
to the section headings in our analysis. The designation "N/S" means that

there is no statutory material under the appropriate section heading. The

designation "N/A" means that the statutory material was unavailable for

some reason. The codes are cited in the form described below:

California : citations are generally to sections of the Welfare and

Institutions Code, and are in a form where "CA: 601" designates §601 of

the Welfare and Institutions Code. Other cites are in the following form:

"CA: Penal Code, §1177" designates §1177 of the Penal Code.

Florida : citations are generally to Chapter 39 of the Florida Statutes.
Citations are in the following form: "FL: 39.115" designates §115 of Chapter
39 of the Florida Statutes. Citations to Florida's Administrative Rules of

the Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services are as follows: "FL:

Rules, 10H-2.36" designates §2.36 of Chapter 10H of the Administrative Rules.

Kansas : citations are generally to chapters 38 and 76 of the Kansas
Statutes. Citations are in the following form: "KA: 38-1611" designates
§1611 of Chapter 38 of the Kansas Statutes. Citations to other chapters
follow the same form.

Massachusetts : citations are generally to chapters 119 and 120 of the

General Laws. Citations follow the form where "MA: 119 §68" designates §68

of Chapter 119 of the General Laws; citations to other chapters follow the

same form. Citations to the Code of Massachusetts Regulations follow the

form where "MA: 109 CMR 2.07" designates §2.07 of Chapter 109 of the Code
of Massachusetts Regulations.

New Jersey : citations are generally to Title 2A, Chapter 4A, and
Title 30, Chapter 4 of the Revised Statutes. Citations are in the following
form: "NJ: 2A:4A-20" designates §20 of Chapter 4A of Title 2A of the
Revised Statutes; other citations follow the same form.

New York : citations are generally to Article 3 of the Family Court
Act or to Article 19G of the Executive Law. Citations to Article 3 of the
Family Court Act will follow the form where "NY: 3-353" designates §353
of Article 3; citations to Article 19G of the Executive Law will be in the

form where "NY: 19G-511" designates §511 of Article 19G. Citations to

other acts will follow a form where "NY: Penal Code, Art. 5 §211" designates
§211 of Article 5 of the Penal Code.

Ohio : citations are generally to chapters 2151 and 5139 of the Ohio
Revised Code. Citations will follow the form where "OH: 2151.312" desig-
nates §312 of Chapter 2151 of the Revised Code. Citations to other chapters
are in the same form.

Pennsylvania : citations are generally to Title 42, Chapter 63 of the

Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes. Citations to Title 42, Chapter 63 will
be in the form where "PA: 6352" designates §6352 of Chapter 63, Title 42

(Under the Pennsylvania numbering system, the Chapter number forms the first
two numerals of the section number) . Citations to other statutes will be in
the form where "PA: Title 16, §8322" designates §8322 of Title 16 of the
Consolidated Statutes.
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Washington ; citations are generally to Title 13, Chapters 13.04,
13.34, 13.40, and 13.50, as well as Title 72, Chapter 72.05 of the Revised
Code of Washington. Citations will be in the form where "WA: 13.40.050"
designates §050 of Chapter 13.40, and "WA: 72.05,130" designates §130
ChaDter 72.05 of the Revised Code.

Wisconsin : citations are generally to Chapter 48 of the Wisconsin
Statutes. Citations will follow the form where "WS : 48.07" designates §07

of Chapter 48 of the Wisconsin Statutes. Citations to other chapters will
follow the same form.



PURPOSE OF THE CODE

CA: 202, I7G0

FL

KS

MA

NJ

39.002

38-1601

119 §53

2A:4A-21

NY: 3-301.1

OH: 2151.01

PA: 6301(3)

WA: 13.40.010

WI: 48.01

PROVISIONS ON JURISDICTION

Delinquency Defined

CA: 602

FL: 39.02

KS: 38-1602(b)

MA: 119 §52

NJ:' 2A:4A-23

NT: 3-302.1

OH: 2151.02

PA: 6302

WA: 13.40.020(10) ,(11)

WI: 48. 02 (3m)

Maximum Age Limits

CA: 602, 607

FL: 39.02(4)

KS: 38-1602U)

MA: 119 §52

NJ: 2A:4A-22(a)

NY: 3-302.1

OH: 2151.011(3) (10)

PA: 6302

WA: 13.04.011

WI: 48.12

Minimum Age Limits

CA: 602 NY: 3-302.1

FL: 39.02(4)

KS: 38-1602(a)

MA: 119 §52

OH: 2151.011(3) (10)

PA: 6302

WA: 13.04.011

NJ: 2A:4A-22(a) WI: 48.12



Tine At Which Jurisdiction Attaches

CA: 602 NT: 3-302.1

FL: 39,06(7) OH: 2151.23(A)(1)

KS: 38=1603 PA: N/S

MA: 119 §72, 72A WA: N/S

NJ: N/S WI: 48.12

Superseding Age Limit Before Apprehension or Final Disposition

CA: 607 NY: N/S

FL: 39.02(4) OH: 2151.011(B)(1)

KS: 38-1604(c) PA: 6302(2)

MA: 119 §72 WA: 13.40.300

NJ: 2A:4A-45 WI: 48.12(2)

Delinquent Acts Committed By Children Under The Minimum Age

CA: N/S NY: N/S

FL: N/S OH: N/S

KS: N/S PA: 6302(7)

MA: N/S WA: 13.40.020(10)

NJ: N/S WI: 48.13(12)

Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior

CA: 601 NY:

FL: 39.01(9), 39.40 OH: 2151.022

KS: PA: 6303(a)(1)

MA: 119 §39E WA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-22(g) WI: 48,13



Waiver Of Jurisdiction (Transfer For Criminal Prosecution)

CA: 707

FL: 39.02(5)(6), 39.09(2)

KS: 38-1636, 38-1681

MA: 119 §61

NJ: 2A:4A-26, 27, 29

NY: N/S

OH: 2151.26

PA: 6322, 6355

WA: 13.40.110

WI: 48.18

Provisions On Venue

CA: N/S

FL: 39.02(3)(a)

KS: 38-1605

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-302.3

OH: 2151.27, .271

PA: 6321(b)

WA: 13.40.060

WI: 48.185

Jurisdiction Over Mentallv Defective Juveniles

CA: 702.3, 705

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: 120 §14

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: 2151.23(A)(4)

PA: 6356

WA: 13.04.030(5)

WI: 48.135

Jurisdiction Over Traffic Offenses

CA: 256

FL: N/S

KS: 8-2117

MA: 119 §58

NY: N/S

OH: 2151.23(A)(1), 2151.021

PA: N/S

WA: 13.04.030(6) (c)

NJ: 2A:4A-23 WI: 48.17



Jurisdiction Over Adults Accused Of Contributing To The Delinquency Of A Minor

CA: N/S NY: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: 119 §63

NJ: N/S

OH: 2151.23(A)(5), 2151.44

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: 48.44, 48.45

Jurisdiction Over Contempt

CA: 213

FL: 39.13

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: 2151.21

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

STRUCTURE OF THE COURT SYSTEM

CA: 245

FL: N/A

KS: N/A

MA: 218 §57

NJ: N/A

NY: N/A

OH: 2151.07

PA: 6305, 6336(A)

WA: 13.04.021, 13.04.230

WI: N/A

Use Of Quasi-Judicial Decision Makers

CA: 247

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: 2151.16

PA: 6305

WA: 13.04.021

WI: 48.065



Prosecutors In Familv Or Juvenile Court

CA: 681

FL: 39.05(3)

KS: 38-1612

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: 6336(b)

WA: 13.40.090

WI: 48.09

Court Rules Of Procedure

CA: 678, 680

FL: 39.09(l)(a)

KS: N/S

MA: Mass. Rules of Crim. Pro.

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-303.1

OH: 2151.17

PA: 6336(b)

WA: N/S

WI: 48.299

COMMENCEMENT OF PROCESS

CA: 650, 653.1-653.7, 656, 658

FL: 39.04, 39.05

KS: 38-1612, 1621, 1622

MA: 119 §54

NJ: 2A:4A-30, 70(b), (71)

NY: 3-308.1, 310.1, 311.1, 311.2

OH: 2151.27

PA: 6321(a)(3), 6334, 6331

WA: 13.40.070

WI: 48.24, 48.25, 48.067

PROVISIONS ON TAKING A JUVENILE INTO CUSTODY

CA: 625

FL: 39.03(l)(b)

KS: 38-1624

MA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-31

NY: 3-305.2

OH: 2151.31

PA: 6324(1)

WA: 13.40.040

WI: 48.19(d)(3)



Standards For Issuance Of A Warrant

CA: 663

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1631

MA: 119 §54

NJ: 2A:4A-31

NY: 3-312,2

OH: 2151.30

PA: 6335(c)

WA: 13.40.100

WI: 48.28

Provisions On Issuance Of A Summons

CA: 658, 659, 660(c), 661

FL: 39.06

KS: 38-1626, 1625(a)

MA: 119 §54, 55, 70

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-312.1, 341.2

OH: 2151.28

PA: 6335(a)

WA: 13.40.100

WI: 48.27

Post-Arrest Release

CA: 626, 626.5

FL: 39.03(2)

KS: 38-1624(d)

MA: 119 §67

NJ: 2A:4A-34, 35

NY: 3-305.2

OH: 2151.311

PA: 6331

WA: 13.40.040

WI: 48.20

PROVISIONS ON DETENTION

Detention Standards In Cases Of Delinquency

CA: 628(a)

FL: 39.03(2), 39.032

KS: 38-1632

MA: 119 §68

NJ: 2A:4A-34

NY: 3-304.1, 305.2, 307.3, 307. 4,

320.5

OH: 2151.312

PA: 6325, 6326, 6331, 6332

WA: 13.40.040

WI: 48.20, 48.205



Detention Standards In Cases Of Criminal Transfers

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-36

NY: N/S

OH: 2151.20(B)

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: 48.18(8)

Standards For Preventive Detention

CA: 636

FL: 39.032

KS: 38-1632(e)

MA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-34

NY: 3-320.5

OH: 2151.31(D)

PA: 6326(2)

WA: 13.40.040

WI: 48.205(a)

Duration Of Detention

CA: 632, 636

FL: 39.032(6)

KS: N/S

MA: 119 §68, 276 §5B

NJ: 2A:4A-38

NY: 3-305.2, 307.4, 320.5

OH: 2151.314

PA: 6331, 6332, 6335(a)

WA: 13.40.050

WI: 48.21(4), 48.31

Types Of Detention Facilities

CA: N/S

FL: 39.01(14)(16)

KS: N/S

MA: 119 §68B

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-304.1

OH: 2151.312

PA: 6327(a)

WA: N/S

WI: 48.207, 208



Standards For Detention In Secure Facilities

CA: 636.2

FL: 39.032(5)

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-304.1

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: 48.208

Conditions Of Release/Bail

CA: 628.1, 629

FL: 39.03(2)

KS: 38-1632

MA: 119 §68

NJ:' 2A:4A-35

NY: 3-320.5

OH: 2151.311

PA: N/S

WA: 13.40.040(4), .050

WI: 48.20

Appeal Of Detention Decisions

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-111.2

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: 13.04.033

WI: N/S

POLICE INTERROGATION, SEARCHES, FINGERPRINTING, PHOTOGRAPHING

CA: N/S

FL: 39.031

KS: 38-1611

MA: N/S

NY: 3-306.1, 306.2, 354.1

OH: 2151.313

PA: 6334(c)

WA: 13.04.130

NJ: 2A:4A-61 WI: N/S



RIGHT TO COUNSEL

CA: 633, 634, 634.6, 682 NY: 3-320.3

FL: 39.071 OH: 2151.352

KS: 38-1606 PA: 6332(a), 6337

MA: N/S WA: 13.40.140

NJ: 2A:4A-39(a) WI: 48.23

Representation By Counsel For The State

CA: 681(a) NY: N/S

FL: 39.05(3) OH: N/S

KS: N/S PA: 6336(b)

MA: N/S WA: N/S

NJ: N/S WI: N/S -

PROBATION

CA: 270, 280, 281, 652, 653.1, 653.5 NY: 3-308.1, 360.1

FL: N/S OH: 2151.14

KS: N/S PA: 6304

MA: 119 §57, §58 WA: 13.04.040

NJ: N/S WIS N/S

DIVERSION

CA: N/S NY: N/S

FL: 39.04(2)(b)(c), 39.331, 39.336 OH: N/S

KS: 38-1635 PA: 6323

MA: N/S WA: 13.40.080

NJ: 2A:4A-72, 73 . WI: 48.245



PRE-ADJUDICATION PROCEDURES

Provisions On Discovery

CA: N/S NY: 3-331.1, 331.7

FL: N/S OH: N/S

KS: N/S PA: N/S

MA: N/S WA: N/S

NJ: N/S Wis 48.293

Motion Practice

CA: N/S NY: 3-355.2

FL: N/S OH: N/S

KS: N/S PA: N/S

MA: N/S WA: N/S

NJ: N/S WI: 48.297

Initial Appearance And Plea (Juvenile Arraignment)

CA: N/S NY: 3-320.1, 320.6

FL: N/S OH: N/S

KS: 38-1633 PA: N/S

MA: N/S WA: N/S

NJ: N/S WI: 48.30

Appointment Of Guardian Ad Litem

CA: N/S NY: N/S

FL: 39.06(6) OH: 2151.281

KS: N/S PA: N/S

MA: N/A WA: N/S

NJ: N/S WI: 48.235



PRIVACY STANDARDS

Public Or Closed Hearings

CA: 676

FL: 39.09(l)(c)

KS: 38-1652

MA: 119 §65

NJ: 2A:4A-60(g)

NY: 3-341.1

OH: 2151.35

PA: 6336(d)

WA: 13.40.140(6)

WI: 48.299(1)

Introduction Of Evidence Of Delinquency At Subsequent Proceedings

CA: N/S NY: 3-381.2

FL: 39.10(4), 39.12

KS: 38-1607, 38-1608

MA: 119 §60

NJ: 2A:4A-48

OH: 2151.358

PA: 6354(b)

WA: 13.50.050(2) (b) (a)

WI: 48.35

Standards For Collection, Retention, And Dissemination Of Information

CA: 827, 828, 260

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1607, 1608

MA: 119 §60A, §57

NJ: 2A:4A-60

NY: 3-351.1, 381.3

OH: 2151.14, 2151.18

PA: 6307, 6308

WA: 13.50.050

WI: 48.396

Sealing Or Destruction Of Records

CA: 781

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1610

MA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-62

NY: 3-375.2, 375.3

OH: 2151.358

PA: N/S

WA: 13.50.050(10)-(18)

WI: N/S



PROVISIONS ON THE TRIAL STAGE

Due Process Safeguards

CA: 627, 627.5, 700, 701, 702.5

FL: 39.09(1)

KS: 38-1633, 1656

MA: 119 §55A, §58

NJ: 2A:4A-40

Rules Of Evidence

CA: 701

FL: 39.09(l)(b)

KS: 38-1653

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S •

NY: 3-350.3

OH: 2151.35

PA: 6337, 6338, 6340(c), 6341(b), 6355(b)

WA: 13.04.130(3), .140

WI: 48.243, .31(1), .317, .39

NY: 3-342.2 - 344.3

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

Plea Bargaining

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

Admissions

CA: 657(b)

FL: 39.05(4)

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

NY: 3-321.1 - 321.3

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: 48.30(4) (a)



Withdrawal Of Admissions

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-321.4

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

Waiver Of Rights Generally

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ:-N/S

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: 13.40.140

WI: N/S

PROVISIONS ON ADJUDICATION

CA: 725, 725.5, 700.5, 702

FL: 39.10, 39.09(l)(a), 39.05(7)

KS: 38-1655, 1651

MA: 119 §58, §68

NJ: 2A:4A-43(B)(1), 36 (K)

NY: 3-340.1, 345.1

OH: 2151.35

PA: 6341, 6335

WA: 13.40.130

WI: 48.32, 48.30(1), (6), (7)

Social Information In Adjudication

CA: 280

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1653

MA: 119 §57

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: 2151.14

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S



Necessity For Written Findings

CA: 702

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

Statute Of Limitations

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1603

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-302 =2

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

PROVISIONS ON DISPOSITION

CA: 727 - 731

FL: 39.11, 39.09(e)(f)

KS: 38-1663

MA: 119 §58

NJ: 2A:4A-43(1-18), 30:4-177.32

NY: 3-352.2, 352.3, 353.1-353.6

OH:
"

.2151-. 355, .356

PA: 6339, 6352

WA: 13.40.150 - .190, 13.40.030

WI: 48.34, 48.343

Duration Of Disposition

CA: 1769

FL: 39.11(3)

KS: 38-1675

MA: 120 §6, §16

NY: 3-353.1 - 353.5

OH: 2151.38, 5139.05(c)

PA: 6353

WA: 13.40.180, .300

NJ: 2A:4A-44, 45,47 WI: 48.355(4)



Modification Of DisDositional Order

CA: 775, 777, 778, 262

FL: 39.11(7)

KS: 38-1655

MA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-45

NY: 3-355.1

OH: N/S

PA: 6353(a)

WA: 13.40.190, .230

WI: 48.363

Enforcement Of Dispositional Order

CA: 777(b)

FL: 39.11(l)(a)(2)

KS: 38-1606

MA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-45(b)

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: 13.40.200

WI: N/S

PROVISIONS ON APPEAL

CA: 800, Penal Code §1240.1

FL: 39.14

KS: 38-1683

MA: 119 §56

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-365.1, 354.2, Family Court Act
Art. 11, §1111, §1115

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: 13.40.230

WI: 38.46, 48.47

Scope Of Appeal

CA: 800

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1681(b)

MA: 119 §56

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-365.1

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: 13.40.230

WI: 48.46, 48.47(1)



Cases In Which State Mav Appeal

CA: 800

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1682

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

Due Process Rights On Appeal

CA: 800

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

Time Periods On Appeal

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1683

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

Stay Of Order And Release Pending Appeal

CA: 800

FL: 39-14(3)

KS: 38-1684

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-365.1

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: 48.47(1)

NY: Family Court Act, Art. 11, §1120

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: 48*47(2)

NY: Family Court Act, Art. 11, §1113

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: 13.40.230

WI: 48.47(1)

NY: Family Court Act, Art. 11, §1113

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: 13.40.230

WI: N/S



PROVISIONS ON CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

Adjudicatory Alternatives In Criminal Proceedings

CA: N/S NY: N/S

FL: 39.111(3), (4)

KS: N/S

MA: 119 §83

NJ: 30:4-157.1

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

Dispositional Alternatives In Criminal Proceedings

CA: 707.2 NY: N/S

FL: 39.111(1)

KS: N/S

MA: 119 §58, §83

NJ: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

PROVISIONS ON COMMITMENT AND REHABILITATION

Instruction, Training, And Rehabilitation

CA: 1004, 1120

FL: N/S

KS: 76-2112, 2211

MA: 120 §4, §6A

NJ: 30:4-157.8

NY: 19g-511, 515(a), 504

OH: 5139.07

PA: N/S

WA: 72.05.130

WI: 48.48(4)

Diagnostic Services

CA: 741, 1731.6

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: 119 §68A, 68C, 120 §5

NJ: 30:4A-1 et. seq.

NY: 3-351.1

OH: 5139.05(3)(d), 5139.09

PA: N/S

WA: 72.05.130(2)

WI: 48.50



Placement Authority

CA: 727, 730, 731

FL: N/S

KS: 38-1664, 1671, 76-2201

MA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-43(b)(c), 30:4-157 etc seq.

NY: 3-353.3, 353.5, 19g-510, 511, 523

OH: 5139.05(A)

PA: 6352

WA: 72.05.130(3), (4)

WI: 48.52(3)

Geographic Placement

CA: 740

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ:' N/S

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI? N/S

Type Of Facilities

CA: 1760, 727, 730, 731, 1784.2

FL: N/S

KS: 76-2101, 2201

MA: 120 §10, §11, §12

NJ: 2A:4A-43(b)(c)
30:4-156, 157.8, 157.9

NY: 19g-510, 515-a, 500, 502, 505

OH: 5139.13, 5139.06(g), 5139.08

PA: 6351, 6352

WA: 72. 05. 130(4), .150, .160

Wis 48.34, 48.52(1)(B),(C),(D)

Co-Educational Programs

CA: N/S

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: N/S

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S



Rights Of Committed Juveniles

CA: 205, 1705, 1753.7, 1755.3, 1755.5,

1773, 1774, 883, 889, 920, 1125.5,

1760

FL: Rules 10H-2.34, 2.39, 2.40

KS: N/S

MA: 120 §12

NJ: N/S

NY: 19g-526

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: 48. 48(4), (5), (14)

Disciplinary Procedures

CA: N/S

FL: Rules 10H-2.35, 2.36

KS: N/S

NY: 19g-. 515(a)

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

MA: Rules, -109 CMR 2.04, 5.00, 6.03, 6.04 WA: N/S

NJ: N/S WI: N/S

Transfer Procedures Between Juvenile Facilities

CA: N/S

FL: Rules 10H-9.02

NY: 19g-511(3)

OH: 5139.30

KS: 38-1671(c)

MA: N/S

NJ: 30:4-85

PA: 6353(b)

WA: 72.05.130(3)

WI: 48.357

Transfer Procedures From Juvenile To Adult facilities

CA: 1780 - 1783, 1737.1, 1755.5

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: 120 §10, §18

NJ: 30:4-85

NY: N/S

OH: 5139.24

PA: 6352(b)

WA: N/S

WI: N/S



Transfer Procedures From Adult To Juvenile Facilities

CA: N/S NY: N/S

FL: N/S OH: N/S

KS: N/S PA: N/S

MA: 120 §15 WA: 13.40.280

NJ: N/S WI: N/S

Transfer To Mental Health Facilities

CA: 1756 NY: 3-353.4, 19g-517

FL: N/S OH: 5139.06(c), 5139.08

KS: N/S PA: N/S

MA: 120 §14 WA: N/S

NJ: N/S WI: 48.52(2) (a)

Liberty Under Supervision

CA: N/S NY: 3-353.1, 353.2

FL: Rules 10H-9.03 OH: 5139.06(B)

KS: 38-1673, 1674 PA: N/S

MA: 120 §6 WA: 72.05.130(4)

NJ: 30:4-123.51, 123.57 WI: 48.34(10)

Discharge Prior To Expiration Of Term

CA: 1177, 1178 NY: 3-353.3, 19g-525

FL: N/S OH: 5139.06(E)

KS: 38-1675 PA: N/S

MA: 120 §6 WA: N/S

NJ: 2A:4A-47, 30:4-157.6 WI

:

48.53



Juvenile Grievance Procedures

CA: 1766.5

FL: N7S

KS: N/S

MA: Rules 109 CMR 2.04

NJ: N/S

NT: 19g-515a(4c)

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S

EXTENSION OF COMMITMENT

CA: 1800 - 1803, 1770.1

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: 120 §17-19

NJ: N/S

NY: 3-355.3, 353.5(5)(d)

OH: N/S

PA: 6353(a)

WA: N/S

WI: 48.365

Appeal Of Extensions

CA: 1801.5, 1803

FL: N/S

KS: N/S

MA: 120 §20

NJ: N/S

NY: N/S

OH: N/S

PA: N/S

WA: N/S

WI: N/S








